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/977 Annual Dedication

We dedicate this 1977 Annual to Bob and Judy Linker with a depth of

feeling. They have been at the very center of the life of Kieve for the past

nine years, and they will be missed. The best lessons these two people have

taught us have not come from books, nor from their mouths. We have
learned from Bob and Judy by observing them in their daily lives. The\ are

kind, patient, innately loyal people who have touched thousands of us. Any
young person looking for a model would do well to look carefully at Bob
and Judy Linker.
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KIEVE COUNSEL, 1977

RICHARD CROFT KENNEDY, Director; Camper, 1939-45; A.B., Columbia
University, 1956; Harvard University; M.A., Stamford University, 1973;

Assistant Headmaster, Pingree School; Pingree School, South Hamilton,
Massachusetts 01982

ROBERT HUGH LINKER, Co-Director, Water Safety Instructor; B.S., Ursinus

College, 1961; Pennsylvania State University, Temple University; M.A.,

Saint Joseph's College, 1972; Director of the Middle School, The
Episcopal Academy; 215 North Essex Avenue, Narberth, PennsNlvania

19072
ROBERT RIDGWAY BISHOP, Assistant Director, Tennis; Camper, 1949-52;

A.B., Princeton University, 1962; L.L.B., University of Pennsylvania, 1965;

M.A.T., Harvard University, 1972; Director of the Devon Campus, The
Episcopal Academy; 403 Grange Road, Devon, Pennsvlvania 19087

JOHN ROGER PEDRICK, Assistant Director, Waterfront' Director; A.B., Bates

College, 1966; M.S., University of Pennsylvania, 1970; Assistant

Headmaster, Head of the Lower School, Shore Coinitry Day School; 379
Linebrook Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938
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COUNSELORS
PAMELA ANN BABIN, Ceramics; Obeiiin College, 1981; 37 Peterson Road,

Duxbury, Massachusetts 02332
BENJAMIN AMES BATCHELDER, Photography; Phillips Academy, 1978;

Great Meadows Road, Concord, Massachusetts 01742
WILLIAM PEARCE BROWN, JR., Senior Campers Program; Camper, 1968;

B.A., Trinity College, 1976; Teacher, Noble and Greenough School; 414
Glenwyth Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087

ALEXANDER KNAPP BUCK, JR., Tripping, Swimming; Camper, 1966-70;
Colby College, 1978; West Neck Road, Nobleboro, Maine 04555

MICHAEL EDWARD EMBERLEY, Printing; Pingree School, 1978; 6 Water
Street, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

TENCH COXE FORBES, Tripping; Camper, 1970-71; Duke University, 1980;

7061 College Station, Durham, North Carolina 27708
GEORGE THOMAS GREEN, Quebec Labrador Foundation - Kieve Allagash

Program; Camper, 1966-68; B.A., Colby College; 45 Pin Oak Lane, Wilton,

Connecticut 06897
ROBERT PATTON HABGOOD, IV, Sailing, Tennis; Camper, 1970-71, 1973,

1975; Choate School, 1978; The Great Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
GREGORY JOSEPH HEHER, Archery, Landsports, Swimming, Sailing; Camper,

1972-75; The Lawrenceville School, 1978; 4396 Province Line Road,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

HENRY ROBBINS KENNEDY, Archery, Campcraft, Landsports, Tripping;

Camper, 1967-72; Colby College, 1980; Camp Kieve, Nobleboro, Maine
04555

CHRISTOPHER SCOTT MORRIS, Photography, Sailing; Camper, 1971-73,

1975; The Episcopal Academy, 1978; White Horse Road, Phoenixville,

Pennsylvania 19460
HOWARD LENFORD MURRAY, II, Senior Campers Program; Camper, 1972;

Randolph-Macon College, 1981; 22 Weirwood Road, Radnor, Pennsylvania

19087
BENJAMIN REATH NEILSON, JR., Quebec Labrador Foundation - Kieve

Allagash Program; Camper, 1973-76; Saint Paul's School; 354 Sugartown
Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333

WILLIAM 4HOMAS O'DONNELL, III, Rijlery, Sailing; University College of

Wales, Aberystwyth Dyfed, United Kingdom, 1980; 47 Lowell Road,

Concord, Massachusetts 01742
GEOFFREY FREDERICK PATTON, Riflery, Nature, Ropes, Swimming, Shop;

Phillips Exeter Academy, 1978; 159 Locust Street, Danvers, Massachusetts

01923
DAVID LANBORN PETERS, RiJJery, Sailing, Nature; Camper, 1970-75; South

Kent School, 1978; 72 Knoll Drive, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
HOWARD PHIPPS, III, Riflery, Tennis, Shop; Denison University, 1980; Box

#531, Westbury, New York' 1 1590
MARGARET ANN ROCKSTROH, Quebec Labrador Foundation - Kieve

Allagash Program; North Caroline State University, 1979; 677 Bruce Way,

Lilburn, Georgia 30247
CAMPBELL P. SHANNON, Shop, Sailing, Riflery, Landsports; Pingree School,

1978; 321 Ocean Avenue, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
STEPHEN ANDERSON VASTINE, Nature, Archery; Camper, 1972; Ohio

Wesleyan University, 1981; 1157 Lafayette Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania

19087
BRIAN RICHARD WALSH, JR., Outward Bound, Shop; Pingree School, 1978;

801 Cabot Street, Beverly, Massachusetts 01915

ROBERT LUNT WEATHERALL, Maintemnce; Pingree School, 1978; 40

East Street, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938
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JEFFREY WESTON WHEELER, Tennis, Riflery; Colby College, 1978; 61 Old

Niskayuna Road, Loudonville, New York 12211

DAVID HAYES WYKOFF, Maintenance; Pingree School; 67 School Street,

Manchester, Massachusetts 01944

STAFF
JUDITH OWEN LINKER, R.N., Thomas Jefferson University, 1964; Nurse

and Instructor, The Episcopal Academy; 215 North Essex Avenue,
Narberth, Pennsylvania 19072

DOROTHY D. BUNDY, Nurse's Aide; Trinity College, 1981; 39 Walker ^
Road, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944

PETER GEORGE NELSON, Chef; Southern Maine Vocational-Technical

Institute, 1977; P.O. Box #612, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046
MARION POOL HEWSON, Kitchen; Pingree School, 1978; 802 Hale Street, ^

Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915
HOLLY A. JENNINGS, Kitchen; Pingree School, 1978; 965 Bay Road, ^

Hamilton, Massachusetts 01936
ANNE KENNEDY, Kitchen; Pingree School, 1978; Pingree School, South ^

Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
DELORES YORK, Kitchen; Nobleboro, Maine 04555
JANE A. M. ROSE, Kiddie Kamp; Assoc. Bus. Adm., University of Maine, ^ff^

1977; R.F.D. #1, Box #178, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046 ^
DEBORAH ANN RISTUCCIA, Laundry; Pingree School, 1978; 4 Brentwood ^

Circle, Andover, Massachusetts 01810
VIRGINIA CUNNINGHAM, Bookkeeper; M.A., University of Maine, 1976; ^

Newcastle, Maine 04553

TRUSTEES
GORDON BENSLEY, Phillips Academy, Andover, Massachusetts 01910
DOROTHY ADDAMS BROWN, Boston Safe Deposit & Trust Company, 1

Boston Place, Boston, Massachusetts 02106
ALEXANDER KNAPP BUCK, Chairman, 4535 Province Line Road,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
ALEXANDER KNAPP BUCK, JR., West Neck Road, Nobleboro, Maine

04555
PHILIP CUTLER, Box #192, Dresden Mills, Maine 04342
THOMAS W. HAAS, Morris Road, Ambler, Pennsylvania 19001

HENRY S. PATTERSON, .11, 46 Westcott Road, Princeton, New Jersey
08540

FLORENCE LANBORN PETERS, 72 Knoll Drive, Princeton, New Jersey

08540
SARAH ERASER ROBBINS, Eastern Point, Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930
ELISABETH WATERWORTH RUSSELL, 928 Summit Road, Narberth,

Pennsylvania 19072
DONALD SEAMANS, 5 Harbor View, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
HARPER SIBLEY, III, do The Ocean Reef Club, North Kev Largo, Florida

33037
BRADFORD P. STEVENS, A-1 8 Juniper East, Yarmouth, Maine 04096
WILLIAM M. WALKER, II, N.D. Meyer & Companv, Incorporated, Suite

1600, 2 Girard Plaza, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102
MICHAEL WESTCOTT, Attorney; Damariscotta, Maine 04543
SUSAN SHAW WINTHROP, Topsfield Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938
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CAMPERS 1977

SENIOR CAMPERS

COURTLAND CARTER EBELING — Kieve, 1974-77; The Episcopal

Academy; Weldon Lane, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
EDWARD THOMAS GARDINER — Kieve, 1973-77; Wyoming Seminary;

Box #201, Bear Creek, Pennsylvania 18602
MARK BRUCE GUTHRIE — Kieve, 1974-77; The Episcopal Academy; Four

Oaks, Guthrie Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
ALEXANDER MACDONALD RUSSELL — Kieve, 1972-73, 1976-77;

Westminster School; 928 Summit Road, Narberth, Pennsylvania 19072
TIMOTHY OWEN SHENTON — Kieve, 1974-77; Brooks School; Todd

Pond Road, Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773
THOMAS CARPENTER STEWART, II — Kieve, 1975-77; The Haverford

School; 914 Black Rock Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035
GEORGE WAGONER WOODRUFF — Kieve, 1974-77; The Episcopal

Academy; Pennswood Road, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010

JOHN SPARKS WYNN, III — Kieve, 1976-77; Harriton High School; 908
Merion Square Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035

******
WILLIAM MUNSELL AVANTAGGIO — Kieve, 1977; Franklin Elementary

School; Bristol Road, Damariscotta, Maine 04543
BRIAN MERRILL BAILEY — Kieve, 1975-77; Lincoln Academy; Box #201,

Newcastle, Maine 04553

J. FREDERIC BEGIEN, JR. — Kieve, 1975-77; Brookwood School; Proctor

Street, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
CHRISTOPHER PUTNEY BELL — Kieve, 1976-77; Tuxedo Park School;

East Lake Road, Tuxedo Park, New York 10987
MICHAEL JAMES BENT — Kieve, 1974-77; Nobleboro Central School; The

West Neck Road, Nobleboro, Maine 04555
DANIEL BLISS — Kieve, 1975-77; Greenwich Country Day School; 14

Fairfield Road, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
THOMAS L. BLUM — Kieve, 1976-77; Saint Bernard's School; 1150 Fifth

Avenue, New York, New York 10028
PERRY TRAFFORD BOYDEN, JR. — Kieve, 1975, 1977; Lincoln School;

Vinalhaven, Maine 04863
RICHARD G. BRACE, JR. — Kieve, 1977; Dover Public School; 2 Maple

Lane, Dover, Massachusetts 02030
JOSEPH T. BRENNAN, IV — Kieve, 1976-77; The Oilman School; 4311

Butler Road, Glyndon, Maryland 21071
DAVID HARRIS WATKINS BUCHANAN — Kieve, 1977; Shore Country

Day School; 143 West Street, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915
GEORGE BERESFORD BURDEN — Kieve, 1977; Bessie Buker School; 17

Grapevine Road, Wenham, Massachusetts 01984
ANDREW L. CARD — Kieve, 1976-77; Shore Country Day School; 40

Hutchinson Road, Winchester, Massachusetts 01940

JOHN LEE CARROLL, JR. — Kieve, 1977; Buckley School; 215 East 72nd
Street, New York, New York 10021

DAVID JOHN CHAWAGA — Kieve, 1977; The Episcopal Academy; 510

Mercer Road, Merion, Pennsylvania 19066
DAVID PHILBROOK CONWAY — Kieve, 1977; Beverly Cove School; 8

Brook Head Avenue, Beverly, Massachusetts 01915
GORDON RUSSELL COOK — Kieve, 1977; Memorial School; Norton's

Point, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
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LAURENCE LOMBARD COOK — Kieve, 1977; Dexter School; 7 Dexter

Street, Dedham, Massachusetts 02026
EDWARD WINSLOW COOLIDGE — Kieve, 1977; The Advent School; 85

Mount Vernon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108
PATRICK MCEVOY CROMWELL, JR. — Kieve, 1977; The Oilman School;

1710 Circle Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
CHARLES DANIEL CROWLEY — Kieve, 1976-77; Immaculate Conception

School; 374 Middle Street, West Newbury, Massachusetts 01985
TODD DAVID D'ALESSANDRO — Kieve, 1975-77; Noah Wallace School;

46 Mountain Road, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
EDWARD SHIPPEN DAVIS, JR. — Kieve, 1974-77; Indian Mountain

School; 1040 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10028
THOMAS ANDREW DOONER — Kieve, 1977; The Episcopal Academy;

1225 Medford Road, Wynnewood, Pennsylvania 19096

GEOFFREY HOPE EDMONDS — Kieve, 1973-74, 1976-77; East Junior
High School; 14 Hidden Field, Andover, Massachusetts 01810

MORTON L. FEAREY, II — Kieve, 1976-77; Buckley School; 170 East 79th

Street, New York, New York 10021
CHARLES GAILLY DE TAURINES — Kieve, 1977; Sainte Croix de Neuilly

Ecole; 109 Rue de Longchamp, 92200 Neuilly, France

JAMES WALTER GAMBLE — Kieve, 1974, 1977; Brookline High School;

26 Monmouth Street, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
CHRISTOPHER KIRWIN GILES — Kieve, 1976-77; The Episcopal

Academy; 1153 Norsam Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035
PATRICK J. GILLIGAN — Kieve, 1973-77; Cardigan Mountain School; 18

Jefferson Street, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
DAVID DALLAS GINN — Kieve, 1977; Shore Country Day School; Smith's

Point, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
FRANK BEATMAN GOLDSMITH — Kieve, 1977; Slade Middle School;

199 Garry Drive, New Britain, Connecticut 06052
DENNETT WELLS GOODRICH — Kieve, 1977; Brookwood School; 18 Sea

Street, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
RAMSEY WOODWARD GOODRICH — Kieve, 1977; Brookwood School; 18

Sea Street, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
JAMES ANDERSON GORDON — Kieve, 1977; Granada School; 400

Uplands Drive, Hillsborough, California 94010
THOMAS JOHN GOUNARIS — Kieve, 1977; Brooks School; Bedford

Road, Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773
ASHBEL STOCKTON GREEN — Kieve, 1975-77; Allen Stevenson School;

70 East 96th Street, New York, New York 10028
RANDOLPH H. GUTHRIE, III — Kieve, 1977; Browning School; 15 East

74th Street, New York, New York 10021
CHRISTOPHER A. HAGAR — Kieve, 1977; Nobleboro Central School;

R.F.D., Nobleboro, Maine 04555
WILLIAM P. HALL — Kieve, 1976-77; Tower School; 201 Willow Road,

Nahant, Massachusetts 01908
CHRISTOPHER LOGAN HALLOWELL — Kieve, 1976-77;

Rippowam-Cisqua School; Old Post Road, Bedford, New York 10506
NATHANIEL HAYDOCK HALLOWELL — Kieve, 1976-77;

Rippowam-Cisqua School; Old Post Road, Bedford, New York 10506
KENNETH RAYMOND HALLOWS — Kieve, 1975-77; Lawrence

Intermediate School; 351 Cold Sail Road, Princeton, New Jersev 08540
DAVID HANSROTH HARRIS — Kieve, 1976-77; Oilman School; 5222

Springlake Way, Baltimore, Maryland 21212
RICHARD SCHUYLER HAWKES — Kieve, 1975-77; Princeton Dav School;

620 Rosedale Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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ELIOT CHARLES HEHER — Kieve, 1974-77; The Lawrenceville School;

4396 Province Line Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
JAMES STEPHEN HEBB, IV — Kieve, 1975-77; Oilman School; 500

Greenwood Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
BARON HEISEY — Kieve, 1977; Brookwood School; 104 Goodhue Street,

South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
WILLIAM HEISEY — Kieve, 1977; Brooks School; 104 Goodhue Street,

South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
MARK HEEKIN HERRLINGER — Kieve, 1977; Miami Valley School; 219

Schenck Avenue, Davton, Ohio 45409
PETER JOHN HOBART — Kieve, 1977; Ugo Foscolo School; Piazza

Campitalli No. 10, Rome, Italy

WILLIAM HARRISON HOBART, III — Kieve, 1977; Miami Valley School;

250 Ridge Avenue, Troy, Ohio 45373
WILLIAM B. HOMPE — Kieve, 1976-77; The Episcopal Academy; 1411

Orchard Way, Rosemont, Pennsylvania 19010
BRIAN HARKER JOHNSON — Kieve, 1976-77; Allen-Stevenson School;

1050 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10028
CLINTON VAN PELT JOHNSON — Kieve, 1976-77; Allen-Stevenson

School; 1050 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10028
BENJAMIN RICHARDS KAHRL — Kieve, 1977; Columbus Academy; 209

South Columbia Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43209
THOMAS A. KAHRL, JR. — Kieve, 1973-74, 1976-77; Saint Edmunds

Academv; 111 South Linden Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15208
RICHARD BAYARD KENNELLY, JR. — Kieve, 1976-77; El Roble Junior

High School; 1037 Scripps Drive, Claremont, California 91711
CHARLES PARSONS KING — Kieve, 1977; Shady Hill School; 6 Gerrys

Landing Road, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
JAMES STANTON KING — Kieve, 1977; Shady Hill School; 6 Gerrys

Landing Road, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
WILLIAM ADAM KLINE — Kieve, 1977; Pingree School; Barker Avenue,

Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930
BASIL KOUDELIS — Kieve, 1976-77; The Episcopal Academy; 1118 Childs

Avenue, Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania 19026
CHRISTOPHER ROBERT KREUSSER — Kieve, 1977; The Episcopal

Academy; 401 Mill Creek Road, Wynnewood, Pennsvlvania 19096
JONATHAN T. LEO — Kieve, 1973-75, 1977; Tuxedo Park School; Fox

Hill Road, Tuxedo Park, New York 10987
ERIC TODD LINKER — Kieve, 1977; The Episcopal Academy; 215 North

Essex Avenue, Narberth, Pennsylvania 19072
JOSEPH E. LOVEJOY, JR. — Kieve, 1977; Shore Country Day School; 54

Grapevine Road, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
MATTHEW WEBSTER MACAVOY — Kieve, 1977; Foote School; 652 Nut

Plains Road, Guilford, Connecticut 06437
JERRY THOMAS MACK — Kieve, 1977; Nobleboro Central School; R.F.D.,

Box #193, Newcastle, Maine 04553
CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH MAYER — Kieve, 1975-77; Red Oak School; 1335

Sherwood Road, Highland Park, Illinois 60035
MICHAEL J. A. MAZZOCONE — Kieve, 1977; The Episcopal Academy;

830 Montgomery Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
CLAYTON YOUNG MCCARTHY — Kieve, 1977; Newton Middle School;

Pierce Hollow Road, Southbury, Connecticut 06488
VICTOR BRETT MCCARTHY — Kieve, 1977; Newton Middle School;

Pierce Hollow Road, Southbury, Connecticut 06488
BRADFORD CRANE MCCLURE — Kieve, 1977; Noah Wallace School; 25

Hatters Lane, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
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PHILLIP HUTSON MCCLURE — Kieve, 1977; Noah Wallace School; 25

Hatters Lane, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
GEORGE H. MCLAUGHLIN, III — Kieye, 1976-77; Princeton Day School;

263 Mercer Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
COLIN ANDREW MCNULTY — Kieve, 1976-77; Green Farms Academy;

47 Brookbend Road, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
SEAN ALEXANDER MCNULTY — Kieve, 1976-77; Green Farms Academy;

47 Brookbend Road, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
MARK MANUEL MENENDEZ — Kieve, 1977; Saint Paul's School; 1923

Rolandvue Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
MANTON WALTER MOLLER — Kieve, 1974-75, 1977; The Woodlynde

School; 129 Upper Gulph Road, Radnor, Pennsylvania 19087

PHILIP WINSOR MOORE — Kieve, 1976-77; Saint Patrick's School; 5027
Sedgwick Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016

BENJAMIN B. MORRILL, III — Kieve, 1976-77; Cove-Monserrat School;

68 West Street, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915
CHRISTOPHER ERIC MORROW — Kieve, 1976-77; Manchester Elementary

School; P.O. Box #1163, Manchester Center, Vermont 05255
EDWARD ANDREW MORROW, III — Kieve, 1976-77; Manchester

Elementary School; P.O. Box #1163, Manchester Center, Vermont 05255
CARTER WHITING MURDOCH — Kieve, 1977; The Episcopal Academy;

1315 Wendover Road, Rosemont, Pennsylvania 19010
MARTIN J. MURPHY, III — Kieve, 1976-77; Webster Groves High School;

670 Marshall Avenue, Webster Groves, Missouri 63119
MICHAEL ALLEN NELSON — Kieve, 1975-77; Nobleboro Central School;

RT.D., Newcastle, Maine 04553
JOHN ROBINSON NICHOLS — Kieve, 1976-77; High Hill Elementary

School; 501 Opening Hill Road, Madison, Connecticut 06443
JONATHAN T. NICHOLS — Kieve, 1976-77; Chestnut Hill Academy; 730

Andorra Road, Lafayette Hill, Pennsylvania 19444
PAUL HODGDON NICHOLS — Kieve, 1976-77; High Hill Elementary

School; 501 Opening Hill Road, Madison, Connecticut 06443
GARRETT O'LEARY — Kieve, 1974-77; Rectory School; 4565 Province Line

Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
PAYSON R. PEABODY — Kieve, 1977; Saint Albans School; 3105 36th

Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016
THEODORE THOMPSON PELL — Kieve, 1977; Noble and Greenough

School; 2 Willow Road, Weston, Massachusetts 02193
CHRISTOPHER LAMBORN PETERS — Kieve, 1974-77; Princeton Middle

School; 72 Knoll Drive, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
JOHN JAY PHELPS — Kieve, 1976-77; Shore Country Day School; 176

Hale Street, Beverly, Massachusetts 01915
GEORGE DYER PHIPPS — Kieve, 1974-77; Green Vale School; Box #531,

Westbury, New York 11590
JOHN DANIEL RENNEISEN — Kieve, 1974-77; Bala Cynwyd Junior High

School; 306 Bryn Mawr Avenue, Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 19004
CHRISTOPHER LYLE RICHARDSON — Kieve, 1975-77;

Kingswood-Oxford School; 44 Colton Street; Farmington, Connecticut
06032

RICHARD RICHARDSSON — Kieve, 1976-77; Tuxedo Park School:

Tuxedo Park, New York 10987
PETER HOBART RIPLEY — Kieve, 1977; Chestnut Hill Academv; 300

West Gravers Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118
T. WILLIAMS ROBERTS, III — Kieve, 1975-77; The Episcopal Academv;

669 Conestoga Road, Villanova, Pennsylvania 19085
WILLIAM RYLE ROSSMASSLER, III — Kieve, 1975-77; Princeton Day

School; 47 Westcott Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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DOUGLAS RICHMOND RUSSELL — Kieve, 1976-77; The Potomac School;

1453 Waggaman Circle, McLean, Virginia 22101
RICHARD MATHER RUSSELL — Kieve, 1976-77; The Potomac School;

1453 Waggaman Circle, McLean, Virginia 22101
WILLIAM B. RUSSELL — Kieve, 1977; Fenn School; Bedford Road,

Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773
GEOFFREY SEAN SABLOSKY — Kieve, 1975-77; Montgomery Country Day

School; Kinvara, R.D. #2, Malvern, Pennsylvania 19355
ERIC WILLIAM SANBORN — Kieve, 1977; The Pike School; 43 Porter

Road, Andover, Massachusetts 01810
THOMAS RICHMOND SANDERS — Kieve, 1977; Mount Blue Junior High

School; Mosher Hill Road, Farmington, Maine 04938
JAMES MARSHALL SCHWARZ — Kieve, 1977; The Buckley School; 108

East 82nd Street, New York, New York 10028
THOMAS PALMER SCRIGGINS — Kieve, 1976-77; Saint Paul's School; 909

Poplar Hill Road, Baltimore, Marvland 21210
CHRISTOPHER MATTHEW SCULLIN — Kieve, 1976-77; Brookwood

School; 31 Boardman Lane, Hamilton, Massachusetts 01936
CHARLES HENRY SHEHADI — Kieve, 1977; Princeton Day School; 220

State Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
DUDLEY DRUM SHOTWELL — Kieve, 1977; Brookwood School; Old Neck

Road, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
STEVEN SCOTT SHUSTER — Kieve, 1975-77; Radnor Middle School; 343

Conestoga Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
TENBROECK GRAY SMITH — Kieve, 1976-77; John Witherspoon School;

485 Kingston Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
THORNE SPARKMAN, III — Kieve, 1976-77; Shipley School; 351 Church

Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333

JAMES PIERCE FENN SPIESS — Kieve, 1977; Shore Country Day School;

Davis Road, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945

JOHN TOWLE STEPHENSON, II — Kieve, 1977; Princeton Day School; 56

Battle Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
ROBERT H. STIER, III — Kieve, 1977; East Junior High School; 33

Hidden Road, Andover, Massachusetts 01810
JAMES RANDOLPH STONE — Kieve, 1975-77; Haverford Junior High

School; Box #193, Haverford, Pennsylvania 19041
WILLIAM RICHMOND TALBOT, III — Kieve, 1976-77; The Episcopal

Academy; 144 Wooded Lane, Villanova, Pennsvlvania 19085

WILLIAM HOLMES TEMPEL — Kieve, 1977; Newbury Round School; 27

Parker Street, Newbury, Massachusetts 01950
FREDERICK MORRIS THAYER, II — Kieve, 1976-77; Brookwood School;

49 Walnut Road, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
STIRLING H. THOMAS, III — Kieve, 1977; Deans Mill School; Box #7A,

RT.D. #2, North Main Street, Stonington, Connecticut 06378

JOHN RUPERT THOMPSON — Kieve, 1976-77; Noble and Greenough
School; High Fen, Main Street, Medfield, Massachusetts 02052

ROBERT MITCHELL TRIPPE — Kieve, 1977; The Episcopal Academy;
1431 Beaumont Drive, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035

RICHARD VON PLAUEN — Kieve, 1977; College Stanislas; 50 Rue de

Verneuil, 75007 Paris, France

ARTHUR S. WAITE, JR. — Kieve, 1977; Trydeffren-Eastown; 51

Steeplechase Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
CHRISTOPHER BERTHOLD WALDORF — Kieve, 1977; Town School; 160

East 81st Street, New York, New York 10028
DAVID POTTS WALLIS — Kieve, 1977; Chestnut Hill Academy; 140 West

Chestnut Hill Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118
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THOMAS WILLIAMS WARREN — Kieve, 1977; Erdenheim School; 149

Northwestern Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118
TRISTAN URQUHART WARREN — Kieve, 1977; Brookwood School; 431

Hale Street, Prides Crossing, Massachusetts 01965
TIMOTHY ANDERSON WIRE — Kieve, 1975-77; The Episcopal Academy;

Twinbrook Road, Berwyn, Pennsylvania 19312

CHARLES CHRISTOPHER TROWBRIDGE WILKINS, JR. — Kieve, 1977;

Riverbank School; 326 Wildwood Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06903
EDWARD FORD WILGIS — Kieve, 1975, 1977; Saint Paul's School; 1207

Malvern Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
RANDOLPH SHAW WILGIS — Kieve, 1975-77; Oilman School; 1207

Malvern Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
RICHARD STOCKTON WILLS — Kieve, 1974, 1976-77; Saint Paul's

School; 7914 Sherwood Avenue, Ruxton, Maryland 21204
ALEXANDER ELLIOTT WILSON — Kieve, 1977; The Episcopal Academy;

209 Wakefield Road, Rosemont, Pennsylvania 19010

JOHN WELDON YORK, JR. — Kieve, 1975-77; Montgomery Country Day
School; 1329 Beaumont Drive, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035

GREGORY CULBERTSON ZUCKERT — Kieve, 1977; Allen-Stevenson

School; 55 East End Avenue, New York, New York 10028
ROBERT PERRY ZUCKERT — Kieve, 1977; Allen-Stevenson School; 55

East End Avenue, New York, New York 10028
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Campers, 1977
FIRST SESSION

South Glenayr:

Kneeling: Lovejoy, Kahrl, B. Avantaggio, Goodrich, D. Spiess, Ripley,

Kreusser
Standing: Kennedy, Sanborn, King, C, Wallis, MacAvoy, Thomas, S.,

McClure, B., Guthrie, R., Emberley, Heher, G.

North Glenayr:

KneeHng: Goldsmith, Thayer, Hobart, H., Moore, Hall

Standing: O'Donnell, Cook, L., Schwarz, McNulty, C, Herrlinger,

Walsh, Sparkman, Weatherall, Talbot, Bell, Warren, Tom.
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South Bunker Hill:

Kneeling: Koudelis, Dooner, Cromwell, Waite, Cook, G., McClure, 1

Standing: Shannon, McNulty, S., Burden, Wilgis, F., Wike, Chawag;
D'Alessandro, Wheeler, Hobart, P., Nichols, Jon, Patton

North Bunker Hill:

1st row: O'Leary, Green, Richardson, Hallowell, N.
2nd row: Gilligan, Peabody, Pell

3rd row: Batchelder, Morris, Phipps, H., Kahrl, T.
In door: Thompson, Shehadi, Fearey, Carroll
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South Harris:

Kneeling: Blum, Moller, Begien, Wilson, Mazzocone
Standing: Peters, D., Hallowell, C, Phipps, G., Gailly de Taurines,

Vastine, Buck, Renneisen, Peters, C, Murdoch, Hebb

North Harris:

1st row: Hawkes, Heher, E., Davis, Bliss, Kline, Brennan
2nd row: Gamble, Wills, King, J., Leo, Habgood, Harris

3rd row: Forbes
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SECOND SESSION

South Glenayr:

Kneeling: Conway, Linker, Goodrich, R., Tempel, Avantaggio,

Coohdge
Standing: Emberley, Sanborn, Zuckert, R., Warren, Tris, Wilkins,

Kennedy, Heher. G., Gordon, Mack
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South Bunker Hill:

1st row: Nichols, J., Russell, W., Gounaris, Brace, McCarthy, B.,

Ginn, Boyden
2nd row: Shannon, Crowley, Kennelly, Sablosky,- Mayer, McNulty, S.

Wheeler, Patton

North Bunker Hill:

1st row: Morris, McLaughlin, Stephenson, Bent, Trippe
2nd row: Batchelder, Phipps, H., Menendez, Scullin, Shuster
3rd row: Buchanan, Hagar, Hallows
4th row: Morrill, Morrow, A., Giles
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South Harris:

1st row: Stone, Fearey, Rossmassler, Richardsson, Johnson, C,
Shehadi

2nd row: Peters, D., Heisey, Baron, McCarthy, C, Sanders, Edmonds,
GilHgan, Vastine

3rd row: Buck, O'Leary

North Harris:

1st row: Nelson, Blum, Scriggins, Russell, D., Bailey

2nd row: Hompe, Hebb, von Plauen, Peters, C, Habgood
3rd row: Smith, Renneisen, Roberts, Wilgis, R.

4th row: Forbes, Wykoff
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Old Bunker Hill:

1st row: Card, Kline, Davis, Murphy
2nd row: Heisey, W., Stier, York, Heher, E., Gamble

Senior Campers:
1st row: Stewart, Wynn, Guthrie, M.
2nd row: Murray, Gardiner, Woodruff, Ebeling, Shenton, Brown

(absent - Russell, A.)
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special Mentions - 1977
AVANTAGGIO — Nature, Photography, Tripping, Tennis, Ceramics,

Archery, Riflery, Sailing, Landsports, Swimming
BAILEY — Nature, Shop, Printing, Landsports, Riflery, Tripping

BEGIEN — Tripping, Tennis, Printing, Swimming
BELL — Nature, Archery, Photography, Swimming
BENT — Ceramics, Printing, Swimming
BLISS — Tripping
BLUM — Photography, Printing, Ropes, Riflery, Tripping, Landsports,

Inspection, Drama and Music
BOYDEN — Nature, Photography, Tennis, Tripping, Inspection, Riflery,

SaiHng

BRACE — Tennis, Ceramics, Inspection, Tripping, SaiHng

BRENNAN — Riflery, Tripping'
BUCHANAN — Photography, Tennis, Riflery, Archery, SaiHng, Landsports

BURDEN — Nature, Inspection, Swimming, Shop
CARD — Tripping
CARROLL — Tripping, Nature, Ceramics, SaiHng, Printing

CHAWAGA — Printing, Riflery, SaiHng, Nature
CONWAY — Ropes, Archery, Swimming
COOK, G. — Shop, Photography, Tennis, Nature
COOK, L. — Archery, Swimming, Riflery

COOLIDGE — Nature, Photography, Tripping, Inspection, Ropes, Archery,

Landsports, Drama and Music
CROMWELL — Riflery, Tripping, Inspection, SaiHng, Photography, Tennis,

Nature
CROWLEY — Shop, Printing, SaiHng
D'ALESSANDRO — Swimming, Printing, Inspection, Nature
DAVIS — Ropes, Tripping
DOONER — Swimming, Riflery, Tripping, Inspectior., SaiHng, Nature, Shop
EDMONDS — Photography, Tennis, Riflery, Landsports, Tripping
FEAREY — Photography, Tennis, Printing, Landsports, Drama and Music
GAILLY DE TAURINES — Tripping, Tennis, Archery, Photography, Drama

and Music
GAMBLE — Tennis, Tripping
GILES — Photography, Printing, Archery, Swimming
GILLIGAN — Archery, Ropes, Landsports
GINN — Nature, Photography, Tennis, Printing, Tripping, Inspection,

Archery, Sailing, Swimming
GOLDSMITH — Archery, Ceramics, Photography, Swimming, Printing,

Riflery, Inspection

GOODRICH, D. — Nature, Photography, Swimming
GOODRICH, R. — Nature, Ropes, Landsports, Swimming
GORDON — Tripping, Inspection, Archery, Landsports
GOUNARIS — Ceramics, Inspection, Archery, SaiHng
GREEN — Photography, Swimming, Drama and Music
GUTHRIE — Nature, Photography
HAGAR — Tennis, Printing, Archery, Swimming
HALL — Riflery, Archery, Swimming
HALLOWELL, C. — Tripping, Campcraft, Tennis, Archery, Swimming
HALLOWELL, N. — Tripping, Campcraft, Nature, Tennis, Archery, Sailing,

Swimming
HALLOWS — Tennis, Archery, Swimming
HARRIS — Sailing, Nature, Tripping
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HAWKES — Archery, Shop, Tripping
HEHER — Tennis, Tripping
HEBB — Nature, Tennis, Printing, Tripping, Landsports, Inspection, Drama

and Music
HEISEY, B. — Swimming
HEISEY, W. — Tripping
HERRLINGER — Shop, Riflery, Archery, Photography, Swimming,

Inspection

HOBART, P. — Swimming, Photography, Tennis, Nature
HOBART, W. — Shop, Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Archery, Swimming,

Tripping
HOMPE — Archery, Riflery, Inspection, Landsports
JOHNSON, B. — Tennis, Inspection, Printing, Archery, Landsports
JOHNSON, C. — Photography, Tennis, Archery, Riflery, Landsports,

Inspection, Tripping
KAHRL, B. — Ropes, Nature, Tennis, Archery, Ceramics, Inspection,

Tripping, Printing, Riflery

KAHRL, T. — Tripping, Shop, Photography
KENNELLY — Shop, Printing, Archery, Inspection, Tripping, Riflery,

SaiHng
KING, C. — Nature, Swimming, Riflery

KING, J.
— Tennis, Tripping

KLINE — Shop, Tripping
KOUDELIS — Shop, Swimming, Nature
KREUSSER — Nature, Archery, Photography, Inspection, Swimming, Riflery

LEO — SaiHng, Tripping
LINKER — Photography, Inspection, Archery, Swimming
LOVEJOY — Ceramics, Swimming
MACAVOY — Nature, Archery, Tripping, Swimming
MACK — Nature, Photography, Archery, Swimming
MAYER — Nature, Tennis, Printing, Archery, Swimming
MAZZOCONE — Tripping, Nature, Photography, Swimming
MCCARTHY, C. — Tennis, Printing, Archery, Tripping
MCCARTHY, V. — Archery, Tripping, Sailing, Swimming
MCCLURE, B. — Nature, Photography, Printing

MCCLURE, P. — Riflery, Sailing, Archery, Nature
MCLAUGHLIN — Tennis, Archery, Swimming
MCNULTY, C. — Inspection, Ceramics, Archery, Sailing

MCNULTY, S. — Photography, Ceramics, Archery
MENENDEZ — Printing, Archery, Inspection, Swimming
MOLLER — Tripping, Shop, Ceramics, Photography
MOORE — Nature, Archery, Photography, Printing, Inspection, Tripping
MORRILL — Printing, Archery, Inspection, "Swimming
MORROW, C. — Photography, Tennis, Tripping, Inspection, Archery,

Sailing

MORROW, E. — Photography, Tennis, Swimming
MURDOCH — Tripping, Nature, Tennis, Archery, Printing, Swimming
MURPHY — Tripping
NELSON — Nature, Archery, Shop, Tripping, Landsports, Swimming
NICHOLS, John — Photography, Nature, Archery, Riflery, Sailing

NICHOLS, Jon. — Drama and Music, Swimming, Printing, Photography
NICHOLS, P. — Nature, Inspection, Riflery, Archery
O'LEARY — Tennis, Tripping, Printing, Landsports, Swimming
PEABODY — Nature, Tennis, Photography
PELL — Nature, Tennis, Archery
PETERS — Printing, Shop, Landsports, Inspection, Tripping
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PHELPS — Nature, Photography, ^Tennis, Tripping, Inspection, Archery,

Landsports

PHIPPS — Tripping, Campcraft, Nature, Photography, Swimming
RENNEISEN — Nature, Printing, Landsports, Tripping, Inspection

RICHARDSON — Tripping, Tennis, Printing, Swimming
RICHARDSSON — Photography, Inspection, Tripping, Swimming
RIPLEY — Nature, Archery, Photography, Tripping, Riflery

ROBERTS — Photography, Tennis, Printing, Archery, Tripping, Inspection

ROSSMASSLER — Photography, Tennis, Inspection, Tripping, Landsports,

Swimming, Drama and Music

RUSSELL, D. — Printing, Tripping, Landsports, Inspection

RUSSELL, R. — Shop, Archery, Riflery, Saihng

RUSSELL, W. — Ceramics, Archery, Inspection, Saihng

SABLOSKY — Photography, Printing, Archery, Ropes
SANBORN — Nature, Tripping, Tennis, Landsports, Swimming
SANDERS — Photography, Swimming, Nature
SCHWARZ — Nature, Tennis, Archery, Photography, Tripping, Swimming
SCRIGGINS — Archery, Riflery, Tripping, Landsports

SCULLIN — Tennis, Archery, Swimming
SHEHADI — Nature, Shop, Photography, Tennis, Printing, Archery,

Tripping, Swimming
SHOTWELL — Tennis, Tripping, Archery
SHUSTER — Nature, Riflery

SMITH — Printing, Riflery, Tripping, Landsports, Inspection

SPARKMAN — Nature, Saihng, Swimming, Inspection, Tripping, Drama and
Music

SPIESS — Nature, Archery, Inspection, Tripping, Swimming, Riflery, Drama
and Music

STEPHENSON — Nature, Tennis, Archery, Riflery, Swimming
STIER — Tripping
STONE — Photography, Printing, Tripping, Inspection, Landsports,

Swimming
TALBOT — Nature, Swimming, Printing, Inspection

TEMPEL — Tripping, Inspection, Tennis, Archery, Riflery

THAYER — Riflery, Nature, Archery, Swimming, Tripping
THOMAS — Shop, Nature, Archery, Photography, Inspection, Tripping,

Swimming
THOMPSON — Ropes, Nature, Photography, Riflery

TRIPPE — Nature, Tennis, Printing, Archery, Riflery, Sailing

VON PLAUEN — Shop, Photography, Tennis, Printing, Tripping,
Landsports, Inspection

WAITE — Shop, Swimming, Photography
WALDORF — Inspection, Ceramics, Archery, Sailing, Swimming
WALLIS — Sailing, Swimming, Photography, Archery, Tennis, Landsports,

Tripping, Inspection, Riflery

WARREN, Tom. — Nature, Photography, Tripping, Riflery, Archery, Sailing,

Swimming
WARREN, Tris. — Tripping, Ropes, Archery, Riflery, Sailing, Landsports
WIKE — Shop, Swimming, Tripping, Inspection, Photogiaphy
WILKINS — Nature, Inspection, Tripping, Tennis, Archery, Landsports,

Swimming
WILGIS, E. — Printing, Tripping, Sailing, Ceramics, Archery
WILGIS, R. — Photography, Tennis, Ceramics, Printing, Tripping,

Landsports, Inspection

WILLS — Sailing, Tripping
WILSON — Tripping, Nature, Photography
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YORK — Tripping
ZUCKERT, G. — Photography, Tripping, Tennis, Archery, Landsports,

SaiHng
ZUCKERT, R. — Photography, Archery, SaiHng
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Chapel
Each Sunday's chapel service has several important characteristics:

1) Regardless of religious tradition, each individual involves himself;

2) We are all amateurs, but we take what we do seriously;

3) The service promotes a strong sense of community.

Perhaps this prayer, written by Jamey Hebb for our final chapel service

this year, best expresses what chapel at Kieve is all about.

"Dear Lord, we, the campers, counselors, directors and parents gathered

here, today, thank you for allowing us to be a living part of Kieve '77. This

summer, thanks to you, has been, in whole, a beautiful experience for all of
us filled with love and understanding of each other. We thank you for

providing us campers with an understanding and caring counsel.

"Most of all, however. Dear Lord, we thank you for delivering our parents

safely to us. We ask. Dear Lord, that you also deliver us home safely. Help
also to keep us ever mindful of the needs and feelings of others. In Christ's

name we ask this. Amen."

DICK KENNEDY
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Infirmary
Somebody told me nothing drastic ever happens in the infirmary. The

campers were here no less than three hours and I was in the emergency
room at Miles Memorial Hospital with Ricky Talbot and one cut knee

requiring five stitches.

Two days later I found myself taking care of Mac MacAvoy in the

infirmary with a case of strept throat.

On the fourth day Ted Pell received three stitches in his knee and to

celebrate the Fourth of July, Eliot Heher received four stitches!

Knees seemed to be the big thing this year. A total of forty-four stitches

went into them. Basil Koudelis and Clint Johnson topped everyone with

eighteen apiece. Clint managed to spread his out the entire session cutting

his knee open three different times in two different places.

Sean McNulty was a frequent visitor with a number of ailments. His worst

occurred in his cabin when a camper threw a broom in his face. Sean could

not see for two days with patches over both eyes.

Swimmer's ear was in this year. A number of trips to the doctor's was

necessary. Ricky Talbot, Sean McNulty, Mac Cromwell, Jim King, Tom
Kahrl, Peter Hobart, Sean Sablosky, Charlie Crowley, David Buchanan, Chris

Mayer, Perry Boyden and Mike Bent all received ear drops. The camp was

also plagued by a throat virus. Eric Sanborn, the worst victim, was a

continual visitor for three weeks. Jay Phelps, who also had the virus, spent

two nights in the infirmary waiting to see if he had mono. Thank goodness

he didn't.

The summer was very active in the infirmary with a grand total of

seventy-two stitches — the most ever! Otherwise, a fun summer!

DOTTIE BUNDY
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Senior Campers 1977
Tuesday evening brought six of the eight senior campers in by dinner

time. Tom would arrive several days later. Angus would appear with two

weeks left.

A full summer lay ahead, so the group began with a campfire at Westcott

Point, an area they knew well by August. We talked about our plans and
projects.

The first few days saw the start of our in-camp project, the construction

of a new Westcott Point lean-to. We spent those days lumbering in the

neighboring woods. We chopped the pines, skinned them and either swam
or canoed them to the building site. The group can boast the fact that the

shelter was built entirely by manpower; no machines helped us. Once we
had gathered our logs and placed the first side and back sections, we were

ready for the initial trip to Vinalhaven.

Last year's senior campers built tent platforms on the Boyden property.

This year's senior campers made full use of them. Swimming in the

abandoned granite quarries continues to excite all groups which visit the

Boydens. Tim received special enjoyment. The Acapulco cliff divers made
quite a courageous display. The evening of July Fourth we rode the Boyden
truck 'down street' to see the band concert. Most of us had expected

something else — Led Zeppelin, perhaps As a grand finale our hosts

graciously invited us into their home for punch and poker and "Charlie's

Angels." All agreed this was our most difficult adventure of the summer.

Half a day preparation and we departed for Baxter State Park. Inclement
weather almost kept us from our original plans to climb Mt. Katahdin. We
pressed on with impressive views during the whole hike. The next day's

climb up the Owl was highlighted by Tom's somersaulting down after lunch.

Ed decided to ski down instead. We briefly interrupted our return trip from
the new swimming slide in order to shut off the gorp alarm. The first of

many McDonald's stops marked the drive back to camp.

A few more days in camp to work on the lean-to and we had gone for

another trip. This time we ventured into the Machias Lakes region as Kieve

scouts. Always remaining conscious of which campsites looked better than the

others, we explored the area for seven days. The group found the

swimming and the wind to be great. There was plenty of both. Sunburn also

plagued us in the early days. John invented an underwater breathing

apparatus on the shores of Columbus Island. Sailing regatta one morning
proved the C.K.S. Benji to be the most able vessel. Commodore Shenton
took the helm. Ed won flershey bars with his engineer's explanation of the

gravity-defying water trough. We spent one afternoon exploring an exciting

and worthwhile chain of lakes. Maybe we will do it again some time, guys.

Then, George and Court liked the area enough to paddle back during a

half rest day. Coincidentally, they had forgotten the saw. We spent the last

full day taking a brief, brisk walk up to the Almanac Mountain fire tower.

Well water restored our body fluids. The last day we retiuned to bug
haven. We waited for the dynamic duo to come into sight over the hill.

Allagash Lake was the name of our last trip. It was our most successful

one. In eleven days we managed to encounter lakes large and small,

portages long and short, rivers, mountains, paddling upstream and down
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and abundant wildlife. A large wind the first afternoon took several canoes
beyond their destination. It swamped them on the nearest shore. Everyone
was fine and ready for the next day's hike up Big Spencer. Clear air

provided us with spectacular views once we reached the Forest Service camp.
Allagash and West Branch strokes took us leisurely down to Giro Island, the

site of our first rest day. The island also became the site of John's clothes

rack turned emergency shelters. Mother nature showed the group a thing or

two during the night. Next day we dragged up Caucomgomoc Stream. Rain
kept our top halves wet. The ever-present boy scouts camped below the dam
and moved us five miles further on, to Round Pond. Ciss Stream and the

many moose made the evening trip less wearisome. George, Court and John
prepared late-night casserole. For most of us the portage meant three and a

half miles of walking. Ask George and Len how far they carried their loads.

Ask Tom if he was relieved to drop the K wanagan at six p.m. A rest day
and a half on Allagash Lake brought us swimming drop-offs, ice caves and
pole climbing contests. Congratulations, Mark. Then, the Mainiacs Tim, Len
and Bill poled down the stream, passing those boy scouts left and right.

Down into crowded Chamberlain Lake. If we had to bump into groups it

might as well have been one of our own. We supped with Q.L.F. our last

night. Will George, Court, Ed and Len ever forget the night of the bugs.

Bowmen switched places with sternmen and paddled for once, on the last

leg home.

Full of experience and apprehension, the group took out (and took on)

two groups of Nobleboro children to Loud's Island. Angus arrived just in

time to join the group on the trips. Little did we all know the tiring job we
would have. Late sleeps? Peace and quiet? Guess again. We learned the arts

of involvement and participation. We found the young girls' voices

particularly enjoyable, even more so once we woke up. Tape recorders and
perseverance fended off some of the commotion. Through it all, we had a

chance to share our camping knowledge with younger and less experienced

ones. The young children enjoyed it; they owe their thanks to the senior

campers. It was their trip. They planned it and packed it. They packed
everything, didn't they, Mark? Three cheers for resourcefulness and spatulas.

Three cheers for the third year of the Senior Campers. This group
contributed to the future of the program by making 1977 so successful.

They left for completion by next year's group a solid and attractive shelter

which all of Kieve will be able to use. They proved themselves on trips. In

addition they shared their expertise with others. They gladly lent their

helping hands in camp, particularly in the kitchen. It was a pleasure to work
with you. Thank you for the summer.

BILL BROWN
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Activities
At the heart of the in-camp program are tlie varied activities. During the

morning's two periods the boys touch all bases as these instructional periods

are planned to teach various skills to be employed in a more relaxed

afternoon activity period. The Coinicil plays an important role in seeing that

the youngsters improve in and learn about all the activities that are offered.

The following pages give a rundown of all the activities and the

qualifications earned at each.
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Archery
As I sat down to write this Archery report for 1977, I thought of a

statement made by David Wallis during the first session that I felt really

expressed the determination of many of the campers — "I can't even hit the

target but I am going to keep trying!" As it turned out he could indeed hit

the target and almost immediately after he said that, he achieved his White
and Black Arrows in the same day which is a rarity in itself. In addition to

that his statement represented the feelings of many other archers who kept

trying and accomplished much.

I would like to add that for me it has been a really good year at the

archery range, and although there were only a small number of Blue

Arrows, each archer really hustled to give it his best. Very special mention
should be made of Ken Kennelly, Clay McCarthy, Chris Giles and Chris

Mayer who all achieved their Blue Arrows. Special thanks to Bob Habgood,
Tench Forbes, Henry Kennedy and Steve Vastine for assisting me or filling

in when I was out of camp.

GREG HEHER

WHITE ARROWS BLACK ARROW

Trippe Scullin Coolidge Zuckert, R. Russell, R.

Stephenson Ginn Goldsmith Waldorf Gounaris

Menendez Gordon Thomas, S. McCarthy, B. Trippe

Morrow Gounaris Hobart, H. Buchanan Wallis

McNulty Herrlinger Moore Hagar Wilkins

Cook, L. Pell Nichols, John Giles McCarthy, C.

Hall McClure, P. McNulty, S. Johnson, B. Scullin

Thayer Tern pel Shehadi Stepiienson Phelps

Scriggins Avantaggio Kennelly Menendez
Wallis Buchanan Shotwell Shehadi

McCarthy, C. McCarthy, B. Nelson

Johnson, B. Warren, Tr.

Russell, R. Shotwell

Wilkens Murdoch BLUE ARROW
Kahrl, B. Hallowell, N.

Hallowell, C. Schwarz Kennelly Giles

Johnson, C. Linker McCarthy, C. Mayer
Warren, To. Hagar
Russell, W. Mack
Sablo sky McLaughlin
Zuckert, G. Zuckert, R.

Waldorf Morrill
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Ceramics
Ceramics this year began in a fresh new direction, due mainly to the

professional facilities of the new art complex. Along with the much
appreciated additions of running water and electricity came such luxuries as

a new kiln, which was promptly filled to capacity at least two or three times

each session. Work was done continuously throughout the summer; pots

were produced both on the two kickwheels and by hand on the large work
rable — not to mention the occasional masterpiece on the walls and ceiling!

Some talented craftsmen took advantage of the new studio, Frank

Goldsmith, Joe Lovejoy, Ben Kahrl and Ford Wilgis among many others,

started out the summer enthusiastically, their work yielding many artists

creations. They were soon followed by such gifted potters as Mike Bent,

Randy Wilgis, Chris Waldorf, and Richard von Plauen. And not to be

forgotten are Colin and Sean McNulty, William Avantaggio and John
Renneisen whose creative energy "plagued" me throughout the summer.

I would especially like to commend and thank Sean McNulty, who started

off the summer a virtual terror regarding clay fights and ended being the

sole "Kieve Potter" of the second session and a great help in cleaning up
the studio.

PAM BAB IN

APPRENTICE

McNulty, C. Lovejoy Hallowell, C. Kahrl, B.

Hall Sanborn Moller Begien

King, C. Avantaggio Wilgis, F. Nichols, John
Talbot McNulty, S. Hobart, P. Guthrie, R.

Green McClure, P. Wike Shehadi

Sparkman Carroll Pell Renneisen

Blum Hompe Russell, W. Brace
Waldorf Boyden Phelps Shotwell

Sablosky Linker Nichols, P. Gordon
Wilkins Warren, Tr. Goodrich, R. Zuckert, G.

Nichols, John Wilgis, R. Roberts von Plauen

Conway Morrow, C. Kennelly Giles

Goldsmith
Mazzocone
Koudelis

Kreusser

Riplev

Bent
Gounaris
McCarthy, ]

Coolidge

Morrow, A.

Smith

CRAFTSMAN

Lovejoy

Moller

Guthrie, R.

Kahrl

McNulty, S.

Bent

Goldsmith

McNulty, C.

Wilgis, F.

Waldorf
Renneisen

KIEVE POTTER

Kahrl, B.

Goldsmith
Lovejoy

McNulty, S.
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Drama and Music
Choir this year was generously attended and the favorite flavor of cake for

the sweetest and loudest voices was lemon. The dolce and forte stops on the

organ were repaired by Ted Walsh and Geoff Patton which created a new
kind of drone on a very low B flat. Unfortunately the beloved organ is not

su})posed to be a bagpipe and most hymns are not written in B flat. A
mouse family was born in the vacuum cleaner which powers the organ. John
Pedrick swiftly donated mother and mouse babies and vacuum cleaner to the

Nature room.

The hymn singing therefore overcame obstacles that could only happen at

Kie\e and at the same time enhanced a spirit and love that only the Kieve

chapel could generate. The music was filled with wonder and the birds sang
too. The ultimate choir award for the truest voice goes to Thorne Sparkman
and the grandest voice to George Phipps.

Kieve theatricals this year managed to tap the campers' supreme madness.

The play "Litde Brown Riding Roots" ran for two sessions and we're still

trying to catch up. The calming influence was Nancy Pedrick who created

centerpieces for each breakfast scene as well as holding down the traffic

pattern behind the curtain. She also served beans, champagne, rice krispies

and figs, and remembered all other detail. Imaginative, clever, and patient

Ted Walsh painted and repainted the super picture windows. Sally Bishop
sewed Swiss suspenders. The Drummer flawkes family made Pilgrim hats,

and Campbel] Shannon carved a series of lyres. The soul of the play was

artistically compiled by the photographic genius of Ben Batchelder. Every

member of the cast deserves mention from rope climbers to gladiators. The
grandmothers were the head bunkhouse coiuiselors: Farah Fawcett - Tench
Forbes; Maria von Trapp - Bill O'Donnell; Queen Victoria - Henry
Kennedy; Mrs. William Bradford - Sandy Buck; Pochahantis - Howard
Phipps; and Mrs. Julius Caesar - Jeff Wheeler.

The Richard Kennedys were Thorne Sparkman and Tom Blum; the

cornerstone of the action and keeper of the computer were Tony Green and

Jamie Hebb; the computors were John Nichols and Bill Rossmassler. Little

Brown Riding Roots was played by Jamie Spiess and Edward Coolidge, and
our distinguished coming all the way from France and Sweden to be the Big

Bad Wolf were Charlie Gailly de Taurines and Richard von Plauen. Clay

McCarthy agreed to paly Venus! The soloists were Tony Green, Thorne
Sparkman, George Phipps, Chris Richardson and Rupert Thompson for the

first session, and Tom Blum, Greg Zuckert, William Avantaggio, Charlie

Wilkins, Bill Tempel, Pat Gilligan, Andy Morrow, Ken Hallows and David

Ginn for the second session.

And the Kieve theatrical award for the loudest foghorn voice goes to

Tony Fearey who managed to sustain the madness through both plays as

Orpheus, who's music unleashed the savage beast.

Those were the days my friends, we thought they'd never end . . . Thank
you all for your explosive enthusiasm! And thank you Greg Heher for the

drawing which carried carpers, kitchengirls and grandmothers to heights

never before reached at the Kieve "Theater."

ed. note: We, the campers, counselors and parents thank you, Nancy, for

again putung it all together and making beauty out of chaos.
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Landsports
Every time a "jock night" was announced, Judy Linker would cringe and

hide behind a med kit in anticipation of more stitches! This summer saw

more full scale lacrosse and soccer games than ever before. With the

increase of athletic activities also came the stitches and bruises, but boys will

be boys!

By the end of the summer Clint Johnson had put eighteen stitches into

his left knee. Nevertheless, he would not miss a lacrosse game and he even

scored a hat trick in one game with his knee all taped up! Other lacrosse

standouts were Mac Cromwell, the Hallowell brothers, Freddy Begien, Dan
Bliss, Jamey Hebb, Bill Rossmassler, Brian Johnson, Chris Peters, and
Nobleboro's nomination for ail-American, Brian Bailey. Colby College was
always well represented on the lax field by HRK, O'D, Wheels and Roebuck.
Many other counselors helped out in keeping the games going.

Soccer was another big seller this summer. Our two imports, Charlie Gailly

de Taurines and Richard von Plauen, added some polished flair to the

"football" fields of Kieve. Randy Wilgis, having returned from a European
tour with his school team, also helped add class to the outfit. The other

soccer standouts were Andy Morrow, Thorne Sparkman, Jamie Gamble, Dave
Buchanan and Perry Boyden. Pugsley would always put in a good day in

the nets.

Baseball wasn't so big this year, but with the field being renovated into a

new Fenway Park, we can be sure to see much action next year. Thanks to

all of the counsel who helped out and good luck to those who will be taking

to the athletic fields at school this year!

SANDY BUCK
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Nature
The Nature Program this summer was a big success despite a slow start.

Toward the end of the summer there was quite a bit of enthusiasm with a

great many quahfications. To obtain a qualification in Nature the campers
would have to search for leaves and flowers along with studying birds and
other wildlife in the camp area.

Some of the more accomplished Naturers this summer were John Nichols,

Steve Shuster, Charlie Shehadi, Mike Nelson and all of North Bunker Hill

— who all got their Novice.

I would like to thank Geoff Patton for his help in teaching and in

maintenance of the Nature Room.

STEVE VASTINE
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Outward Bound (Ropes)
This year Outward Bound far surpassed expectations for the second year

in a row. The ropes course was filled with enthusiastic groups morning after

morning all learning to work well together as members of a group. The
ropes course is a series of obstacles designed so that boys can not get

through it unless they work together. This is an important part of learning

and is a major facet in Outward Bound.

Afternoons this year were devoted to the skills of the mountain climber.

Basic safety and climbing skills were taught in the forms of White Piton,

and a few brave souls went so far as to get their Silver Pitons. The summer
was capped off by a prime climb in the White Mountains by North Harris

at Humphrey's Ledge. This certainly testified to a successful summer.

TED WALSH

WHITE PITON

Phipps Harris Leo Thompson
Moller Wills Schwarz Hall

Kahrl, B. Carroll Herrlinger McAvoy
Hobart, H. Fearey Giles Sanborn
Conway Gordon Trippe McNulty, C.

Stephenson McLaughlin Buchanan Sablosky
Warren, Tr. Shehadi Brace Russell, W.
Avantaggio Ginn Hallows MOITOW, C.

McCarthy, B. Phelps Crowley Coolidge
Richardsson Goodrich, R. Mack McNultv, S.

SILVER PITON

Thompson
Hall

Fearey
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Photography
Photography was no laughing matter this summer. I was constantly amazed

and impressed at the multitude of work produced from our ever faithful

Hong Kong plastic imports. Overflowing and youthful creativity was oudetted
and encouraged through the new darkroom and equipment that stood the

test before a seemingly stampede of buffalo.

When the rumour got out that I was a creampuff for qualifications,

hoards of inquisitive campers descended on my humble abode, hungry for

an Alfred Stieglitz (poor man probably just turned in his grave). After a

flick of the finger, a swish in the developer and an offering to the terrible

jaws of the enlarger, everybody was getting into the newest fad in camp —
masterpieces of kitchen girls and other gems!

I soon led them all onto the path of the straight and narrow with

temptings of heavenly Hershey bars and other delights. Before I knew it,

they were all doing it my way!

Before my space runs out, I must mention a few names for fear of

offending people through ommission. On a more serious note, I sincerely

would like to bring everybody's name, guys, into the blazing lights, but Bob
says no.

I would like to thank the new Kieve Photographers for their tremendous
accomplishments . . . Rupert Thompson for his omnipresent snicker and
Mark Herrlinger for his blonde hair that lit up the darkroom when things

were dim . . . and Philip Moore for being the guy who is close, but no cigar.

In the second session we had a bunch of "underachievers", but we sure

had some helpful characters. Sean McNulty received top honors with the

sole third qualification after many twists of the blanket all summer long.

Tom Blum, an old member of the Kieve Kamera Klub, was around blowing

fuses with fictitious bombs in his rear pocket, and Chris Morrow enjoyed

cleaning the Stop Bath trays with his hair. Have a good year!

BEN BATCHELDER
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Printing
This was Printing's first year at Kieve and a very successful first year it

was! After a slow start as the' kids were exposed to the new activity, The
Print Shop gradually became a very crowded place. New words like

"Gutenburg" and "Cromberger" crept into conversations, letters were written

on personalized stationery, and green and purple hands became a familiar

sight. After a short time the mystery over this new craft was removed, and
the Kieve Print Shop has become an important part of the Kieve routine

and surely will be for years to come.

MIKE EMBERLEY
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Riflery
The riflery range this year was never a quiet place. The sounds of gunfire

and laughter tilled the air as the campers compiled an impressively long list

of qualifications. It was as popular as it was fun, and this year more kids

could be accommodated as a new addition made it possible for four more
shooters to take part.

This was my first year as a riflery counselor and because of the

tremendous help that everyone gave me and the other counselors the whole
operation went off practically without a hitch. Having to carry the guns
from the office to the range and back again was a minor displeasure, and
looking at the number of inoperative guns it seems they suffered more than

the riflemen. However, there was always an ample number of good guns
and deadeyes, and as a result there was some impressive shooting. Geoff
Edmonds, Brian Bailey and David Buchanan were the top qualifiers of the

year and the highest target score was a 47 out of a possible 50 by Tom
Scriggins. Good show, guys! Many thanks to Howard, Geoff, Dave, Steve and
HRK for your help.

BILL O'DONNELL .

PRO-MARKSMAN MARKSMAN

Axantaggio Kahd, B. Brace Avantaggio Kahrl, B.

King, C. Kreusser Ginn Kreusser Ripley

Ripley Spiess McCarthy, B. Spiess Wallis

Wallis Cook, L. Menendez Goldsmith Moore
Goldsmith Herrlinger Stephenson Schwarz Talbot

Hobart, H. Schwarz Trippe Chawaga Cromwell
Sparkman Chawaga Heisey, B. Dooner McClure
Cook, G. Cromwell Hompe Wike Fearey

Dooner Hobart, P. von Plauen Pell Richardson

McCiure, P. Carroll Thompson Johnson, B.

Hallowell, N. Peabody Nichols, P. Russell, R.

Pell Shehadi Warren, To. Boyden
Thompson Mazzocone Kennelly Sablosky

Wilson Coo lidge McLaughlin Menendez
Sanborn Tempel Shuster Stephenson

Warren, Tr. Waldorf Trippe Giles

Warren, To. Zuckert, G. Johnson
Hompe
Peters

Renneisen

Smith
von Plauen

Shehadi

MARKSMAN 1st SHARPSHOOTER

Wallis Goldsmith Dooner
Moore Chawaga Thompson
Dooner McClure, P. Kennelly

Fearey Thompson Nichols, John
Nichols, P. Warren, To. Stephenson

Kennelly Mayer Edmonds
Shuster Nichols, John Bailey

Stephenson Johnson, C. Blum
Peters Roberts Russell, D.

Scriggins Scriggins

BAR I

Edmonds
Bailey

BAR II

Bailey

BAR III

Buchanan
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Shop
The woodworking shop this year was organized around the basic plan of

last year's shop. However, creativity and individuality were emphasized more
than accuracy and perfection. All the boys started off with a. simple project

to help them gain familiarity with the basic hand tools, saw, sandpaper, and
file. Some campers made ducks, others carved out their initials out of a

plain block of wood. By completing their first project, the boys earned their

"Apprentice" qualification.

From there, they were asked to build a simple box to demonstrate

proficiency with the more complicated tools, such as an adjustable T-square,

a straw knife and the electric pad sander. For this project, the campers
earned their "Assistant Carpenter." After completing his box, the assistant

carpenter could build with my approval just about any project that he could

dream up. Many boys built many creative and imaginative projects. These
items included a model racing car, a bird feeder, and Philip Moore's model
siege tower. Once a camper had earned his "Master Carpenter" he was free

to use the power tools under counselor supervision. It was without a doubt
a very productive and creative year in the Kieve Shop.

CAMPBELL SHANNON

APPRENTICE FIRST CLASS ASS'T CARPENTER CARPENTER

McClure, B.

Thomas
Hobart, H.

Dooner
Herrlinger

Chawaga
Waite

Wike
Kahrl, T.

Spiess

Bell

Wallis

DAlessandro
Cromwell
McClure, P.

Burden
Cook, G.

Moller

Hawkes
Warren, To.
Crowley
McNulty, S.

Morrill

Richardsson

OTeary
Nelson

von Plauen

Renneisen

Herrlinger

Waite

Burden
Wike
Kahrl, T.

Moller

Peters

Hawkes
Kline

Warren, To.
Russell, R.

Crowley
Ginn

McClure, B.

Wallis

Russell, R.

Crowley

Bailey

MASTER
CARPENTER

Crow lev

Peters

Kline

Russell, R.

Ginn
Kennelly

Fearey

Shehadi
Bailey

Russell, D.

Hompe
Waldorf von Plauen

Morrill

Bailey

Nelson

McNulty, S.
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Sailing
The Sailing Program this summer was beset by an unusual nimiber of

boat problems: first the disappearance of the Lolly's rudder and tiller

mystified us all, then the Ray's both decided to develop leaking center board
trunks. Ah well, in spite of the mechanical problems, there was great

enthusiasm for sailing and a large number of qualifications. I would add
that the younger bunkhouses demonstrated particular interest which suggests

a wave of sailors in the coming years.

Special thanks to Bob ("Donny") Habgood who valiantly fought to keep

ahead of the repairs while working on his tan, and to Klunk and Greg who
pitched in so often to help keep the program humming along. It was a

great summer, but didn't it go too fast!

JOHN R. PEDRICK
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Swimming
Many, many days of sun and warm weather saw much activity down at

the waterfront this summer. Aqua-attack and Water Olympics, as well as

many post flag "skinny dips" added to the regular swimming instruction

keeping bathing suits damp and towels grungy! Swimmers ear kept a few

out of the water as did one weak raft board which resulted in stitches for

Eliot Heher. The most improved swimmer of the summer had to be Jamie
Spiess who started out unwilling to get his head wet and ended diving off

the dock — a regular water rat! Gary O'Leary also swam his island at least

a dozen times with Bill O'Donnell, the human motorboat.

I personally thank Sandy Buck, Greg Heher, Geoff Patton and Howard
Phipps for their assistance, and John Pedrick for running a tight ship at the

waterfront.

BOB LINKER
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BASIC WATER SAFETY BEGINNER

Avantaggio Cioodrich, D. Guthrie, R. Hall

Kahrl, B. King, C. Kreusser Schwarz
Lovejoy MacAvoy McClure, B. Cook, L.

Ripley Sanborn Spiess Murdoch
Thomas Wallis Cook, L. Mazzocone
Goldsmith Herrlinger Hobart, H. Hallowell, N.

Schwarz Warren, To. Burden Hallowell, C.

Chawaga Cook, G. Dooner Bell

Hobart, P. McClure, P. Waite Shehadi

Wilgis, F. Carroll Peabody Menendez
Pell Shehadi Mazzocone Waldorf
Moller Murdoch de Taurines
Wilson Trippe Hagar
Ginn Buchanan Sanders

Stephenson Waldorf Conway
Coolidge Goodrich, R. Gordon
Linker Mack Tempel
Warren, Tr. Wilkins Zuckert, R.

ADVANCED BEGINNER INTERMEDIATE SWIMMER

Wallis Hobart, H. D'Alessandro

Warren, To. Burden Phipps

Talbot D'Alessandro Renneisen

MacAvoy Murdoch Wike
Herrlinger Mazzocone Sanborn
Sparkman Hallowell, N. Murdoch
Cook, L. Bell Mazzocone
Murdoch MacAvoy Talbot

Mazzocone Talbot Giles

Hallowell, C. Wallis Morrill

Hallowell, N. Begien Stone

Bell King, C.

Schwarz Warren, To.

Hall Cook, L.

Shehadi Goodrich, D.

Menendez Shehadi

Waldorf Menendez
McLaughlin
Nelson
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Tennis
The tennis program received a great boost from the new green surface on

the four courts and the superb weather. The most important ingredient for

its success, however, was an unusually enthusiastic group of campers who
raced to the courts throughout the day.

The elimination and round-robbin tournaments sparked a large amount of

interest and action between boys bunked in different cabins. Beginners were
exposed to advanced players, and the better players had closely contested

matches within their own advanced group. The memorable match between
the team of Ken Hallows and Jay Phelps and the brothers Johnson (Bill

Rossmassler substituting for stitched-up Clint) was typical of the fine play

and good sportsmanship displayed during both sessions.

The list of qualifications is long and very strong in the more advanced
categories. For every boy who .gained red racquet there was another who
had come very close. Andy Morrow is one of those boys who played hard,

often, and well but still did not receive his red. His name, in my mind,
leads the special mention list.

The gold racquet winners are a distinctive group who could hold their

own on any tennis court. They are ably led by Ken Hallows who has earned
his gold for the third year.

Thank you, Jeff Wheeler, for your vigorous assistance in the program.

BOB BISHOP
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WHITE RACQUET BLACK RACQUET

D. Goodrich W. A\'antaggio H Hoharr
J. Stephenson

R. Guthrie D. Conway
J. 01-11W<11/. R. Trippe

B. Kahrl E. Coolidge T. Sparkman K^. Lrues

C. ls.reiisser R. Goodrich G. Cook 1. vjriiiigan

\1 \InrA\'nv
J. Gordon M. Cromwell Ba. Heisey

P. Riplev E. Lmker P Hohart1 . 11 \Ji Jet 1 I C MrMiiltxV^. iVlLlNUliy

J. Mack Bi. Heisey
C. Bell l_j . OtlllUvJl 11 1 . reii D. rsaney
H Hnhirr1 1 . 1 HJUtl I I 13 . 1 Clii LICI T. Moller J. MeDD

T. Wcirrcn Vj. iVlLilClClCll C. Peters

V . U III 1

1

f-w 7iirl:f>rtV'. i-. Ll\_ 1 I C.G. de Taurmes R. von Plauen
LJ . 1 1 tl *V tl tl C Wilkin s. VVlll^llld E. Sanborn D. otier

G. Cook rx. LH_KC 1 L D. 1 CIU UCl

1 Wl 11 V> 1 1

1

P \IirlioI«1 . i ^ ll_i IKJlj C Wilkins
. VV 11 Kill b

1 Tl n 1' 1^ . OllWLWtJll C. \lorrow
1 . n (JUct 1

1

C W'lldorf LJ. oiioiweii

n Willis u . vvaius

T. Wike T. Wcivrcn T W^rrf^n

F Wilgis D. Brace G. Zuckert
I. Carroll . v>' I o VV ic y u. Diace
P. Peabodv D. Ginn D. Ginn
T. Pell 1 . V_»WLlll<Hi3 T. Gounaris
M. Mazzacone B. McCarthy C IVIr^vpr

. iTl d y \„ 1

T. Moller W. Russell S McNultv
LJ * U Ll^ 1 lcl.1 Id 1

1

D. Buchanan
1 \-\ 1 O"^ V

. 1 1 cls^u. 1 C . Haga

r

\T \f n n ri 7iVl. iVl\_ll\^ll /,

A. K.line J. Stephenson

J. Gamble R. Trippe
C MrCarrhv P rTillip-TnI . 1 l^cl 1 1

LJ . is.iLiiai usoii Del. nci^cy

D. oIIUUl IX. \Uil rlclLlcil

T. Scriggins Bi. Heisey

D. Russell B. Stier

J. Renneisen
C. Peters

C. Shehadi

BLUE RACQUET RED RACQUET GOLD RACQUET

H. Hobart D. Shotwell J. Schwarz D. Buchanan J. Schwarz

J. Schwarz D. Wallis M. Cromwell G. McLaughlin M. Cromwell
G. Cook G. Zuckert P. Hobart C. Scullin P. Hobart
M. Cromwell D. Brace T. Pell J. Stephenson N. Hallowell

P. Hobart C. Mayer C. Richardson R. Trippe C. Richardson

P. Peabody D. Buchanan F. Begien C. Johnson C. Hallowell

T. Pell J. Stephenson C. Murdoch B. Rossmassler B. Johnson
C. Murdoch R. Trippe C.G. de Taurines B. Hompe K. Hallows

G. Phipps C. Giles B. Johnson R. von Plauen G. McLaughlin
C.G. de Taurines P. Gilligan J. Phelps R. Wilgis J. Stephenson

B. Tempel B. Rossmassler D. Shotwell G. Edmonds
C. Wilkins J. Stone P. Boyden C. Johnson
C. Morrow T. Blum G. OTeary

J. Hebb B. Rossmassler

B. Roberts R. von Plauen

R. von Plauen

R. Stier

Bi. Heisey
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Trips
Tripping is very likely the single biggest reason we have for wanting to

return to Kieve year after year. Life in the woods, quite literally, has a

magic to it. Somehow the friendships formed are more lasting, the lessons

learned about ourselves better remembered. The memories we have of
roughing it, even the memories of the occasional rain or burned chocolate,

will be most vivid and happiest of all. May we learn to take advantage of

the chance we have to live deeply, know beauty, and breathe as hard as we
paddle each long day.

July 4 - July 7

July 5 - July 8

July 6 - July 12

July 7 - July 20

July 8 - July 11

July 9 - July 12

July 12 - July 14

July 12 - July 15

July 12 - July 18

July 15 - July 21

July 15 - July 18

July 26'- August 5

July 29 - August 17

August 1 - August 5

August 2 - August 6

August 6 - August 10

August 8 - August 10

August 8 - August 12

August 8 - August 12

August 9 - August 12
August 10 - August 14

August 11 - August 13

August 15 - August 17

Vinalhaven
Mt. Katahdin
Moose River

Allagash Waterway
Mt. Katahdin
Damariscotta River

Loud's Island

Vinalhaven
Moose River

Machias Lakes
Mt. Katahdin
Allagash Lakes
Canadian Wilderness

White Mountains
Machias Lakes
Damariscotta River

Loud's Island

Damariscotta River

St. Croix River

Vinalhaven
White Moimtains
Loud's Island

Loud's Island

Senior Campers
North Bunker Hill

South Harris

North Harris

Senior Campers
South Bunker Hill

South Glenayr
North Glenayr
North Bunker Hill

Senior Campers
South Harris

Senior Campers
Old Bunker Hill

South Harris

North Harris

North Bunker Hill

Senior Campers Sc

Nobleboro Campers
South Bunker Hill

South Harris

North Glenayr
North Harris

South Glenayr
Senior Campers
Nobleboro Campers
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Trip Notes
Mt. Katahdin

July 5-8

North Bunker Hill

with Bob Bishop, Steve Vastine

and Howard Phipps

We left camp right after breakfast and
under Steve's direction, our tents were
pitched by 5 p.m. The weather during the

drive and throughout the trip was superb
— deep blue sky during the day and
starry cold at night. The campsite is set in

a grove of white birch next to a rushing,

icy cold mountain stream. There were
very few winged terrors, and we enjoyed
the color of the early summer flowers.

At 6:30 breakfast of tang and bacon,

quick clean-up, and we were ready for

our hard day. At Roaring Brook, we
found that the Helon Taylor and Knife
Edge Trails were closed because of high
winds, a disappointment, so we hiked the

3.3 mile trail to Chimney Pond, a good
muscle stretching exercise for some of the

more difficult climbing ahead. We again

checked on the wind velocity with the

Ranger and found that Knife Edge was
still closed. However, the climb up the

Cathedral Trail, a steep 1.7 miles to

Baxter Peak, is spectacular for what you
can see and challenging in spite of the

familiar blue dots: where to go was never
a problem, how to go sometimes
presented a problem if you didn't see how
the boy in front had managed the next

foot or hand hold. I am sure that Howard
was grateful for our first snack rest

because we ate the oranges thus

lightening his pack. Steve kept up a brisk

pace, and many of us were on top in

record time — with no complaining
during the climb. Great work, boys; it's an
achievement of which you can be very

proud.

It didn't seem very windy on top. It

seemed like we were on top of the world,

and we were grateful for the relatively

clear air which enabled us to see in all

directions for great distances.

The boys quickly discovered that

descending can be as difficult — perhaps
even more difficult — than ascending.

We used the Saddle Trail, 2.8 miles back
to Chimney Pond. The boy that we

passed was just six years old! The last leg

down to Roaring Brook seemed endless.

Gary persuaded several of us that a

brisk tub was in order so our sore feet

found some instant relief— the water just
plain numbed them. Then it was onion
sandwich time and preparation of the

spaghetti sauce — with mushrooms this

time. Chris's hot chocolate was gready
appreciated too.

Our pace of activity on Thursday was
somewhat more relaxed — a leisurely

breakfast followed by the annual outing

at Abol Slide. It lived up to its advance
billing, and only Patrick received more
than the usual bruised cheeks.

We returned to the campsite for a fast

wood detail and then drove to Roaring
Brook so that we could hike the short trail

to Sandy Stream Pond. We saw two
moose that were relatively unconcerned
by our presence. The beauty of this place

almost commands silence — the

panorama of Pamola, Baxter, the Saddle,

Hamlin, and South Turner in the soft

afternoon light.

We surprised ourselves by finishing the

large pot filled with boiled fresh potatoes

and onions, beef, corn, and peas. Perhaps
we were more tired than we had thought
— at any rate no one was stirring after

9:30.

We folded our tents and stole quietly

away in mid morning of Friday.

Payson— The trip up the mountain was a

tremendously tiring experience but

well worth it.

Tom — I really had a fun time, and when
we got to the top, the view was
overwhelmingly beautiful.

Charlie— I got scared at some points, but

it was worth it when I got to the top.

Chris — It was the best trip I ever took,

but it was very tiring.

Gary — I think the trip was the best, and
the food was good.

Teddy — The view from the top was
great, but it was a long way up there.

Rupert — A feeling of remoteness. It's a

whole different world up there.

Tony F. — Although we had to break our
back to climb it and there was a

constant use of the med kit, when we
got up, the mountain's view took care
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of the rest.

Ned — The trip was totally awesome.
Tony— The view was extraordinary, and

the food was great.

Ian — The climb was hard, but it was
worth it when I got up there.

Patrick — The climb was excellent, and I

liked Abol Slide.

BOB BISHOP

July 6-12

Moose River-South Harris

with Sandy Buck and David Peters

Wednesday— We paddled into a slight

headwind from the north west on Attean

Pond. Puffy white clouds passed

overhead almost assuring us of a clear

evening ahead. David and John made an
extra trip back to make sure we had the

perishables. After we warded off all kinds

of boy scouts, we took the key position of

attack on the next day's assault on the

Bow Portage. A good (?) pre-portage

dinner of char-broiled burgers and
mashed potato soup was prepared by

Hallowell, Begien and Blum. "Well, nice

try on dinner, boys!" Anyway, sack time

because it's up early for a fun portage

day!

Thursday — Rise and shine early.

After 4 hours of pushing, pulling and
carrying through knee deep mud, the

animals of South Harris conquered the

Bow Portage. Special "Moose Award"
goes to Chris Hallowell for making a

record breaking total of 4 trips across the

trail. Everyone did well, and all

co-operated in helping their friends

across the portage. We paddled 300 yds.

to our next campsite.

Everyone swam off the rock and
cleaned clothes. Tony fished and dinner
was made. After dinner, Tom led us in a

medley of Beatlemania songs, then
everyone crashed after a good day's

work!

Friday — Up early and paddled across

Holeb before the wind broke up the

glass-like serenity of the lake. Once on the

river the current kept us moving right

along. Charlie saw a doe and her fawn by
the river bank. Again we passed the boy
scout group headed up by Mr. Maine
Guide and his side kick Quazimoto! A
couple of sets of rips as we neared Holeb
Falls. Sandy over-shot the stream to the

portage trail and almost led South Harris

down the 30 foot falls! We lined back up a

set of rips and went on as if nothing had
happened. Once at the sight, Alex
climbed around on the rocks, while

Carter and others climbed up to the Falls.

Later, after dinner the Peters boys hauled
a log all the way up the falls just to push it

down again. "Was it worth it, boys?"

Saturday — Under cloudy skies we
took off for Attean Falls. Mosquito Rips

were just around the corner. Everyone
went through these without much
trouble, but George and Jamey didn't

even scrape. Spencers Rips were next in

line and those were done with expertise

also. A little Allagash bowman was tried

later on in the morning, as we just lazed

our way down river. We got to Attean
Falls and shot the first set without any
trouble, except when Fred turned around
to get the sign of approval and hung up
on a rock! The second set was a little

more hairy. Sandy and Charlie hit the

rock everyone was supposed to miss and
Jamey and George did a nice 180 degree
turn at the bottom. Otherwise, we
completed the rapids with few problems.

Some took a swim, with Mike and Carter

getting the "Fish Out of Water Award"
for staying in the cold falls water the

longest. A beautiful sunset and rainbow
ended the day.

Sunday — Rest day. . . Pancakes, messy
campsite, tub in the falls, reading,

laundry, cards, sun bathing, fishing and
generally a beautiful clear day to do
nothing but vegetate, and that we did.

Even the cake vegetated. . . nice try

anyway! Bed early for an early rise.

Monday — Everything seemed to be
going our way. Another magnificent day.

No wind on Attean, tail wind on Wood
Pond, a short stop in Jackman for bloat,

then on down the river. At Long Pond we
sailed right to Frank's house, where
Frank invited us all for dinner and the

night. All enjoyed his spectacular house,

the sauna and badminton and most of all

his courage and hospitality for inviting 14

grubby woodsmen in for the night!

Frank, Charlie and Tony played the

piano while others read and slept. A very

nice ending to a perfect trip. We couldn't

have had better luck with the weather and
water. South Harris did a tremendousjob
. . . thank you, boys!

SANDY BUCK
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July 7-20

AUagash Waterway-North Harris

with Tench Forbes, Bob Habgood,
Chris Morris

Thursday, July 7 — North Harris woke
up early this morning to beautiful

weather. A quick breakfast and then off

to North-East Carry. After six hours we
made it to the Carry Road; it was in the

worst shape we had ever seen the road.

We finally got to Lobster Stream, un-

loaded and took off: seven canoes on
7/7/77. A short paddle brought us to

Lobster Lake, and to a beautiful campsite.

A good hamburger dinner, and after-

wards, Jamie and Tench find out that

removing fish hooks is not as easy as the

book says.

Friday, July 8 — We're up early again.

Everyone gets a good look at a young bull

moose on Lobster Stream. We then got

on the West Branch of the Penobscot
River and head for Lake Chesuncook.
Drummer and- Don start an attempt to

sail, while others relax and listen to

"tunes" on the river. After a bit of racing

with Camp Medomak, we continue down
the river at a normal pace. More attempts

at sailing are followed by our entrance on
Lake Chesuncook, the second largest lake

in Maine. Everyone has to fight a head-
wind before making our campsite on
Gero Island, one of the places that Henry
David Thoreau stopped one hundred
years ago. Everyone naps after lunch,

meanwhile the skies cloud up outside. By
the time the spaghetti is done, the

weather looks threatening, but no rain.

Saturday, July 9 — Up early once
again, because today is MUD POND
PORTAGE DAY. The skies are cloudy as

we begin our ten mile paddle to the head
of the portage trail. After two short

carries (plus ten miles of paddling) we get

to Lake Umbazooksus, where the portage
begins. Unlike Thoreau, who got lost

trying to find the portage, we find the

trail easily. After lunch, we start our
work; diversity is the word of the day
because some carry their canoes over solo

without tumps, while others go 3 to a

canoe. Eliot, Jamie, Jim, and Neddy excel

at portaging, so we finish by 5:30, follow-

ing a brief encounter with a moose on the

portage trail. After a short paddle down

Mud Pond Stream, we hit windy Cham-
berlain Lake, and barely make our
camp-site by 7:00.

Sunday, July 10 — Rest day! Everyone
sleeps soundly until 10:00. After a lei-

surely breakfast made by Bob, Adam and
Neddy, everyone settles down to a literary

afternoon. Most, also get in a lot of

swimming, since the weather is fantastic.

Monday, July 11 — Resupply day —
Tench, Adam, Jamie, Eliot, Don, Jon, Jim
and Drummer paddle down to Telos

Lake while Bob, Chris, Neddy, Jay and
David stay behind to collect wood, and
clean up the campsite. We pick up the

re-supplies without a hitch, and then
fight a strong headwind back. All supplies

are in and packed by 4:30. An early

dinner follows, then to bed, after some
apologies to the family camping next to

us (at least we're polite rowdies).

Tuesday, July 1 2 — Once again, it's up
early to beat the wind on Chamberlain
Lake; after a short paddle, we get to Lock
Dam, and say hello to our friends, the

Kidneys. A short carry around Lock Dam
brings us to Eagle Lake. Eagle Lake has

several interesting attractions including

Pillsberry Island, where Thoreau stayed,

and an abandoned tramway which was

used to carry logs to the Penobscot river.

We stopped at all that remains of the

tramway; two old oil-burning engines.

Jon, Jim and others see what the inside of

the boiler is like — from the inside. We
get to our campsite by lunch, so after-

wards everyone reads and plays cards.

Wednesday, July 13 — Wake up to very

oppressive skies and we leave early. After

paddling a short distance, the skies open
up on us, so we stay under a bridge for

awhile. While we're waiting for the rain to

stop, the ranger comes and gives us

Q.L.F.'s pot set. When the rain lets up, we
paddle a little more, and get to our

campsite early. Everyone has an easy

afternoon, and watches the skies clear.

We go to bed early, anticipating tomor-

row's rapids.

Thursday, July 14 — Once again, we
wake up early, to partially cloudy skies. A
short paddle brought us to Churchill

Dam, which is the beginning of Chase's

Rips. After a short carry, we went on
down the rapids; everyone did well, and
no-one had any problems. Drummer and

Dan were right next to a moose but didn't
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even know it. The lower part of the rips

were easy but shallow. We leave the

rapids by lunch time and eat lunch at our

intended (but full) campsite. We continue

after lunch, and finally get one on Lone
Lake. Later on, a doctor and his son come
and camp with us. We finish off the

evening with a luncheon meat casserole,

while Drummer and Jon wonder if they

can steal the doctor's steak.

Friday, July 15 — The skies are clear

and beautiful on our second rest day.

Everyone eats plenty of pancakes, and
then setdes down for another literary

afternoon. Later on, two couples come
and camp with us at our campsite, we
couldn't figure out why that guy was

carrying a .38 caliber pistol, and we really

didn't want to know, especially Eliot.

Everyone goes to bed wondering if we'll

wake up alive tomorrow.
Saturday, July 16 — Everyone is alive

this morning, so we leave as quickly as

possible. After paddling 3 miles, we get to

Long Lake Dam. We meet some
Y.M.C.A. campers who are doing the

river the wrong way — from bottom to

top. We continue slowly down river,

trying not to get sunburned. Eventually,

we get to a bridge but the water is too

shallow to jump off it. But, it's still fun to

swim underneath it. While we're there, a

Warden shows up; in Maine, the Warden
is the law and order of the unorganized
territories, and the trip leader has never

seen one on this river. He is looking for

three people in a green canoe but we also

tell him about the man with the gun.

After lunch, we continue down the river,

and get to Round Pond. Round Pond is

crowded with canoes, be we find a

campsite, and settle in. Drummer and Jay
are having some problems, but nothing a

little Kaopectate won't dry' up. Roimd
Pond is like Coney Island of the North
tonight, with boats, planes and rangers all

over the place, but after a "Idiscussion"

between Bob and Eliot over the merits of

their schools, we manage to get to sleep.

Sunday, July 17— Up early again, and
off under more clear skies. The trip

leader had never seen such beautiful

weather on this river. After some small

rapids, we get to Muscalook deadwater,
where the Allagash Stroke was invented,

so in celebrating the occasion, we have an

extended Allagash Stroke. All the

sternmen wonder if they can get used to

working when they get back to camp.

Shallow water breaks up our easy pad-

dling, so everyone has to pick the deepest

channel. We make Michaud Farms by

lunch time, and see some local citizens;

everyone is glad that they live somewhere
else. After lunch, we continue down the

river, and eventually get to Allagash Falls.

After everyone has finished the portage,

we set up camp, and then go swimming
below the falls. After dinner, it starts to

rain, so we all go to bed.

Monday, July 18 — We wake up late to

clear skies, and get the remainder of our

equipment to the other side of the

portage. When we find Dan and Drum-
mer's life jackets, we leave for a short

paddle down the Allagash. After going as

slowly as we can, we get to our campsite at

11:00 A.M. Everyone wonders what they

will do but after this much time on the

river, everyone can find something to do
on a half day. The Air Force has defi-

nitely deployed it's new P-15's, because

we saw at least ten (plus a B-52) fiy right

over us.

Tuesday, July 19 — Wake up to a cool

morning, slightly overcast, but clearing.

Everyone gets packed quickly, anticipat-

ing our last paddle of the trip. So we
meander down a shallow Allagash River,

and make it to the "mighty" St. John's

River. The St. John's is about 3 inches

deep in some parts, but after several

hours, we get to scenic St. Francis.

Everyone makes their trip to Pelletier s

General Store, and spends the afternoon

loading their stomachs. We read about

the big fire in Baxter State Park, and
about the 100 degree plus weather in

N.Y.C., and are glad we're here. David

and Bob show up at 6:00 and we load the

truck in lieu of tomorrow's early depar-

ture.

Wednesday, July 20 — Up at 6:30, on
the road by 8:30 and on the wav back

think about the trip. We had excellent

weather and a great time.

TENCH FORBES
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July 9-12

Damariscotta River-

South Bunker Hill

with Jeff Wheeler, Greg Heher
Geoff Patton, Campbell Shannon

July 9 — Overcast, will we leave on
time? The sim appeared and we left

before lunch. Damariscotta Day and
there were hundreds of canoes going in

our direction. Peter Hobart is hit broad-
side by a racer but following this litde

incident everything went fine 'dl we came
into the Mills — townies bomb our canoes

from the bridge— just before. Hey, Greg
have you seen the cooler? No, stay where
you are; let me get the cooler! Henry
Kennedy brings the cooler to the Mills —
the portage really hot — picked up water

and ate lunch — Todd finds a Radio
Shack beach ball — Does anyone know
where the campsite is? We found one —
set up tents, etc. . . . and cook up some
deluxe burgers — bed time early. Long
paddle the next day— Peter Hobart spills

Old Woodsman all over the inside of the

tent — Ben's Variety trip to wet our
whistles — Sean defends his "Krazy"

woman. Fried eggs — tides and wind
perfect. . . Let me get the Coppertone —
We made the trip in a record foin- hoiu s

— Fort Island Country Club, Campbell
finds the spring — Ford cuts himself but

can't figure out how, holding the saw —
Peter fixed excellent spaghetti dinner —
the trip leader forgot the puree so there

was barely any sauce. Rest day. East

Boothbay — paddle against hurricane

winds — Sean McNulty leaves trip be-

cause of his eye— Managers Jon Nichols,

Basil Koudelis and Todd D'Alessandro

hold King Crab fights — rock skipping—
clamming — Dinner was the stew of all

stews — capture the flag, ghost stories —
Hans Schmidt, Simon and the Rats. Leave
around 1 1:00 and paddle against the tide

— waves 3-4 ft. . . Surfs up. . . Rain, rain,

rain, — pulled out at Damariscotta.

Excellent 4 days of sun, the kids were
great — I hope future Fort Island trips

have the time of their lives.

JEFF WHEELER

July 12-14

Loud's Island-South Glenayr
with Henry Kennedy, Mike Emberley

and The Linkers

Day 1 — "Where are Joe and Eric? . . .

Hiding on top of the van can result in pot

walloping. . . Well we are finally loaded

and off. . . Whoops, is that tire really Oat,

Bob?. . . Are we there yet?. . . Henry, do
we have the hot dogs?. . . Now we are

finally off to Loud's Island in the Snow
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Goose with everyone either up front on
the bow or watching the depth gauge. . .

"Yes Charlie and WilHam, you can go

first". . . Thank you, Charhe, William and
Mike for carrying most of the gear to the

campsite. . . Then came the rains as

Henry and Mike moored the Snow
Goose. . . There was exploring in the rain

while Jamie and Joe clammed. . . "Wet
Woofers" and bed to the sound of

raindrops and ghost stories in Henry's

tent.

Day 2 — We awoke to yet more clouds

and drizzle. But the punk weather
couldn't dampen the energy-packed

South Glenayrians. All you Mothers
would have been awed at the sight of the

perfect pancakes turned out by Henry
and Robert. "What a way to start a day.

While we were cleaning up the breakfast

dishes, who should come steaming into

Loud's but a lobsterman with a bucket full

of baby dogfish to show us all.

When the breakfast dishes were safely

packed up into the K-wannigan, we set

off on a trek across the island, leaving the

women behind to cook up the lunch and
keep the home fires burning. "Thank
you, Judy". Any way, we all grabbed our
raincoats and off we went. "No Jamie,
you don't have to drag the heavy old

raincoat all the way across the island."

"What's Brad doing swimming around in

that mud puddle?" "No William, don't eat

those Juniper berries." "Where's your
coat, Eric?" "Mac, go help that poor little

Jelly fish." "Hey, where's Robby?" "He
stopped to pick berries?"
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Well everybody including Robby finally

made it back to the campsite and after

some lunch Judy took Jamie, Brad, Wil-

liam, Ben and a few others down to the

mud flats to try their luck at clamming.
104 clams later they returned dirty but

successful and happy. A few others built

forts, had snail and seaweed fights, swam
and a few even slept.

Before long it was time to start sawing

wood and getting dinner going. And
what a dinner it was! A bottomless pot of

spaghetti, French bread, peaches, cocoa,

marshmallows. . . thunder and lightning

cut the festivities short as we all rolled

into our tents, ghost-storyless.

"Embo, what are you doing awake at

5:30 in the morning?" "But look HRK,
sunshine!" A breakfast of cream of wheat
with honey and butter, bacon and Tang.
"No Mac, sand doesn't go too well with

cream of wheat." "Skipper you have had
enough cream of wheat to wallpaper the

Astrodome." After breakfast the bathing

suits were donned and the boys headed
down to the beach for some snail fights,

swimming, rock skipping (David Wallis

was the undisputed champion) and castle

and trench building. Henry and Mike
went off to get the Snow Goose. "What's

that litde thing up ahead of us?" "All

right Jamie, you can come get the boat

with us."

Lunch, some quick packing and off we
were on the Gosling shuttle, preparing

the Snow Goose for our sad but sunny
trip home. The boys were all anxious to

get home and wash off a three day

accumulation of salt and sand. Wet feet

and dirty bodies withstanding, the three

days were enjoyed by all.

HENRY R. KENNEDY

July 12-15

Vinalhaven-North Glenayr
with Bill O'Donnell, Ted Walsh,

Ben Batchelder

Arriving at Vinalhaven we were

greeted by Perry Boyden and rain.

Warmed by a strange smelling beef stew

(but fine tasting!) we all setded down to a

cocktail hour of hot chocolate. "Yes,

Chris, we do have enough bombs to blow

up the world". After solving the world's

problems, Has and Colin were almost

carried off by the mosquitos. "Is that what

Old Woodsman smells like?"

Morning dawned and we almost were

able to paddle to the breakfast area. A
quick bowl of "shoe-leather brown"

Maypo and we were off on a forage with
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Mark, Euell Gibbon's right-hand Hon-
cho. Ricky and his troops came back with

Shadberries, Blueberries and even two

teaberries for the next day's pancakes.

Some went to explore the quarries and
came back to report that Boom Quarry
was the key one. A walk to Shield's

Market produced a lot of happy faces and
toothaches. Chris, Tommy and Ted all

get first prize for putting chaw in the

most imaginative places. Dinner of

"spaghetti bars" and an evening story of

The Monkey Foot. Laurence had a bright

flashlight which resulted in an unex-

pected dip in the quarry.

Early up on day 3 to "sunshine" —
finally!!! Ricky Talbot "Can we go to the

quarry now" and we were off to soak rays

and watch women. Sparky's wrecking
crew rescued a green wagon from a ditch,

and Phil Moore organized us all in

snapping up some granite hearth stones

for Perry. The quarry was super. In the

diving competition. Tommy Warren gets

the nod for the most painful looking cliff

dive and Frank gets the prize for the most
graceful. The most beautiful face goes to

Tommy for his two bee stings. Dinner of

hamburgers, cocktails and poker at the

Boydens.
Day 4 brought us more sunshine and a

lot of co-operation in breakfast making
and breaking up camp. "No, Jim, the

water jug is under 200 pounds." Arrival

at the ferry and we broke up the waiting

crowd, not with our silly appearance but
with our "aura of odor" after 4 days. Saw
a three master on the trip back and
caught a great view of the Camden Hills.

A lazy trip back to camp as only two
people were awake upon arrival. Special

thanks to Ben and Ted for helping our
super group of outdoorsmen enjoy their

trip.

BILL O'DONNELL

on. Rupert and Ian got off on the right

foot by hanging up on a rock in the lake

five minutes into the trip! Our planned
campsite was occupied, so we took the

second choice and settled for a sardine

can size site on a beach. Patrick led the

group in a sun dance that only brought
more rain. After Sandy's pre-portage pep
talk and soggy-burgers, everyone turned
in early.

Wednesday — Rain isn't what you want
on a portage day, but muddy trails make
tough men or so it goes! Spirits were still

high and everyone pulled together and
finished the entire portage in 3'/2-4

hours. Gary "moosed-out" and lugged a

canoe alone, across the trail. It was a

pleasure to not hear one complaint all

day. There was ajob to do and it was a job
well done. Even the sky cleared enough
for everyone to do some laundry and dry
some soaked clothes at the campsite. An
amazing wind storm swept across Holeb
Pond and blew our tents up into the trees.

After the wind died a bit we anchored the

tents with bodies and prepared supper. A
post dinner dip for some, then everyone
crawled into the sack after an exhausting
day.

Thursday — A roaring headwind
greeted us across Holeb this morning. We
all rushed on into the face of the wind
and showers. Charlie and Ned tacked up
the pond and decided to join us about a

half-hour later! Finally onto the river.

"Why do they call it The Moose River?"

July 12-18

Moose River-North Bunkerhill

with Sandy Buck and Steve Vastine

Tuesday — What could be more miser-

able than having the heavens break open
on you just as the truck pulls away and
you are facing a 4V2 mile paddle into a

head wind. The boys of N.B.H. didn't

seem to be too concerned, so we pushed
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asks Tony Fearey. Perhaps the fact that

we did see 3 moose could answer the

question. We arrived at Holeb Falls

rather late and ready for lunch. Some of

us braved the cold rapids at the foot of
the Falls for a swim — refreshing to say

the least. The rest of the day was spent

exploring the Falls, playing cards and
reading. After dinner Rupert made cocoa
and we all turned in.

Friday— "Hey Steve, what's that bright

ball of fire in the sky?" Sun instead of
grey sky was more than a welcomed
change. The Sea n' Ski was applied and
we shoved off towards Attean Falls.

Mosquito Rips was shot well by almost

everyone, except for Ned, who is going to

sue that rock for whip-lash! Further
down stream we ran into Spencers Rips,

which presented no problems for the

boys. After some relaxing Allagash pad-
dling, we hit our last set of rapids. Payson
and Tony Green again showed us all how
shooting rapids ought to be done. Gary
and Chris shot the lower set four times,

only having trouble once. Everyone re-

laxed before dinner, and enjoyed a cocoa

and Hershey bar dessert. (Zit-city!)

Saturday — Rest day. Tommy and
Patrick became water rats! "Tumblin"
Teddy Pell had fun slipping around on
the rocks. Steve and Sandy swatted

U.S.A.F. B-52 flies while soaking up the

rays! Tony Fearey and Chris fished with a

hook and line they found, using the B-52s
for bait. The ranger didn't go for that,

but he's over it. Reading, sunning,

cardplaying, and swimming occupied
most of the day. Most of all, rest day was
spent resting from our previous days

paddling and portaging.

Sunday — An excellent job of taking

down camp and packing up e^ot us out of
the campsite in an hour and some min-

utes. No wind on Attean or Wood
Ponds, no allowance in Jackman, sorry,

boys, it's Sunday! We literally floated

down the river to Long Pond. Sails were
hoisted on Long Pond and we just

cruised to Frank's dock. Frank wel-

comed us, we had lunch, cleared out

rocks in the shallow water, adjusted the

dock, swam, saunaed and relaxed. Gary
and Chris prepared a chicken bar-b-que

in Strassberger sauce that was incompar-
able. Soon everyone was nodding out and

getting ready to go home tomorrow after

a week in the woods.
Monday — Breakfast, clean up, canoes

up the hill and await the arrival of our
pick up team of Bob Linker and Mr. Buck
and then homeward bound. A good trip.

Thank you boys and also a big thanks to

Frank for having all of us!

SANDY BUCK

July 15-18

Mt. Katahdin-North Bunker Hill

with John Pedrick, Jeff Wheeler,

David Peters

Our departure from camp and the trip

to Katahdin was rather uneventful; that's

about the only part of the trip that could

be considered so! We all had a rather

sleepless first night at avalanche field as

the No-see-ums were ravenous and we
were all the meal for them.
Most of us were up by 5:00 on the 16th

as that was the clear, hot day for the

climb. We were on the mountain by 7:30

and in good spirits for the assault. We
started up the Helon Taylor trail and
several hours later had reached Pamola
Peak — what a view! It was there that we
had lunch, minus our Hersheys which

had been stolen out of the van during the

night. It was during lunch that Tom
Blum decided to give his all to the

remainder of the climb and we all de-

cided to do Knife Edge rather than head
down into Chimney Pond. The trip across

to Baxter Peak was incredible. George
Phipps followed me with one quip after

another, Jamey Hebb was given a second

chance at life when he was rescued by

Wheels, and to Charles Gailly de

Taurines, it was like a stroll in the Alps.

The trip across to Baxter Peak went
quickly and we found that we couldn't

stop to look around too much as the flies

were so bad. Except for Gomer Peters,

nobody would claim that what we had
done was all that easy. At Baxter Peak the

precipitous trail opens up into broad

table lands and we blazed our own trail

across these plains to Saddle Trail which

we took down to Chimney Pond. The 3.3

miles back to Roaring Brook seemed
endless, but what a satisfying day for all

of us. We were back in just nine hours.

On our return to camp, we discovered
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that more things had been taken from the

campsite: crackers and raisins of all

things! We had a chipmunk in camp who
overate and got sick, Charles broke up a

couple in the water pipe under the road,

the spaghetti was a hit, and the story of

Freddy Knowles unfolded. The next

morning Freddy and George were
awakened by three men trying to find the

councillors. It seems that they had caught

the petty thieves who had been into our
supplies and wanted to send them over to

apologize.

Following breakfast we walked, against

some protests at another hike, to Sandy
Stream Pond where there were no
Moose! I have never failed to see moose
there before, but I guess they heard that

we were on our way and vanished. After

lunch we went off to Abol Slide. Poor
Carter Murdoch took one or two runs, hit

his head and had to be driven into

Millinocket for stitches. Chris Hallowell

went along with Wheels to keep them in

stitches until the doctor could do his job.

The rest of us slid at Abol for so long that

John Renneisen, Tony Moller, George
Phipps, and Charles all either split or

wore out the seats of their bathing suits.

Freddy Begien was more interested in the

wet t-shirt contest that was going on,

Gomer took a wrong turn and smacked
into the rocks, and Alex Wilson and Mike
Mazzocone have to have made the

greatest number of runs down the slide.

By the time we left the slide, there were
several moons over Abol.

Back to camp for dinner, talks by the

stream, and a casual clean-up. Then it all

broke loose! At 10:45 a ranger in a truck

tore into the campsite to order us to

evacuate immediately. During our dinner
we had had a wild lightning storm which
apparently had touched off a forest fire

which was spreading fast. We turned the

headlights on on both vans and in 15

minutes the entire site was cleared and we
were ready to follow the ranger out to the

gate. The red glare in the sky and the fire

fighters pouring into the park suggested
that it was serious business. Campers
were being evaculated from Chimney
Pond and all other sites in the park, so we
felt grateful that our escape was by car

and not on foot. We headed out to Route
95 and pitched our tents at the first rest

area. The next morning one would have

thought that we were camped on an 18

wheeler truck and camper jamboree.
People were walking past our tents and
looking in, the trucks were roaring by just

outside the tents and Chris Hallowell's

wild hair and cryptic comments
frightened off some poor, curious little

girl. At any rate, we were safe, tired, and
anxious to come back to camp which we
did after a stop at MacDonald's in Water-
ville. The fire which caused our evacua-

tion is still burning and has destroyed

nearly 3,500 acres of the park!

David Peters, Jeff Wheeler, and I all

agiee that if councillors could dream up
the perfect bimkhouse to trip with, we
could not have improved on this group
from South Harris. You guys were great!

JOHN R. PEDRICK

August 1-5

White Mountains-South Harris

with John R. Pedrick, Bill O'Donnell
Steve Vastine

Trip Title: "Animal Farm" or "Touring
With the Mini-Peds"

Taking this group on a trip was a

pleasure beyond 'lief. From the outset the

group was harmonious and athletic —
hence "Animal Farm"! Kudos particu-

larly to Clint who performed all of the

mountaineering stunts with ten stitches in

his knee.

Day # 1 — Mailbox lunch of barbecued
chicken at the base of Pleasant Mountain
in Bridgton. On to Hastings Camp-
ground in Gilead, Maine, where half of

the sites were occupied by people with

Golden Age passes — we livened things

up a bit! Undaunted by the rain "Nibs"

and Patrick sang "Whatcha' Gonna Do"
using the radio antenna as a mike and
maul ball after dinner provided this

group of jocks with their contact sport.

The "ball" was one of O'Leary's un-

washed socks loaded with rocks. For a

while there it looked as though Billv

Rossmassler was being mistaken for the

sock. The saga of Freddie Knowles was
retold after a quick dip in the cold pari of

Evans Brook.

Day #2 — This day was memorable
from start to finish. The climb up the

Bridle Trail on Mt. Lafayette to tlie

Greenleaf Hut was spectacular and all of
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the boys did a great job. Baron did

windsprints and then paused for air,

Patrick got more out of the scenery than
anyone, Gary played gazelle, Clay broke
in his new boots (ouch). Nibbles kept the

trip leader going, Rossmassler sang the

Purina Cat Chow song, Clint stayed at the

front of the line and Geoff, Tony, Tom,
Dick and Charles were inexhaustible. We
left our packs at Greenleaf and made the

rest of the climb, which was well above the

tree-line, to the summit where a twin-

engine airplane nearly knocked us off of

the ridge. What an indescribable view

overlooking all of the White Mountains!
On the way down we dreamed of six-

packs of Moleskin, Oreo Nabs, and we all

agreed that the climb had been the Nabs.
Back to Gorham, a late spaghetti dinner,

doctored blisters, and sleeping bags that

had never felt better.

Day #3 — Refreshed after eleven

hours of sleep, another climbing lunch
packed and off to Tuckerman's Ravine
on Mt. Washington. There we had awe-
some views of the-snowless headwall — at

least Vas and O.D. said the view was
"awesome" which meant they liked it.

Lunch was superb, the climb down quick,

and the tourist trip to Glen Ellis Falls was
impressive. Glorious afternoon swim-
ming»in Evans Brook with all of us feeling

sorry for Clint. The temperature in the

mountain stream must have been 65 or

70 degrees. Hot chocolate after dinner

(which was finished by the racoons) and
raids which appeared to have been led by

Gary and Clay?!

Day #4 — A talk about soap with the

"Pump Ranger" during breakfast fol-

lowed by a straight-up climb to "The
Roost". Were anyone else's legs com-
plaining about climbing again? A view of

the mountains and Evans Notch made the

climb well worth it. We all chewed wads of

Spruce gum flavored by the blueberries

that we were picking. Back down to the

cars and the drive to Emerald I^ool.

There, from the 15-20 foot ledges. Nib-

bles did his daffies and double daffies,

Gary did his cork screws, Clay his can

openers, Patrick his cannon balls. Pack

Rat his flying flea, Tony his rude act in

his underwear, Geoff, Baron, Charlie and
Dick were sensible, the Colonel disap-

peared, and, yes, Clint finally went in and

came up with his bandage around his

ankle. Later, more swimming in Evans
Brook and a restful evening with a walk
with Mr. Booth to see the alcohol distill-

ing vats which remain in the woods from
the old logging days.

Early to bed again— wait a minute— is

that the Cadillac Ranger watching the

Rockford Files on a television at his

campsite!?

Day #5 — A quick clean-up and on the

road by 9:30. Lunch at MacDonald's at

Cook's Corner and back to camp. A truly

awesome trip with a group of guys who
are just the Nabs!

JOHN R. PEDRICK

August 2-6

Machias Region-North Harris

with Tench Forbes, David Peters

and Greg Heher

The Machias Lakes trip had an uncer-
tain start, because we wanted to do the

Machias River; a short call to the ranger
in Whitneyville changed our minds about
the river, as there was no water. So, it was
off to the Machias Lakes. After some
delays and stops, we got to Duck Lake,
our put-in point, at 3:00. A short paddle
brought us to Junior Lake, where we
camped on a small island. Dinner was
disorganized, but not bad.

Up at 6:30 the second morning and off

at 8:45. We paddled through some nar-

rows, into Junior Bay, and ate lunch on a

point. The day is sunny, but hot and
humid; we make it to Syslodobis at 2:30,

and camp at an abandoned farm. Brian

and Billy can not stay away from the

water, but they finally get out in time to

make dinner, which is super spaghetti.

Up at 6:30 again, this time to lots of
fog. We paddle back down to Junior Bay
and then over to Grand Lake. "They
don't call it Grand Lake for nothing."

Since it is early, we head for the island on
the fathest shore. The lake is large, and
the paddle takes us a long time. We
finally get to the island but, contrary to

the map, there is no campsite. So, we
paddle to the point, about a mile away,

but the campsites are small and trashy.

We eat lunch at one of the sites, and
continue looking for campsites after-

wards. At about 3:00 we find an island
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with some people on it. Richard is not

very impressed with the common Ameri-

can. Chris and Tench go to get driftwood,

while Richard and Doug can't understand

why they have to paddle to the shore of

the lake to take care of their personal

business.

Another early morning for North Har-

ris. After some delay we are off at 8:30.

David and Chris make a formidable

canoe pair today, so we all make swift

work of Grand Lake. Everyone is im-

pressed with the F-15s and B-52s that

keep flying over us. Soon we reach

Pocumcus Lake and talk to some, not very

intelligent, natives. More paddling brings

us to the Pocumcus-Wabassus road, and
we soon get to our last campsite. The day

closes quietly, with anticipation of the

pick-up, and trip home tomorrow. A
quick thunderstorm ends the day.

Last day! We get up late, make break-

fast, and pack everything up. We put a

canoe by the road to show David and Bob
where we are. It is stolen in an Hour!!!

12:00, the time we had told David and
Bob to come, comes and goes and no sign

of the truck. Meanwhile, Billy, Tom,
Jamie, Billy and Randy find the name of

the man who stole our canoe. 2:00 and
still no sign of our pick-up crew. Billy and
Tench hitch to town to get food. We
return, no sign of David and Bob. After

many hours of agitation and impatience,

David and Bob show and the time is now
6:00. What happened guys? Lost on a

logging road trying to take a short-cut!

Finally we get loaded and off and roll into

camp at a very late hour of 12:30 in the

morning. It was a good trip with an
unfortunate ending.

TENCH FORBES

August 6-10

Damariscotta River-North Bunker Hill

with Howard Phipps, Ben Batchelder,

Bob Habgood

It was gray windy and unpleasant when
the seven canoes shoved off for the first

time on their five day trip down the

Damariscotta lake. At first Captain Ben
led the seven Grumman canoes. Bob's

radio could be heard from in front as he
kept pace with Ben. A few canoes hugged
the shore to avoid the wind. This first day

the canoes were pushed forward by

energetic campers who liked the feel of

the water beneath them. Before we knew
it we were at Damariscotta Mills. The
portage was short but not sweet because

the wanagans were stuffed to their

wooded lids with food for the four days

ahead. After setting up camp we crossed

back to the Mills with empty canoes and
left them "high" on the tidal salt flat.

After a vigorous swim we trooped over to

Ben's Variety Store and campers spent

their allowance. We returned to find that

our canoes had started to float away.

The omnipotent tide necessitated a

6:15 breakfast of scrambled eggs, bacon,

and mung; and our departure at 8:05.

The crisp air of morning turned warm.
We pushed onwards to the tunes of

B L M's favorites. Presently the contin-

gent arrived at Damariscotta and Mr.

Photo hopped out to grab an extra, ever

present, camera from the health food

shop? After passing under the bridge,

and leaving the dock a sailboat a couple

hundred yards away got hung up on the

bottom, even as our sleek canoes floated

over the rocks. Then the last mile energy

returned and soon we arrived at the new
camp site with no time (the tide was
changing) to spare.

Moments remembered: Swimming at the

Mills (with Mike swinging acrobat and
Chris H's cannonballs just missing

nearby campers. — Clamming at Fort

Island — Canoe wars at Fort Island —
Floating down rips at Fort Island —
The store in East Boothbay — Hobbit

stories around the campfire — "4 men
on a corner, to fold up a tent" —
paddling forward against waves and
gusts (?) — Meteors — Attacking

wasps— The osprey nest— Raspberry
picking — Chocolate mix in the

oatmeal?

HOWARD PHIPPS

August 8-12

Damariscotta River-South Bunkerhill

with Jeff Wheeler, Geoff Patton,

Dave Peters

Once again we were off down the

bubbling Damariscotta. The skies were
blue and the lake like a mirror. Spectacle

Island was oin~ first stop. Swinuiiing,
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sunbathing and sandwiches were on the

top of the Hst. Next, the portage over the

Mills and unfortunately the tide was very

low, which made for a longer carry. The
Nelson's was our first campsite. The skies

became dark and opened up with rain,

rain, rain. The air soon cleared and we
settled in with a few wet sleeping bags.

Multi-hamburgers for dinner and then

Dave Peters and I set out to Ben's for

"supplies".

The second day greeted us with 30
mph winds on Salt Bay but the tide was
with us and the paddle was smooth.
Questions, questions, — how far is it? —
How many miles have we gone? — What
time is it??? Dave Ginn and Brett McCar-
thy paddle as if a 30 horse engine was

attached to their canoe. Perry Boyden,

John Nichols and Tommy Gounaris have

a hard time finding where to put their

paddles. Lunch is at Merry Island —
where is North Bunker Hill? There they

are, but where is their trip leader?

There's Howard walking his canoe on the

shore. We reach Fort Island in five hours

and there is much swimming and dinner.

The third day and we hit East Booth-

bay for junk food and then back for

clamming with Sean McNulty, Perry

Boyden, John Nichols and Co. netting a

total of 207 of those litde devils. Once
again the rains descend upon us and it is

early to bed as the next morning we must
rise at 6:00 to catch the tides.

The fourth day greets us with fog but

once again the river is like a mirror. Some
slow paddlers only allow us to do the trip

to Damariscotta in four hours (a world's

record). Decisions, decisions, — lunch

portage and Windy Island, the whole trip

accomplished in one day. Great paddling,

boys! We all enjoyed a much needed
swim, devoured a huge meal and enjoyed

the Hans Schmit story except for Charlie

Crowley who hit the roof of the tent with

the ending.

The last day — capture the flag —
tuna, tuna and more tuna for lunch. We
return to camp leisurely after lunch. How
much farther to go? — and the Coun-
selors are about to snap — thank you,

South Bunkerhill. Has anyone seen How-
ard or know of his whereabouts?

JEFF WHEELER

August 8-12

The St. Croix River with South Harris

Sandy Buck and Steve Vastine

Monday — For the first time in at least

15 years a group from Kieve went down
the St. Croix. We put in at Vanceboro,
below the dam — white water already?

Colonel Sanders shot the first set solo, as

Dicky-me-boy narrowly escaped the same
fate. Several rips and nine miles later we
arrived at Little Falls. We camped here

and watched as other people shot this set

of III-IV rapids. A good supper of

Fearey-Burgers and into the sack after an
exhilarating first day of white water

canoeing.

Tuesday — Up early, another sunny
day. Even more white water today.

Everyone got a little wet from the spray

but Patrick and Stoney decided to give

their canoe an inside and outside bath,

packs, tents, etc. included. Geoff and
Baron went to their rescue and dumped
also! Steve and Hibachi stayed back to

help. Meanwhile Carts was collecting tree

samples from the New Brunswick side of

the river. Tree smuggling, eh? Further

down stream a Black Labrador chased

our canoes down the rips. Tony and Clint

thought they were being chased down by

a bear and made serious tracks. Down
river, move into Loon Bay, we set up
camp, dried our wet gear in the sun and
wind, and enjoyed the rest of the after-

noon, swimming, fishing and playing

kick-the-can. Plenty of cedar wood pro-

vided fuel for the spaghetti meal. After-

wards some fished until dark then to the

tents.

Wednesday — Rest day at Loon Bay.

Late pancake breakfast, then back up-

stream to Milelong Rapids to swim, sun,

drag and re-shoot the rapids, and eat

lunch on the rocks. Back to the campsite

and time for some football! Animal Garry

Gilmore and speedy Packmaster were the

standouts. Clint decided to carve up his

knee again so he and Sandy went across

to Loon Bay Lodge, New Brunswick, to

hitch a ride to the Calais Regional Hospi-

tal for stitches. The rest of the day

proceeded flawlessly, run by Vas.

Thursday — Left Loon Bay under

misty skies. Lined down Canoose Rips
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and skillfully shot Dog Falls. Geoff and
Baron missed the turn off in the rapids

and went smashing onto shore — an
instant replay of yesterday's stellar per-

formance for those who missed in on the

west coast. Spednik Falls was non-existant

— mostly "crapids". Decided not to camp
at Spednik and went across the Grand
Falls Flowage to the Georgia-Pacific Dam
to camp. Gilmore, Carts, and company
went fishing. Pack and Geoff flipped

trying to free Pack's lure from a log.

That's three, Geoff!!! Had a roaring fire

and dried out, and tied into Roebuck's
world famous Bush-hash for dinner.

Dessert and cocoa, then bed.

Friday — Left the dam and paddled
further down the flowage in the rain,

seven miles to the bridge at Princeton,

well into Indian Township and there

Dave and Bob greeted us and off we were
for MacDonalds and Kieve. A terrific

trip, lots of action, great cabin, white

water, lakes, etc. It's what you want in a

trip!

SANDY BUCK

August 9-12

North Glenayr-Vinalhaven
with Bill O'Donnell, Mike Emberley,

Campbell Shannon

Left for the ferry on one of the most
beautiful days of the summer. In Rock-
land, we waited a litde longer than usual
as the ferry was refueling, but made it to

the island in time to meet Perry Boyden
at the dock. He took the heavy stuff up to

our site and we hoofed the distance. On
the way we saw a column that was made
from the island granite that was supposed
to go to St. John's(?) Cathedral in New
York. It was a mere 20,000 tons. At camp.
Jay and Dudley immediately set out only
to be forced back by bee stings. After
dinner we had a chance to do some bat
fighting before we all setded down to

watch a meteor shower. Great show and
then some ZZZ's.

Next morning we all went over to the
Boom Quarry which was our swimming
hole during the trip. There, after a few
daring dives by Tommy Warren, Chris
Morrow, Chris Waldorf, we met up with
Perry's cousin, Brad. We piled into the
back of his truck and packed it off to his

camp on the other end of the island. The

camp had a great ropeswing which Greg,

Jay, Chris W., Dudley, Tommy, and Chris

M. all found quite enjoyable. From there

we went out on Brad's 43 foot lobster-

pleasure boat for a cruise around a

portion of the island. The big event of the

voyage was the radar equipment that was
on board. Range - 3,000 yds; FIRE ONE,
FIRE TWO! Sank three freighters and
one Dyer — all told, a great ride. Back to

the island camp for a nice spaghetti

dinner to warm our wet bodies, then back
over to the waterfront to see two old

Laurel and Hardy movies. One of them
"Way Out West" was so funny it brought
tears to all eyes. A cold and wet ride home
on a flat bed and then sleep city.

The next day brought showers, but not

in such proportions as to dampen our
spirits. The morning was taken up by a

game of "Knave" which was basically an
all-out sword fight, Richard "The Count"
Russell was a member of at least 5 teams
while Zuke had trouble understanding
how hard it was to kill a councillor. A
quick trip to town for newspapers and
candy and then back for more sword
fighting and cliff diving. Hot chocolate

was a welcome addition to dinner.

Everyone was delighted to see hot ham-
burger grease pour down into our
neighbors home — the Yellow Jacket
nest. After cleanup everyone joined in a

bat fight. This was a wild fight as the bats

nearly took off Dave Wallis' nose.

Campbell and Embo tried to make them
into Christmas tree ornaments but with

little luck. When the going got too dark
and dangerous we went to Perry's for

poker, music, and lively entertainment.

"Hey, Zuke, just a tinsey winsey?" Chris
Waldorf scored 190 points in pinball and
the Red Sox won another. Stumbled back
to camp on one flashlight power. Night
now!
Day four is work morning. We worked

hard to finish off our surplus of food and
also to break camp. Loaded our equip-

ment onto Perry's hay wagon and took off

for the ferry and made it with time to

spare. Trip back was chilly and we saw a

topsail schooner, The Adventure, just

outside of the harbor on Vinalhaven.
An awesome trip with an animal group

of guys and councillors. P.S. "Did anvone
see the perishables?"

BILL O'DONNELL
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August 10-14

White Mountains-North Harris

with Tench Forbes, Ted Walsh,

and Chris Morris

The first day started off clear enough
but we had no equipment and had to

scrounge around. Next delay came when
the truck refused to turn over. After

much frustration with the truck we finally

got off at 1 :00. By the time we got there,

it was raining hard, and most of the

campgrounds were taken, so after much
searching we found some campsites at the

Basin Campground.
The second day found the skies filled

with clouds, and the campground filled

with ugly old men; one who threatened

us with eviction if we didn't stop playing

with the pump. Billy suggested that we
complain about the old man's dog. For-

tunately for the old man he left. The sun
started to peak through as we left the

campgrounds to do some climbing. We
climbed up the Roost, while official

photographer, Tom Blum, took some
revealing and scenic photos "there actu-

ally are mountains around here". By the

time we got down, it was lunch time, and
also quite warm. After lunch, we headed
to Emerald Pool, but as we drove over a

mountain, the other side was cloudy and
cold. Nevertheless, we went swimming,
because nobody else was there. When

everyone was swimmed out, we went back
to the campsite, picked up the truck and
went to have it repaired. The boys spent

their allowance in town and ruined their

appetitie for the good dinner that Chris

and Brian cooked up single-handedly.

The third day brought rain and the

scratching noises of racoons. The rain

stopped at 8:00 and everyone climbed out

of the tents shortly after. After breakfast,

we left to climb the Baldface Circuit.

When we got to the beginning we
couldn't see Baldface, but hoped that the

clouds misht be below the summit. Mike
Nelson led us up and we made it close to

the top by lunch time. It was foggy, but

we could still see some peaks and ridges.

After lunch, we climbed the rest of the

circuit. A fog bank slowly enveloped the

entire ridge as we descended. We had
another swim at Emerald Pool, and then

went back to our campsite. After dinner,

Jamie and Billy organized a noisy game of

German spot light. Broeck and Richard,

meanwhile, had a literary night.

Fourth day — Today was a beautiful

mountain day! The sky was clear, and the

weather was cool. We decided to do
something different today, so we went to

the cliffs near North Conway, looking for

low cliffs. Tom had a little trouble during

the ride over, but once we got to the cliffs,

everything was fine. We watched some
rock climbers, drove to the top of

Cathederal Ledges, and then looked for

some small cliffs. We found a perfect

place next to a river, so Ted and I set up a

Belay for some climbing practice. Brian

got up first, and then almost everyone

tried their hand at climbing. After lunch,

some boys tried repelling, while some
swam in the river. A few "happy" drunks
didn't like Chris' face, but they were
uglier. When the last person had finished

climbing, it was time to leave, we went

back to our campsite, and had an interest-

ing meal. Another, quieter game of

German Spotlight, then a little racoon

hunting followed dinner. A couple of

skunks halted the hunt, so everyone

decided to go to bed. A gang of racoons

sniffed around the campsite later — no
one wanted to go out and chase them
away.

Last day found us up too late to catch

breakfast if we were going to make it back

to camp before lunch. The battery in the
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red truck died, so we had to leave it. We
made it back by doubling up and Jamie
attempted to entertain us along the way.

We got back by 11:00 and everyone had
to agree it was an excellent trip.

TENCH FORBES

August 1 1-13

Loud's Island-South Glenayr

with Henry Kennedy, Greg Heher and
Bob and Stephen Bishop

Under somewhat gloomy skies. South
Glenayr loaded up the truck and van and
took off on their much looked forward to

Loud's Island trip. When we finished

loading the Snow Goose it seemed we
must be missing something. I'm sure we
had more stuff last time. Ah yes, Bob
Linker's cot didn't make it this time

around. We landed on Loud's as Dick

brought the Snow Goose dangerously
close for a shorter shuttle service. No
problems and before you can say "the

Red Sox are number one" the tents were
up and the campsite ready. Bob Bishop
built a fire place on the beach while the

kids, led by Stephen, battled it out in a

furious cat-tail war. Some chose a more

constructive pastime; Edward Coolidge,

Jerry Mack, and Chas Wilkins dug
enormous quantities of clams as Ram
managed to get nothing but mud in the

eye. Wet wood made for a dark dinner,

but the darkness proved to be no problem
to the perfect pattie people: Eric Sanborn
and Bill Tempel. They turned a ten

pound hunk of hamburger into 32 works
of art. The evening was closed out with

the Red Sox losing their first game in

twelve and the promise of rain for

tomorrow. Yuck!

Sure enough, the rains came; just ask

Wet William. The rain didn't keep
everyone in bed as four Hershey bars

mysteriously disappeared. Don't worry
Ram, I still believe you. The rain forced

us to have cream of wheat, but much to

everyones surprise the stuff tasted pretty

good. With bellies full of hot, heavy,

cereal, we packed up our lunch and
headed off to the Raspberry Patch, the

Kennedy's house. Some took the high

road with Bob while others chose the low

road with H.R.K. Leading the pack on
the low road, Eric Sanborn did some
reminiscing of his first trek across the

island: "ah yes, here's where Robby
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Guthrie got lost, and there's the mud
puddle that Brad McClure swam
through. .

." Eric "Super Spreader"

Linker led the pack of hungry cooks on
the peanut butter and jelly sandwiches.

When it came time to leave H.R.K. had
other ideas than facing the long walk

back. No really, let me get the motor boat.

When we arrived back at the campsite,

Dick, Sally, and Seanje were there waiting

with the Snow Goose. After many hel-

Ibws, goodbyes and a few white lies, off

went Henry with Dick so as to have the

Snow Goose with us. The afternoon was
spent recuperating from the hike, clam-

ming, and fort building. When dinner-

time rolled around, the chefs settled

down to some serious business;

SPAGHETTI. Eric Sanborn did a gour-

met job on the onions while Bill Tempel
prepared Delores York's delicious home
made bread. And the sauce . . . I've been
waiting throughout the trip report for an

opportunity to use this word . . . the sauce

was simply awesome. Zuke had a few
things to say about his quantity of noo-

dles. He was gladly offered more under
the conditions that if he didnl't finish

them that would be his breakfast; guess

what. . . Hot chocolate, a Red Sox victory,

and off to bed in the fog.

Whoa! What's that outside? It looks like

sun at long last. Bob and Stephen had to

get back to camp for a trustees meeting so

we packed up gear and tents and off they

went. The breakfast was superb. Picture

perfect pancakes A' la William and Ed-

ward. Thanks, you guys. After breakfast

Tris challenged Greg to a rock skipping
contest and beat him, hands down. Hey,
why not spend the rest of the day on the

Snow Goose? Within minutes we were all

packed up and into the Rex, ready to be
shuttled out to the Goose. Much to the sea

gulls' delight, the first thing on the

agenda was lunch. William whipped up
some luncheon meat specials while David
Conway, Jerry Mack, and Eric Linker
tackled the peanut butter and jelly.

Hmmmm, how are we going to get all this

jelly and mung off the Snow Goose? I

know, let's all go swimming. Shortly,

everybody wasjumping off the bow, some
more wiUingly than others. James Gor-
don wins the water baby award by far.

David took home the junxed award,
falling overboard while fully dressed, and
dropping a handful of Sierra Cups to the

bottom of Muscongus Bay.

Back at Round Pond, Judy, Dave and
Nancy were greeted by a somewhat soiled

but suntanned crew. Now what word is it

that I'm looking for to describe the

trip. . . Yup, that's it!

HENRY R. KENNEDY
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TUESDAY, JUNE 28, 1977

The camp is in excellent shape, ready

for the "onslaught" of seventy-six

campers to test the new and the old. The
newest "new" is the crafts center,

constructed over the winter, within the

shell of the old Glenayrs. It consists of

large areas for photography, ceramics,

wood working, nature and printing as

well as a large meetirtg room constructed

in memory of Bob Bishop's brother,

John. Two of the tennis courts have a new
surface on them and many of the

buildings are getting new coats of paint.

George Phipps was the first camper to

arrive — a day early with his brother and
brought four large salmon to feed all the

council. Today came the rest with William

Avantaggio coming the earliest from the

closest and then Peter Hobart from Italy,

the farthest. The bus and vans arrived at

seven (it doesn't get any easier, does it,

Dick!) and after dinner we met in the

Bishop room for some opening
comments from Dick followed by the first

rendition of the Kieve Song and Cheer.

Kieve 1977, the fifty-second year, is

under way!

BOB LINKER

Dave Wykoff, and Bob Weatherall had
left camp almost two hours earlier to

begin the first of several trips under joint

sponsorship of Kieve and the Quebec
Labrador Foundation. The new flag was
raised by Billy Hall and Tim Wike under
rapidly thickening skies. The first rain

did indeed come during breakfast, and
the occasional light and heavy showers
did not end until well after supper.

After breakfast the boys returned to

the cabins and finished unpacking, the

final step of which was to produce
toothbrush, toothpaste, and life preserver

for the O.D. The value of the Crafts

Center was apparent very early in the day
— photography, shop, printing, ceramics,

first aid, and the evening movie were
centered in this area.

Judy Linker and Dotty Bundy weighed
almost half the camp during rest period

and collected various and sundry
medicines. Riflery was added to the

activity list during the afternoon, but

tennis, archery, nature, and ropes were
still washed out. Undaunted by the rain,

the Senior Campers began their project

on Westcott Point, the complete
rebuilding of a fifteen year old learn-to.

New boys Tom Warren and Jim Schwarz
showed great promise in ceramics while

Mark Herrlinger was cutting out a model
sailboat in shop.

Former camper and counselor Henry
Patterson was our guest at supper. Any
notion of vigorous outdoor activity

following supper was dampened by a

heavy downpour, the heaviest of the day.

Thus we were treated to a Hollywood
special, "The Professionals," in the

Bishop room. After two hours of chase,

canyons, and cleavage, we quieted for

prayers, the Kieve song, and lusty cheer.

Believe it or not we went to sleep under
starry skies and an almost full moon.

BOB BISHOP

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29, 1977

7:29 a.m. found most campers still

asleep, but the first peals of the carillon

one minute later brought all dreams to an
end, and the first full day was officially

under way. Tom Green, Jamie Neilson,

THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 1977

This day dawned with a stiff breeze and
a bright sun and this O.D. was grateful

that he wasn't called upon to cope with

the type of weather that Bob Bishop had
yesterday.
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While the "old bovs" had a free choice

of activities, the new bovs split into two
gi'oups. One group w ent on a loiu" of our
350 acres with "Ranger Rick" Walsh as

the tour guide, while the other group
undertook their Island Swims. The same
was true during the second activity

period. In mv vears as Waterfront

director, we have nexer had such

challenging conditions for this traditional

swim. The wind had whipped the waves
into whitecaps which created a cinrent

against which the bovs were swimming.
Nonetheless, the followinsr bovs
demonstrated great perseverance bv
swimming the 600 yards to the island:

William Avantaggio, Ben Kahrl. Charlie

King, Chris Kreusser, Joe Lovejov. Eric

Sanborn. Skipper Thomas, Frank
Goldsmith. ^Iark Herrlinger. Has
Hobart. Tommy Warren. George
Burden. Dave Chawaga. Gordon Cook.
Mac Cromwell. Peter Hobart. Tim Wike.
Ian Carroll. Payson Peabody. Teddv Pell.

Charlie Shahadi. Mike Mazzocone, Carter
Miu doch, Charles Gaillv deTaurines. Jim
King, and Adam Kline. During the

morning. Billv Hall also received his

White Arrow in archerx

.

During the afternoon we had two
activity periods during which Matt

Cromwell and Peter Hobart both
received their White Racquets in tennis.

The infirmary was christened today by
Mac MacAvoy who had both an upset

stomach and a high fever. We hope that

he will be back with the program
tomorrow.
Dinner was graced bv Betsev Ann

Rogers whose family has run the kitchen

for vears previous to this one. and bv

Charlie Arnold who was a counselor here

several vears ago.

For an evening activitv we did skits.o
some of which were done in better taste

than others, but all of which reflected the

energies of the campers.

JOHN R. PEDRICK

FRIDAY. JULY 1. 1977

Bv taking one look at the threatenhig

skies above, anv veteran of recent vears at

Kieve did not even have to ask who was
O.D. toda\ . As usual it began to drizzle

after breakfast, but determined to have a

normal dav, all pushed on despite the

mistv skv and took to the \arious

activities.

Things began to clear up as Alex

Wilson. Chip Waite and Tom Dooner
tried their island swim again, and
succeeded. Meanwhile. North Bunker
Hill set the world record for scaling "The
Wall" in Ropes, and elsewhere. Ted Pell

did a Knee-save on the rocks wliich cost

him three stitches.

It was a busv dav in tennis and archerv

as Jim Schwarz got his White and Black

Racqtiets in Tennis, and Ned and Chris

Haliawell. Phil McClure and Mac
Cromwell got their White Arrows, and
Tonv Green and Ted Thaver got their

Black Arrows at the archer\ range. Also,

in the afternoon. Robbie Guthrie swam
his island.

After a huge spaghetti meal. e\ er\ one
went out and tried to lose it on the

lacrosse or soccer fields. The lacrosse

game ended in the traditional Kieve tie.

8-8. The soccer game was held on the

archerv field. Some plaved tennis, while

others manned the oraffs and went in

pursuit of the tuna run on the lake. The
bell rang and evervone welcomed the
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relief from the humidity the lake offered.

After flag everyone trotted off to their

respective cabins with fond, fresh

memories of an active and enjoyable third

day of camp, graced with truly

impredictable Maine weather.

SANDY BUCK

SATURDAY, JULY 2, 1977

A clear day a-dawning, a walk through
inspection finding South Bunker Hill in

excellent shape and South Glenayr
hurting, and then into the full range of

activities. The new Crafts Center
certainly supplies an added dimension.

The campers used rest period to decide

which activities they would concentrate

on amongst Photography, Printing,

Ceramics and Woodworking.
By the end of the afternoon the

following campers had earned
qualifications: in Archery, Has Hobart,

Mark Herrlinger, Laurence Cook,
Charlie Shehadi, and Ted Pell received

White Arrows; in Shop, Todd
D'Alessandro, Chris ^Bell, Has Hobart
and Tom Dooner got their Apprentice
First Class; in Ropes, White Pitons went
to George Phipps, Jon Leo, David Harris,

Rupert Thompson, Tony Moller, Rick

Wills and Jim Schwarz; and in Riflery,

Ian Carroll, Frank Goldsmith and Charlie

King zeroed in on their Pro-Marksman
rating while Ricky Talbot blasted away
for his Marksman. The evening saw
O.D.'s forces unable to capture Wheel's
forces flag and vice-versa. Maybe it had
something to do with Henry's
explanation!

The singing of the Kieve song was
much louder as just about everyone now
knows it. A fine ending to a fine day.

BOB LINKER

SUNDAY, JULY 3, 1977

A lovely day, clear, sunny and not too

hot. Just right for pictures, and
everything else for that matter.

The first time for many whojoined into

the Kieve pancake-flipping enthus-

iastically.

The inspection was universally good;
South Bunker Hill was almost perfect.

A very nice chapel service entered into

by all. Bill Brown led the service, Dick
spoke about the similarities and
differences between camp and school,

and the choir sang a capella as Nancy was
not here to play the organ. Ricky Talbot
and Jamie Hebb read the lessons, and
choir winners were Peter Ripley and
Tony Green.

After rest period we had a full range of
activities. William Avantaggio and Carter

Murdoch both earned their White
Arrows, and Drummer Hawkes got his

Black Arrow. David Wallis and Phil

McClure earned their Pro-Marksmen in

Riflery.

A refreshing swim, picnic supper, and
rousing games of Kick the Can and Town
Ball kept everybody busily engaged.
As the sun set spectacularly, we all

finished up by saying prayers and singing

the Kieve song. A neat first Sunday.
DICK KENNEDY

MONDAY, JULY 4, 1977

Don Kent, eat your heart out. The
weatherman called for an overcast 4th of

July and he was right!!! The morning
went well, however Len Murray nearly

missed the ferry to Vinalhaven in an
attempt to clean his clothes. He made it in

time, much to Bill Brown's pleasure.

There were many distinguished

accomplishments in the morning. Despite

the fact that half the time at the rifle

range was spent making Chris Kreusser's

hat look like a sieve, Charlie Shehadi,

Charlie King, and Mac Cromwell all got

their Pro-Marksman. Also, Tony Fearey

and Tommy Kahrl got pinwheels, both of

whom were awarded with rapidly melting

Hershey bars — anybody have a napkin?

At the archery range Skipper Thomas
was awarded his White Arrow. But the

most notable event of the morning was
the first Blue Steeler memorial show
during the morning general swim. Tony
Green and Jon Nichols gave us all a

hilarious rendition of Monty Python's

Spam Song. Off to lunch for bologna and
cheese sandwiches — for a quick change
of pace. "Pete, have any peanut butter?"
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The afternoon activity was a big game
of Aquattack. It was a spirited and noisy

batde as Rear-Admirals Buck and
Wheeler waged a predominantly naval

warfare. Wheel's killer crew of
Weatherall and Gamble made many fine

captures. In the course of the batde 61

canoes were captured by both sides. Best

losers were the Hallowell brothers who
lost at least 400 points for their respective

teams. Wheels and his Blackmen won a

runaway victory.

Dinner was Pete's first spaghetti dinner
and oh was it a fine one. However, the

evening activity was a mixture of 4 sports,

and many athletes found that spaghetd is

not a good training meal. Chris
Hallowell's Hreltny's tied Ned Hallowell's

team in a score of 7-7. Web Pedrick got

the games M.V.P. He was awarded a gold

Cadillac with wide-walls and opera
windows.
A quick dip and off to the rack, topped

off an energedc day. "Hey, O.D., how can
you be an O.D., O.D.?"

BILL O'DONNELL

TUESDAY, JULY 5, 1977

Today started off clear with only a few
clouds visible. Bob Bishop, Howard
Phipps, Steve Vastine, and North Bunker
Hill left after breakfast for Mount
Katahdin, with the promise of a few more
good days. After some short but
constructive duties, everyone headed for

morning activides. Tom Dooner got his

Pro-marksman in Riflery, while Brad
McClure, Skipper Thomas, Dave Wallace
and Jamie Spiess all got their Apprentice
First Class in Shop.

After lunch and rest period, the O.D.
(and company) managed to get afternoon
activities underway at 2:45 on a beaadful,
lazy afternoon. Everyone was busy doing
a lot of different endeavors, but Joe
Lovejoy, Ben Karl, Colin McNulty, and
Chris Hallowell got th,eir Apprendce in

Pottery, and Frank Goldsmith got his

Marksman in Riflery. An optional
general swim, because of high winds,
finished off the afternoon.

Following a pizza and French fry

dinner, just about everyone played

capture the counselor, without much
success. North Glenayr won, because they

spotted Ted Walsh more than anyone
else; no other counselors were reported

as seen. Flag, at 8:30, finished ofT a busy
day, and the andcipadon of first trips

followed everyone to bed.

TENCH FORBES

WEDNESDAY, JULY 6, 1977

When the carillons went off and we all

witnessed our first light of the new day, it

was immediately apparent that we were in

for yet more super sunshine. On went the

ray-bans; on went the shorts; but sadly

enough, off went Bucky and his brave
band of bushmen into the wilds of the

Moose River. Perfect way to start a trip.

And what about Bob Bishop and North
Bunker Hill? Rumor has it that they saw
Portugal from the top of Katahdin today.

We won't even mention the poor senior

campers sitting in the middle of a granite

quarry on Vinalhaven.

With all the missing people, camp was
filled with a new, rather exciting feeling.

Pete Nelson didn't seem to mind feeding

only half of the zoo. And with all those

old bullies gone, the littler guys had a

good chance to hop on a few
qualifications. They didn't wait too long,

as Ben Kahrl got his White Racquet, Philip

Moore nabbed his Skipper, Adam Kline

and Drummer Hawkes hammered out
their Assistant Carpenter, Jon Leo, Mac
Cromwell, Tony Moller and Dave
Chawaga nailed their Apprentice First

Class, and Jamie Spiess came one step

closer to beating all of Mark Spitz's

Olympic records. Denny Goodrich took

advantage of the fine, romantic sunshine
and headed after the tuna with Nanney
Kennedy (I heard that all he found were
a few anchovies). Quite a few boys
managed to work up a sweat down at the

soccer field, too.

You just couldn't beat the dinner. Pete

outdid himself tonight, but sure was
surprised when he nearly had to roll us all

out of Pasquaney so he could clean up.

Certainly a lingering remembrance for

North Harris's Last Supper.
After an evening activity of Bingo and

Bombardment, we all trotted off to oin-
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comfy little beds, tired but happy after an
awesome day. Only a half hour later, the

only sound to be heard on the West Neck
Road was the purring of the mosquitos
and an occasional snore.

HENRY R. KENNEDY

THURSDAY, JULY 7, 1977

The weather of this past week has

really been the big story. Sun, fun and the

crisp Maine air has teamed together to

make us all happy little bronze gods —
yes, even you HRK. Today, was no
exception. The camp compound awoke
to one of the best days of the year. After a

delightful breakfast everyone settled

down to lots of qualifications. Skipper
Thomas got his Black Arrow, Jim
Schwarz got his Blue Racquet and Has
Hobart and Gordon Cook got their White
Racquet. Off in the wilds, the rifle range
was the scene of a mass purge of many
qualifications: Gordon Cook and Peter

Hobart got their Pro-Marksman and
Tom Dooner and Mac Cromwell got their

Marksman. Good show, chaps. At the

waterfront, Brad McClure, Phil McClure,
Mac MacAvoy, and Dave Wallis all did

their island swims. That's four for four!

After North Harris left for the

Allagash at the cheerful hour of 6 a.m.,

only North Glenayr and South Bunker

Hill were left. Following the morning
deluge of achievements, all went to

general swim for a dip and a gong show
led by our fearless leader, Shippy Bright.

Today's performance was Mac
Cromwell's version of stomach football. It

was a performance to remember. After

the swim came a little lunch and another
fine performance. This time, between
ham salads and dessert, there was a

contest to see who could eat a banana
most seductively. The winners name will

be withheld pending the permission of
the accused.

We all said a tearful goodbye to South
Glenayr as they made their way to Windy
Island. Afternoon activity was a massive

game of soccer, won at the buzzer by
Sparky's Spinners — Score 1-0. After an
awesome and filling dinner of an
unknown far eastern origin, the few who
remained put together an animal game of

kick the can. Only one casualty; Jim
Schwarz and his cut finger. A quick

slam-dunk contest and we were off to

flag. Beneath an east-west sunset, the flag

was lowered to the loudest Kieve song yet

— and only two cabins. A quick skinny

dip beneath a cheery colored sky and we
were sleepers in seconds. Many thanks to

Heidi Kennedy for her impersonation of

the Swiss Miss. "Which way to

Switzerland?"

BILL O'DONNELL

FRIDAY, JULY 8, 1977

As the camp awoke this morning the

sun was shining without a cloud in the

sky. Activities were few since there were
only two cabins participating. The
options were Sailing, Rittery and Ropes.

At about 11:00 Henry and his cabin

returned from a great expedition from
Windy Island. So the morning past very

smoothly making my first appearance as

O.D. much easier.

The clouds began to roll in by lunch

time and the rain began to fall. The rain

came in spurts for the rest of the

afternoon and evening. The afternoon

activities were Riflery, Ceramics, Photo,

Printing and Bombardment. South
Bunker Hill spent their afternoon in

canoes, with which they became well
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acquainted. These boys will leave

tomorrow for a five day outing down the

"awesome" white water of the

Damariscotta River.

There was no general swim due to the

inclement weather, leaving the campers
with a lot of free time. Dinner was almost

a disaster, but Peter "Julia Child" Nelson

came through and whipped up a batch of

eggs. He was planning on ravioli, but it

never made the grade.

Evening activity was a rip roaring, slam

dunking western, called "The Alamo",
which was the corniest movie ever shown.

The evening did end with the best Flag

Singing yet.

As far as qualifications go there was
none because of the few people in camp
and the rain.

JEFF WHEELER

SATURDAY, JULY 9, 1977

The camp seems empty with so few

bunkhouses in. Likewise there seem to be
few counsel as well.

It was a wonderfully relaxed morning.
The Linkers left for their trip to Vermont
after breakfast and the rest of us went
about duties. North Bunker Hill is never

going to see its way through the debris in

the bunkhouse. I hope Patrick's mother
and grandmother, who came to visit this

morning, weren't too horrified and
understood that the boys had just

returned from a trip. At any rate, they

left the largest care package in the history

of camp so they couldn't have been too

upset.

Wheels led South Bunker Hill out on
its trip this morning and the timing

couldn't have been better. The boys
joined the annual canoe race from
Jefferson to Damariscotta, but I heard
that we weren't able to keep up with the

racers.

During the afternoon Robbie Guthrie
received his Apprenticeship in Ceramics,
Ted Walsh made a new rudder for the

Lolly, and the sun shone brightly.

At dinner this evening Jamie Spiess

replaced Dick at the head table and
carried out his role of director with great

aplomb.

Evening activity was a game of "blind

volleyball" in Innisfree followed by a

quick swim. A good day with no injuries!

JOHN R. PEDRICK

SUNDAY, JULY 10, 1977

A sparkling day! Only three cabins in

camp, so Kieve felt like a large family.

Pam Babin won the first female flipper

award for her prowess with pancakes at

breakfast.

South Glenayr, which was in perfect

order, won inspection. Chapel was
marked by lots of participation. John
Pedrick spoke simply and directly about
the kinds of lessons we ought to expect to

learn at Kieve. Ben Kahrl, Denny
Goodrich, Peter Ripley and Chris

Kreusser all read. The choir was
anchored by Mark Herrlinger and Chris

Kreusser who won cakes, baked by

Nancy, for their efforts.

Peter's chicken was great again and
lunch was more fun because Ben Kahrl's

parents came as well as Ben and Tommy's
Grandparents. Debbie Ristuccia's family

also joined us.

Lots of accomplishments this

afternoon: Sailing; Thorne Sparkman,
Skipper and Phil Moore, Chris Bell,

Thorne Sparkman, Jim Schwarz, and
Frank Goldsmith were all regatta

winners. Riflery; Pro-Marksman went to

William Avantaggio, Chris Kreusser,

Peter Ripley, Laurence Cook, and Tony
Fearey. Tony also got his Marksman.
Tennis; Teddy Pell got his White and
Black Racquet. Ceramics; Tony Green got

his Apprentice. Photo; Alfred Steiglitz

award went to Tony Green, Robby
Guthrie, Has Hobart, Rupert Thompson
and Mark Herrlinger, and Mark also got

his Edward Weston award.

After some frantic soccer and
bombardment, a loud Kieve song and
cheer it was off to bed.

DICK KENNEDY

MONDAY, JULY II, 1977

We awoke to a warm and sunny
Monday. During the morning North
Bunker Hill ones and twos took turns in

canoes preparing for their Moose River
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trip. The sky was still blue at lunch time

so instead of having Shop, Photo or other

indoor activities all activities were
directed outdoors. In Ri fiery three

campers earned their Pro-Marksman;

Jim Schwarz, Ted Pell and Payson

Peabody. William Avantaggio went on to

earn his Marksman. On the tennis court

Eric Sanborn's efforts finally rewarded
him with the achievement of his White
Racquet. The weather seemed especially

conducive to Sailing and Ropes, allowing

Charlie Shehadi and Frank Goldsmith to

earn their Crew and bringing an amazing
eight qualifications in Ropes. Ben Kahrl,

Ian Carroll, Mark Herrlinger, Mac
MacAvoy, Has Hobart, qualified for

White Piton and Tony Fearey, Billy Hall,

and Rupert Thompson qualified for

Silver Piton.

During general swim we were again

visited by the catfish family including the

black mass of the hundred or so young.
The evening was enlivened by two

things. First the Q.L.F. group returned

from the Allagash, having had a glorious

time and Tom Green sporting a healthy

beard that he had cultivated on the trip.

Second, the day was blessed with three

birthdays, Nanney Kennedy's, Chris

Richardson's and Tim Shenton's. A

moment of panic struck in the kitchen

when the crew realized there w^as one
cake for both Chris and Tim. Jane saved

the day by adepdy slicing the cake in two

and making it stretch for both boys.

The Senior Campers came to the

rescue by providing the element for an
activity for the evening called "Capture
the Senior Camper".

All in all, thanks to a lot of help, my
first day as O.D. went very well.

HOWARD PHIPPS

TUESDAY, JULY 12, 1977

Pat Gilligan and Chris Richardson

raised the flag under skies that hinted of

rain. North Bunker Hill had been up
since 7 o'clock and under Steve Vastine's

direction was ready to leave for Moose
River and Sandy Buck (will he ever

return?) immediately after breakfast.

South Glenayr got ready for its first

trip, Loud's Island, and was on its way
with the Linkers and Henry Kennedy by

mid-morning. In all. Quartermaster
Linker counted 523V2 pieces of luggage.

Following Parkinson's Law, North
Glenayr managed to use all the available

time for packing and straightening up the

cabin. Then they left for Vinalhaven.
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The Senior Campers worked up a

storm all morning attempting to complete

a variety of assignments before the rain.

Lunch was very quiet, and we thought the

rest of the day would follow suit until the

expected return of the first Moose River

trip. However, while we were enjoying

relative peace and comfort. South
Bunker Hill was battling tide, wind,

waves, cold, and rain — buckets of it.

Thus it was a soggy group of relieved

boys who were retrieved in Damariscotta

in the late afternoon. Warm showers, dry
clothes, and a delicious dinner of fried

chicken brought back the smiles. To top it

off, they were treated to a sneak preview

of "Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea."

Dick, John, and the O.D. then tried to

keep busy while waiting for the overdue
South Harris crowd. They arrived just in

time to enjoy the loosely scheduled

second sitting for dinner. One last

downpour made us thankful for the roof

over our heads and hopeful for the

groups on Vinalhaven and Loud's.

BOB BISHOP

WEDNESDAY, JULY 13, 1977

As a result of their return from trips,

this morning both South Harris and
South Bunker Hill, the only two cabins in

camp, looked as though someone had
had a mud fight in them. Therefore it

was nearly 10:30 before either

bunkhouse could pass even the most
cursory inspection. After two one-hour
activity periods we were just about at

lunch time. The senior campers helped
on all of the activities and enjoyed

bombardment in Innisfree as much as the

campers did — thanks, guys.

After rest period, one of the activities

was raspberry picking near the old dump.
Our goal wasn't exacdy achieved. David
Peters did come back with some
raspberries, but not enough to make pies

for dinner tomorrow night as we had
hoped. It seems the campers ate the

berries faster than they contributed them
to the common cause.

During the afternoon Carter Murdoch,
Dave Chawaga, John Renneisen, and
Mike Mazzocone all received their Novice
in Nature from Geoff Patton who was

covering that activity. In Tennis Jamie
Hebb and Phil McClure received their

White Racquet and Peter John Hobart
and Mac Cromwell received their Black

Racquet.

The evening activity was a wild

scavenger hunt. I hope that Dottie Bundy
gets all of her shoes back, Nanney's
writer's cramp from signing her
autograph goes away, and the finger

print ink on Holly's hands will disappear.

What is Bob Linker's middle name?
We had flag under a light drizzle and

thundery skies after a day which had
provided us with the full gambit of
weather.

JOHN R. PEDRICK

THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1977

After a day or so of rain the weather

moved on and the sun appeared on the

hill. This was my second time as the

Commandant of the exclusive Camp
Kieve. The day overall ran very smoothly,

due largely to the lack of people in camp.
"General" Geoff Patton was put in charge

of Bank Duty. He handled it with

absolute efficiency and haste.

Morning activities were Riflery,

Archery, Ceramics and Sailing. Ceramics
was the only area in which any
qualifications were achieved. Fred
Begien, Tony Moller and Mike
Mazzocone earned their Apprenticeship.

The afternoon ran in a similar fashion

to the morning. Riflery, Sailing, Tennis,

and Ceramics were the options for the

campers. There were quite a few

qualifications; Tom Dooner and Carter

Murdoch earned their White Racquet.

Phil McClure, Chip Waite and Chris

Peters earned their Apprentice 1st Class,

while Tony Moller got his Assistant

Carpenter. We really were hurting for

entertainment at the waterfront today.

Where has the talent gone?
It was nice to have the arrival of South

Glenayr, Henry, Mike and the Linkers

from the wilds of Loud's Island with tales

of many clams and good times.

Lacrosse headed up the nights

activities along with fishing and tennis.

The game was neck and neck throughout
the evening, but with the skins taking it
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15-12. Flag ran slowly tonight allowing

the rather large bugs to carry four or five

campers away. Once again the three

cabins here gave their all on the Kieve

song. A good day at Kieve and 1 hope the

boys on trips had the same.

JEFF WHEELER

1^

FRIDAY, JULY 15, 1977

We woke to simply glorious Maine
weather, and the forecast promised 90
degrees. That forecast and the already

present humidity called for a day in the

water.

The buildings had not heated up yet

and the morning indoor activities went
without a hitch. In Ceramics; Charlie

King, William Avantaggio, Ford Wilgis,

Jon Nichols and Basil Koudelis earned
Apprentice and Joy Lovejoy went on to

his Craftsman. In Nature the campers
were just making their first attempt at

identification of flowers and trees and a

few got through the first eight. In Arch-
ery, David Wallis forged ahead to gain

both White and Black Arrow.
After lunch and a stuffy rest hour the

ones and twos of the Glenayrs met on the

landsports field for a rousing game of

soccer. Forty minutes later the newly-

arrived hordes of South Bunker Hill

joined the sweaty soccer players down at

the lake for water games.
The greased watermelon stole the show

by disappearing at crucial moments and
rising unexpectedly elsewhere. One of

the rowboats in the "no oars" race proved
ornery and refused to turn correctly. The

canoe filling competition winner was
decided in a canoe emptying contest, and
the canoe pile-in ended with a grand total

of 19 in one canoe.

The evening proved warm and after a

choice of street hockey, lacrosse or tennis

the day ended with a final plunge into the

lake to cool off before flag.

HOWARD PHIPPS

SATURDAY, JULY 16, 1977

It is already apparent that today is

going to be a hot one, in fact at breakfast

Nanney suggested that the whole camp
should go to the beach, but alas, we did

not have enough "vehicles" to get them
there.

A good many campers however took

advantage of the waterfront to get swim-
ming qualifications. The following

earned their Red Cross Basic Water
Safety card: William Avantaggio, Denny
Goodrich, Robbie Guthrie, Ben Kahrl,

Charlie King, Chris Kreusser, Joe
Lovejoy, Mac MacAvoy, Brad McClure,
Peter Ripley, Eric Sanborn, Jamie Spiess,

Skipper Thomas, David Wallis, Lawrence
Cook, Frank Goldsmith, Mark Herrling-

er, Has Hobart, Jim Schwarz and Tommy
Warren. Beginner Swimmers were re-

ceived- by Laurence Cook, Billy Hall and
Jim Schwarz, while Advanced Beginners

were earned by David Wallis, Tommy
Warren, Ricky Talbot, Mac MacAvoy,
Mark Herrlinger, Thorne Sparkman and
Laurence Cook.

In Tennis, Tim Wike, Ford Wilgis,

Dave Chawaga, George Burden, Mac
MacAvoy, Chris Kreusser, Robbie Guth-

rie and William Avantaggio volleyed to
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White Racquets, and Peter Hobart aced

his Blue Racquet.

Several successes were seen in Riflery:

Tim Wike, Phil McClure and Peter Ripley

got Marksman, Frank Goldsmith got his

Marksman First Class and Jamie Spiess

shot the bull right out for a "pin wheel".

At dinner, we celebrated Peter John
Hobart's thirteenth birthday with the

help of Denny Goodrich's brother and
father. Was that why you have been

getting all the transcontinental phone
calls, Peter?

We rallied at the waterfront following

dinner for the second half of watermelon
polo and Mac Cromwell scored the only

goal. Then up to the Bishop room for the

exciting movie, "Voyage to the Bottom of

the Sea", and a very late flag.

BOB LINKER

MONDAY, JULY 16, 1977

Ah yes, the first glimpse of sunshine

promised yet another ray-ban day. We all

will certainly smell pretty fine when this

heat wave is over. Poor Debbie.

Prayers for the returning adventurers

from the Moose River and Mt. Katahdin,

a delicious breakfast, duties, and off we

were to our activities. With still only three

cabins in camp, qualifications were just

standing up and begging to be snapped
up by all the eager campers, and what a

day for them it was; Jim Schwarz, White
Arrow; Eric Sanborn and Gordon Cook,
Black Racquet. Phil McClure, Chris Kreus-

ser, Ben Kahrl, Peter Ripley and Robby
Guthrie all with their Novice in Nature.

Alfred Steiglitzes to Colin McNulty, Phil

Moore, Denny Goodrich, Gordon Cook
and Jon Nichols and Phil Moore again

with his Edward Weston in Photography.
Ben Kahrl, Mac MacAvoy, Todd D'Ales-

sandro, Tom Dooner, Ford Wilgis, Dave
Chawaga and Phil Moore (again!!) with

their Gutenberg in Printing. Last but not

least Tommy Warren nabbed his White
Racquet in Tennis. Phew!! Qualification

City!!

Other than the unbelievable number of

qualifications, the highpoint of the day

was the return of Brother Roebuck and
Co. from Moose River and Wheels and
Peds from atop crispy Baxter State Park
and Mt. Katahdin.

A super Pete dinner of Chop Suey
extrordinaire, an unsuccessful game of

Kick-the-Can, a good game of Lacrosse, a

swim and off went the campers to Mrs.

White's party, but the counselors: Happy
Birthday, Bucky. . . .

HENRY R. KENNEDY
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SUNDAY, JULY 17, 1977

Our last regular Sunday of the first

session dawned overcast and hot, but the

threatened rain fortunately never ar-

rived. Breakfast was a lively, pancake-

flipping, affair enjoyed by our guests, Mr.

Goodrich, Mr. Waite, and Mr. and Mrs.

Emberley. Jamie Spiess and Billy Hall

walked off with the pancake-eating prize,

each consuming a dozen.

Inspection was good for all; most teeth

even looked less mossy green than earlier

in the day. North Glenayr was perfect.

Human fly, Ted Walsh, shinnied up
the flagpole and replaced the broken
halyard to the amazement of all.

Bob Bishop's talk about the lessons we
learn from adversity was the highlight of

a lovely chapel service. David Wallis and

Jim Schwarz were choir-winners and the

small congregation sang lustily.

Eric Sanborn's parents and some new
visitors, Dr. Conant and David and their

friends Dr. and Mrs. Catlin and Randy all

enjoyed Peter's barbecue chicken as much
as the rest of us.

Lots of activities this afternqon and lots

of accomplishments.

Riflery: Pro-Marksman - Jamie Spiess;

Marksman - David Chawaga and Chris
Kreusser.

Shop: Apprentice First Class - Mark
Herrlinger, Tim Wike, George Bur-
den; Assistant Carpenter - Has
Hobert, Skipper Thomas, Tim Wike.
A hot lacrosse game during the even-

ing, a cooling skinny dip, and a rousing

Kieve song and cheer.

DICK KENNEDY

TUESDAY, JULY 19, 1977

Even as early as flag the sun felt hot.

However boys were eager for activities

because many were close to qualifications.

Bob Linker had a spectacular day at the

waterfront. Including both the Red Cross

Basic Water Safety, and Swimming Qual-
ifications a grand total of 28 people
earned qualifications. Pottery came in

with a close second in qualifications as 16

campers achieved success with the clay.

During the afternoon 1 joined the

tennis players and had an especially good
game with Peter Hobart. Unfortunately

even before swim the courts were half

empty and the benches were filled with

hot exhausted campers.

General swim started early and lasted a

long time. Even so the water was so warm
that it barely seived to cool off the

steaming bodies.

The head bunkhouse counselors who
could, took off to celebrate Sandy Buck's

birthday. They headed for their cars

freshly showered, duded-up in bright

colored slacks and, unless the heat de-

ceived my eyes, they had ties and jackets

on, in addition to the inevitable shades.

We had the first play rehearsal and
went over the songs. During the evening

reports of the revelling filtered back, and,

yes, dinner at the Bucks had been mar-

velous. There was an extra swim before

flag and then bed.

The Day's Qualifications

Red Cross Basic Water Safety: George
Burden, Dave Chawaga, Gordon
Cook, Tom Dooner, Peter Hobart,

Phil McClure, Chip Waite, Ford Wil-

gis.
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Beginner Swimmer: Carter Murdoch,
Mike Mazzocone, Ned Hallowell,

Chris Bell, Chris Hallowell.

Advanced Beginner: Carter Murdoch,
Mike Mazzocone, Ned Hallowell,

Chris Hallowell, Chris Bell.

Intermediate: Carter Murdoch, Mike
Mazzocone, Ned Hallowell, Chris Bell,

Mac MacAvoy, Ricky Talbot, David

Wallis, Charlie King, Tom Warren,
Laurence Cook, Denny Goodrich.

Swimmer: Todd D'Alessandro, George
Phipps, John Renneisen, Tim Wike,

Eric Sanborn.
HOWARD PHIPPS

WEDNESDAY, JULY 20, 1977

As the haze cleared from Bucky's

birthday party, it was apparent that today

was going to be another cooker so we
declared it a "beach day" — and what a

day it was! After inspection (did South

Glenayr ever get cleaned up?), and a

short activity period, we mustered every

vehicle that moved and off we went. The
ocean was as swimmable as I have ever

known the Maine water to be and it took

no time for all of us to splash in and cool

off. We had lunch on the beach and
returned to camp for another swim in our
lake and another late day activity period.

With so little time in camp today, it's

surprising that the following people were
successful in achieving so many qualifica-

tions: In Sailing, Basil Koudelis - Crew, in

Photography, Tony Green - Edward Wes-
ton, Rupert Thompson and Mark
Herrlinger - Henry Cartier Bresson, in

Swimming, Mike Mazzocone, Tony Mol-

ler. Carter Murdoch, Charles Gailiy de
Taurines, and Alex Wilson - Basic Water
Safety, and Carter Murdoch, Mil^e Maz-
zocone, and Ricky Talbot - Swimmer. In

Riflery, David Chawaga - Marksman 1st

Class and Ned Hallowell - Pro-

Marksman. Receiving their Gutenburg in

Printing were Ian Carroll, Brad McClure,
Mac Cromwell, and Jon Nichols. In

Tennis, Charlie Shehadi and Ian Carroll -

White Rackets. In Archery, Billy Hall

won his Black Arrow, and in Nature,

George Burden won his Novice.

The Allagash crew came back this

afternoon having had a marvelous trip

with good weather. It's good to have them
back and it certainly swells the number in

the dining room.
I'm not exactly sure what to call the

evening activity. At one point Nancy
Kennedy was dancing around on the top

of the hill with all of the campers while

singing her lungs out — it looked rather

like a scene from the "Sound of Music"
with a huge version of the Von Trapp
family. I think it was a play rehearsal.

Some tennis, some swimming, some La-

crosse ended this excellent day.

JOHN R. PEDRICK

THURSDAY, JULY 21, 1977

Camp awoke again to another hot,

humid morning. Cooling thundershow-
ers in the afternoon were in the forecast,

so activities were hopping in the morning.
This is the traditional qualification

Thursday, the day when kids and counsel-

lors alike get desperate to pile on the

achievements in activities.

In the morning John Pedrick rifled

nine boys through their Crew qualifica-

tion. These boys were George Burden,
David Chawaga, Gordon Cook, Mac
Cromwell, Tom Dooner, Peter Hobart,

Phil McClure, Chip Waite, and Ford
Wilgus. Also down at the waterfront. Bob
Linker and H.R.K. took Peter Ripley,

Lawrence Cook and Jim Schwarz out and
had them complete the Island Swim. At
the printing range, Thorne Sparkman
and Carter Murdoch received their

Gutenberg qualification and Chris Peters

got both his Gutenberg and Cromburger.
The rifle range was busy today as Ben
Karhl got both his Pro-Marksman and
Marksman, Has Hobart got his Pro-

Marksman as did also Jamie Spiess and
Chris Richardson. David Wallis and Tony
Fearey got their Marksman 1st Class. In

Photo Alfred Steiglitz got his Tony Mol-
ler award.

In the afternoon, before the torrential

rains came Carter Murdoch and Jim King
got their Black Racquet. Payson Peabody,
Teddy Pell, Charlie Shehadi and Ian

Carroll got their Water Safety.

Then the rains came accompanied by
gale force winds, bordering on hurricane
force. The temperature dropped 20 de-
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grees in 40 minutes. Thunder and light-

ning cracked all around us, and the Kieve

fleet was blown over as John looked on

through tear blurred eyes. The power
went out which made things even more
confusing. Dinner was held in the dark

on paper plates, because, when the elec-

tricity goes, so goes the dish washer. Even
more interesting was Kieve's first play

rehearsal held in the darkness of Innis-

free. Using flashlights instead of spot-

lights, things managed to get done. A
swim cooled everyone off, and all headed
back to the sauna cabins, for yet another

sweltering night. Another weird weather

day for the O.D., per usual that is.

SANDY BUCK

FRIDAY, JULY 22, 1977

The heat spell is broken and we are

faced with a beautiful, blue, crystal-clear,

Maine day! Heavy cleanup details in

preparation for parents' arrival tomor-

row and then into a full round of

activities. Everything was going but Sail-

ing . . . still too much wind.

Lunch and then no rest period but

rather play rehearsal took up that period

of time and then came another round of

activities so that by 4:45 many had
accomplished much. In Riflery, Pro-

marksman was earned by Mark

Herrlinger, Adam Kline and Thorne
Sparkman; Marksman by Adam Kline,

Drummer Hawkes, Ted Pell and Jim
Schwarz; and Marksman First Class by

Jay Brennan, Phil McClure and Phil

Moore. In Nature, Novices were earned

by George Phipps, David Wallis, Jamie
Spiess, William Avantaggio, Ian Carroll,

Denny Goodrich, Chris Bell, Alex Wilson

and Charlie King; Red Trees went to

Peter Ripley, Ben Kahrl, Chris Kreusser

and Phil McClure. At the Tennis Courts,

White Racquets were received by Alex

Wilson, Mike Mazzocone, Chris Bell,

Denny Goodrich and Skipper Thomas;
Peter Hobart, Carter Murdoch, Fred

Begien, and Charlie Gailly de Taurines

got Red Racquets; Mac Cromwell, Blue

and Red Racquets; Dan Bliss, Black and
Blue Racquets; and Gold Racquets to Jim
Schwarz, Mac Cromwell, Peter Hobart,

Chris Richardson and Chris Hallowell.

What a day for Tennis! In Printing,

Cromburger Awards went to Todd
D'Alessandro, Ford Wilgis and Fred Be-

gien. In Photo, Steiglitz Awards went to

Alex Wilson and Tony Moller; as well as

Kieve Photographer going to Mark
Herrlinger, Rupert Thompson, Jim
Schwarz, Payson Peabody, Frank
Goldsmith. To round out the awards Ben
Kahrl earned his Kieve Potter and Philip

Moore shot his White Arrow. Fifty-seven

qualifications in all!

To conclude the busy afternoon all the

campers went to their cabins for play

rehearsal and then down to Westcott

Point for hamburgers a la Kennedy and

Linker and then up to an early flag.

Won't the wind let up? A silent proces-

sion to Kisder Point, a gusty bonfire, nice

parting words by Dick, attempted lighting

of candles, a torchlight procession back to

the top of the hill, a serious and thought-

ful rendition of the Kieve Song and off to

bed. The wind died down, the cabins

quieted down and we all anticipated the

arrival of parents tomorrow!
BOB LINKER

SATURDAY, JULY 23, 1977

A lovely blue sky with diminishing wind

greeted us on this Watersports Day. Phil

McClure and Peter Hobart raised the

flag. Dudes involved a variety of clean-up

tasks in preparation for the arrival of
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families and friends. The cabin inspec-

tion found everything in excellent order.

An activity period was used to advantage

with the following boys receiving qualifi-

cations: Has Hobart - Blue racquet;

Teddy Pell - Blue and Red Racquets; Ned
Hallowell - Gold Racquet; Ian Carroll and
Payson Peabody - Crew; Phil Moore -

Black Arrow; Tony Moller and Ford
Wilgis - Photo qualifications.

Swim was largely organizational with a

short dip, followed by a dress rehearsal

for the play. Lunch was a bit later than

usual, so that some parents had arrived

by announcements.
The Watersports program was exciting

fun, and many guests took advantage of

the refreshing water and boating after

the races.

RESULTS
L South Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle: 1. B.

Kahrl, 2. C. King, 3. Kreusser.

2. South Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle: 1. B.

McClure, 2. Thomas, 3. MacAvoy.
3. South Glenayr rowboat: 1. Ripley, 2.

Lovejoy, 3. Goodrich
4. North Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle: 1.

Herrlinger, 2. Hobart, 3. L. Cook
5. North Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle: 1.

Talbot and Warren, 2. Thayer
6. North Glenayr rowboat: 1. Hall, 2.

Bell, 3. Goldsmith and Sparkman
7. South Bunker Hill 50 yd. freestyle: 1.

G. Cook, 2. P. McClure, 3. Waite
8. South Bunker Hill double canoe: 1.

Dooner & Chawaga, 2. Cromwell &
Burden, 3. P. Hobart & Koudelis

9. South Bunker Hill obstacle: 1.

Nichols, 2. D'Alessandro
10. North Bunker Hill double canoe: 1.

Richardson & N. Hallowell, 2. Pea-

body & Green, 3. Thompson Sc Pell

11. South Harris double canoe: 1. C.

Hallowell &: Gailly de Taurines, 2.

Begien & Wilson, 3. Phipps & Moller

12. North Harris single canoe: 1. King,

2. Leo, 3. Willis

13. Old Bunker Hill single canoe: 1.

Ebeling, 2. Stewart, 3. Gardiner
14. War canoe: 1. North Glenayr -

Schwarz & Forbes, 2. South Glenayr -

Spiess &: Kennedy
15. Canoe pile-in: South Bunker Hill 8c

South Harris tied North Bunker Hill

and North Harris

5:30 p.m. found parents and boys at

Harriet House for Kieve's traditional

hsopitality. Nancy Kennedy had adver-

tized a four cocktail play, but "Little

Brown Riding Roots" was a spectacular

success. Lovely music, witty lines, and
excellent pace provided a wonderf ul treat

for us all. Jamie Spiess, Tony Green,

Charlie Gailly de Taurines, Jon Nichols,

and Thorne Sparkman magically held the

seven scenes together. Backstage Nancy
Pedrick was a wizard so that each scene

was ready to be played as soon as the

connecting refrain was completed. The
grandmothers were an awesome display

of pulchritude. The solos by Tony Fearey

and George Phipps as well as the

Richardson-Thompson duet will be long

remembered.
Cabin parties and a few pranks topped

off a very busy day.

BOB BISHOP

SUNDAY, JULY 24, 1977

Our last day in camp dawned bright

and up we were for our last day of Pete's

cooking. Morning was spent generally

organizing and packing last minute
things. Parents arrived to pack trunks

into already over loaded cars and by

11:00 we were all engaged in our last

chapel service under the trees, for still

another year. A short but sweet sermon
by me, readings by Bill O'Donnell and
Chris Richardson and then parents, with

their campers, broke up into cabin

groups for awards presentation and part-

ing words by the head bunkhouse coun-

cilors. All then headed down to a delici-

ous chicken bar-b-que and then on the

highway towards home.
DICK KENNEDY

TUESDAY, JULY 26, 1977

After a day and a half of R.&rR. for tlie

counselors, today was the day to get the

camp squared away for the arrival of the

second session boys. Laundrv for the two
session boys was done, Innisfree was
cleaned up from the last Watersports
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weekend, name tags were put on the

blinks and lockers at the waterfront.

The boys who were being driven by

famihes began arriving after lunch and
the big bus rolled in at 6:45 loaded with

familiar, expectant, nervous, happy faces.

Its great to have the old boys back and to

welcome the new ones to Kieve.

After dinner we all met in the Bishop
Room for a talk with Dick and slides. It's

cool enough that the fires in the stoves

were welcome warmth. After a hearty

Kieve Song was sung, the boys were all off

to their cabins and second session '77 is

under way!

JOHN R. PEDRICK

WEDNESDAY, JULY 27, 1977

Here we go again, and what a beautiful

day for the first full one of the Second
Session 1977! Eric Sanborn and William

Avantaggio unfurled the flag under blue

skies on a lovely brisk morning that made
the humidity of points farther south just

some forgotten dream. Our duties were a

general straightening up of the bun-
khouses, and this chore was accomplished

quickly. During the long activity period,

old boys had free choice of activities while

the new boys were trying for their island

swim and being taken on a tour of the

camp by Field Marshall Howard Phipps.

Three cheers for all the boys who were in

the water; the following twenty-four boys
accomplished the 600 yd. swim to the
island: D. Conway, E. Coolidge, R. Good-
rich, J. Gordon, E. Linker, J. Mack, C.

Wilkins, D. Shotwell, G. Zuckert, D.

Brace, D. Ginn, K. Kennelly, B. McCar-
thy, W. Russell, D. Buchanan, C. Hagar,
M. Menendez, J. Stephenson, R. Trippe,
B. Heisey, C. McCarthy, R. von Plauen,

W. Heisey, and R. Stier.

Meanwhile Tom Warren won his

Pro-Marksman in riflery, and Gold Rac-

quet winner Ken Hallows tested the new
surface of the tennis courts and the skill

of Jeff Wheeler. Judy Linker and Dottie

Bundy weighed and measured half the

camp during rest period.

In the afternoon, the crafts center was
again very busy during two assigned

activity periods. Down below. Jack
Stephenson and David Buchanan won
their White Racquets, and veteran Geor-
die McLaughlin achieved Red Racquet.

The Canadian trippers spent most of the

afternoon practicing portaging skills.

After supper, we used up what pent-up
energy had not been exhausted during
the day: lacrosse, soccer, tennis, baseball,

and Nancy Kennedy's birthday party

occupied all. Chris Morrow and Bret

McCarthy did the honours with the flag,

and we all sang the Kieve song and
thundered out a lusty cheer.

BOB BISHOP
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THURSDAY, JULY 28, 1977

The carillon went off this morning and
we all awoke to a crisp clear Maine
morning. Everyone fired up and tool: to

the activities after a quick duties period.

Gary O'Leary was busy at the printing

press, stamping out his Cromberger. At

Sherwood Forest, Rob Trippe received

his White Arrow and Chris Scullin got his

Black Arrow. Jack "Robin Hood"
Stephenson shot both his White and
Black Arrows this morning.
During rest period Judy and Dottie

finished weighing everyone in, while the

new boys brushed up on their Kieve

Song. In the afternoon the tennis courts

were kept hopping as Richard Von
Plauen, Chris Peters, Rob Steir, Bill

Heisey and Dudley Shotwell, Greg Zuc-

kert and Charlie Wilkins all rallied for

their White Racquets. Von Plauen, Bailey,

Steir and Heisey also got their Black

Racquets. Steir and Heisey also got carried

away and snapped up their Blue Racquets

as well! Meanwhile in the "Artsy" build-

ing, Charlie Crowley received his Ap-
prentice 1st Class qualification.

After dinner, the session's first Capture
the Flag was played, with the usual

amount of rule stretching involved. It was
tough to determine exacdy who won so

the usual Kieve tie was declared.

The sun went down and so did the

temperature. Last nights record low of 37

seemed as if it may be matched again, so

everyone piled on the blankets and the

hill fell silent.

SANDY BUCK

FRIDAY, JULY 29, 1977

We all gave the Canadian boys a Kieve
sendoff and the morning rolled on. The
boys didn't waste any time in hopping on
the qualifications: Tom Saunders very

valiantly conquered his fear of the water
and swam the Island; Broeck Smith got

his Gutenburg and Chris Peters his Ste-

ven Day in Printing; a big day on the

courts with Tony Fearey getting his

White Racquet, Charlie Shehadi his Black
Racquet, and Gary O'Leary and Bill

Rossmassler both winning their first

rounds in the Tournament; Paul Nichols

and Chris Morrow both got their Novice
in Nature; Tom Warren and David Ginn
both with their White Arrow and Jay
Phelps with his Black at Archery; David
Buchanan and Rob Trippe both earned
the right to crew in a sailboat; Charlie

Shehadi and Pat Gilligan snapped their

way to their Alfred Steiglitz in Photog-
raphy; Mike Bent got his Apprentice-

ship at Pottery; and Charlie Crowley
nailed his Assistant Carpenter and Ap-
prentice First Class. Phew! not a bad list

of achievements for only the first week in

camp.
A windy afternoon, a jock night of

Lacrosse, Floor Hockey and Tennis and
Altitude Lou's forecast of rain for tomor-
row closed out yet another successful,

eventful day.

HENRY R. KENNEDY

SATURDAY, JULY 30, 1977

Another one of those beautiful Maine
days! We moved quickly through duties

hunting for arrows and nails and Kistler

Point, and then into many, many activities

resulting in many, many qualifications. In

the Crafts Building, Doug Russell, Mike
Nelson and Brian Bailey received their

Shop Apprenticeship while Tom War-
ren became an Asisstant Carpenter; Mike
Bent and Andy Morrow "clicked" on
their Alfred Steiglitz in Photo; and Bill

Hompe, Tom Blum, Tommy Gounaris,

Dick Brace and Willy Russell all earned
Apprentice in Ceramics; Gutenbergs in

Printing went to Bill Roberts, Mike Bent,

Rob Trippe, Andy Morrow, Tom Blum
and Jim Stone. Also in the same building,

Bill Tempel, Charlie Wilkins, and
Tommy Warren received Nature
Novices. Archery, Tennis and Sailing also

saw much activity with White Arrows
going to Chris Morrow and Greg Zuckert,

Red Racquets to Clint Johnson (with a

stiff leg!), Bill Rossmassler and Randy
Wilgis, Black Racquet to Tony Fearey;

and Crew to Perry Boydan, Dick Brace,

David Ginn, Tom Gounaris, Ken Ken-
nelly, Bret McCarthy, John Nichols and
Willy Russell.

After dinner we were treated to the

very funny movie, "Who's Minding the

Mint", Will the carillon ever ring again?

BOB LINKER
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SUNDAY, JULY 31, 1977

A marvelous first Sunday for the sec-

ond session — bright, clear and full of

action. Pancakes winged through the air

to the amazement of many new to that

Kieve tradition.

Inspection was an awfully* good one;

South Glenayr won the extra ice cream by

dint of a monumental effort.

Bob Linker spoke most effectively in

Chapel, using the parable of the Good
Samaritan to illustrate the prime purpose
of Kieve, to recommend love of one
another to everybody here. The Choir

was a strong one, led by Edward Coolidge

(sweetest-voiced) and Tom Blum
(loudest-voiced).

North Harris had a canoe clinic tatight

by Margie and Tench, and there was a

full range of other activities this after-

noon as well —
Archery: White Arrows to Clay McCarthy

and David Buchanan, White Arrow to

Ken Kennelly.

Ceramics: Apprentice to Chris Waldorf.

Tennis: White Racquets to Dick
Richardsson, Dick Brace, and David

Ginn, Blue Racquet to Tony Fearey.

After supper we had our first annual
Casino Night extravaganza, proving once
again that even Kieve boys find it difficult

to resist the temptation of gambling their

life away.

A lovely sunset and boisterous Kieve

Song and Cheer closed out the day.

RICHARD C. KENNEDY

MONDAY, AUGUST 1, 1977

The sun came up in a haze this

morning, foretelling another warm day.

At breakfast we had Ted Walsh's family

as guests. Ted took his family on a first

class tour of camp, as he had bank duty!

Activities this morning moved right

along, with many boys taking advantage
of the good weather by gettin' while the

gettin' was good! Jack Stephenson got his

Pro-marksman. Charlie Wilkins and Rob
Zuckert got their White Arrow, while

Ken Kennelly got his Blue Arrow, the

first of the whole summer. Nature boys,

Edward Coolidge and John Nichols got

their Novice. David Ginn and Chris

Mayer got their Apprentice and "Lif

Merrill" Bailey got his Assistant Car-

penter and later got his Carpenter 1st

Class, following his father's footsteps. On
the courts, Rob Trippe and Mark
Menendez got their White Racquet, Jack
Stephenson his Black Racquet, and Tom
Blum his Blue Racquet. Dudley Shotwell,

Jay Phelps and Perry Boyden got their

Apprentice in Pottery.

The afternoon skies suddenly became
threatening, thunder rumbled off in the

distance, and it looked as if the clouds
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would open up at any minute. The boys

seemed to ignore the ominous skies and
kept on achieving. Benjie Morrill got his

White Arrow. Tom Blum and Billy

Roberts got their Cromburger. Tommy
Warren received his Crew qualification.

William Avantaggio and Greg Zuckert

got their Alfred Steiglitz. Tiger Sablosky

got his Marksman and Dick Brace got his

Black Racquet.

As if everyone hadn't done enough
today we kept going. The rain held long

enough to have another jock night. La-

crosse was played and tied on the land-

sports field. Soccer players got the archery

range. Nancy Pedrick helped show
the boys how to properly kick the soccer

ball around. Otfiers hit the tennis ball

around. Afterwards, a skinny-dip, flag,

and bed. It finally rained around 10 P.M.,

but that doesn't count, the voodoo is over,

it didn't rain on my O.D. day.

SANDY BUCK

TUESDAY, AUGUST 2, 1977

Here comes the sun at 8:36. A beautiful

day on the hill. North Harris left this

morning for an excellent trip through the

Machias Lakes. The only problem is that

the maps were left here at camp. Nice

going. Tench. Let me get the maps, stay

right where you are please! Activities

went very smoothly all day. In Tennis,

Andy Morrow and Chris Waldorf re-

ceived their White Racquet, while Dudley
Shotwell and Tommy Warren got their

Black Racquet. Dave Wallis was the only

one to receive his Blue Racquet. In print-

ing this morning and this afternoon

Geordie McLaughlin, Ken Hallows, Tiger
Sablosky, Chris ScuUin and Chris Giles all

received their Gutenburg. Robby Zuc-

kert achieved his Alfred Stieglitz. The
best achievement of the day was Dave
Buchanan, who got Bar 3 and a pin wheel
while sitting. It was also Dave's Birthday
today. There was only one major accident

on the hill today. Campbell Shannon
attempted to cut his initials in his

forefinger. He was awarded eighteen
stitches.

The evening activity was a huge
scavenger hunt, and the four cabins in

camp did an extraordinary job in "clean-

ing up the camp". The day ended beauti-

fully and everyone was awarded a Her-

shey bar as the hunt ended a virtual tie.

JEFF WHEELER

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3, 1977

Morning in the cabin began with a

question — "Are you O.D. today?" Then
for the first time after waking I thought

about the day ahead. Golly — some fresh

laundry for the Munchkins!
Lucky again with good weather we

headed for activities everywhere; down
the hill to the courts, and to the range, or

following Ted Walsh to ropes. Those few

remaining headed for the art center. Out
on the water Chris Waldorf, Greg Zuc-

kert, David Wallis and Colin McNulty
earned their crew.

The O.D. didn't stick to his guns in

regard to evening activity and substituted

instead of capture the flag a double
header game of soccer. After the soccer

the Cherubs went down to the waterfront

to cool off, the problem came when it

came time to get them out of the water

and they preferred to stay all night.

HOWARD PHIPPS

THURSDAY, AUGUST 4, 1977

Foggy at seven, clear by eleven — and
so it was as forecast. Chris Giles and Rob
Trippe raised the flag, and we all man-
aged to walk to breakfast. During the

morning David Buchanan achieved his

Blue Arrow, and a host of boys received

Novice in nature: Mike Bent, Mark
Menendez, Ken Hallows, Chris Scullin,

Geordie McLaughlin, and Chris Hagar.

The best news was the appearance of

Maine Tennis Courts, Inc. and a three

man crew who began work putting the

final green surface on the two black

tennis courts — look out Merion Cricket

Club. Elsewhere woodsmen Bob Weath-
erall and David Wykoff cut down the

scrub brush between the Harrises and the

waterfront. Frogmen Tom Warren, Dud-
ley Shotwell, and Richard Russell made
round trips to the island, and Greg
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Zuckert had an extra swim courtesy of

Damariscotta Lake's jaws.

In the afternoon, South Bunker Hill

lads paddled off on a canoe shakedown
for their upcoming trip. Having had a

morning break to catch their breath,

Pam Babin and Ben Batchelder were
again swamped at ceramics and photog-
raphy. A strange assortment of the large

and small trailed off into the woods either

to meet Monty Python, to find some
shade, or to work on a ropes qualification.

Chris Waldorf received his Craftsman
and Paul Nichols gained Apprentice in

pottery while Colin McNulty and Jerry

Mack both achieved Gutenberg in print-

ing.

A delicious roast pork supper, a wel-

come back to Nick Nichols, and we were
ready for evening activities of baseball

and soccer. Henry and Sandy's Mits held

off Geoff and Ted's Bats for a 5-5 tie

while a mob of shirts and skins bounced
the soccer ball off of each other. A dip

was needed by everybody so the flag came
down in semi-darkness. The hill was
quickly quiet and the day was^done except

for Ted and Ben who never rest.

BOB BISHOP

FRIDAY, AUGUST 5, 1977

Hot and humid with the sun peeking in

and out all day. The weather though did

not slow down the enthusiasm of the

campers as they continued to add up
qualifications. Pam Babin had much to

report from the ceramic headquarters
with James Gordon, Edward Coolidge,

Charlie Wilkins, Tris Warren, Ramsey
Goodrich, Greg Zuckert and Chris Mor-
row all earning Apprenticships. Chris

Waldorf also earned his Apprentice in

Shop. Other areas saw Charlie Crowley,

Ken Kennelly, Chris Mayer and Tris

Warren getting Gutenbergs for Printing;

Chris Hagar earning a White Racquet;

Rob Trippe getting his Nature Novice;

and Photo brought forth Alfred Steiglitzes

to Dudley Shotwell, Jay Phelps and
Chris Scullin, as well as Edward Westons
to the Morrow brothers.

The afternoon saw the return of South
Harris from a successful White Moun-
tains trip, and it also saw three sailboats

meet their demise on "sort of windv
Lake Damariscotta. They were rescued

right at the beginning of general swim
and an attempt to start Aqua Olympics.
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However, dark clouds and cool winds

prevented the annual event. Maybe to-

morrow?
Ben Batchelder announced the results

of the photo contest with Chris Morrow
copping the most prizes and his brother,

Andy, close behind.

The rains came so we appropriately

had our "rainy day movie" on Texas and
the Alamo and then raised the roof with

the Kieve Song.
BOB LINKER

SATURDAY, AUGUST 6, 1977

Woke up to a hot, overcast, day and
shortly after flag we were blessed with a

little rain, which we needed pretty badly.

Morning activities were mostly indoors

due to the weather, yet it let up enough to

allow us to get a crack at the two newly

surfaced tennis courts. Qualifications

came pouring in after lunch as Tris

Warren, Edward Coolidge, and Jerry

Mack all got their White Arrows; while

Charlie Wilkins got his Black Arrow.
Over at Guns and Bullets; Geoff Ed-
monds got his Sharpshooter, Paul Nichols

achieved his Marksman and David Ginn
got his Pro-Marksman. Nice Shooting,

guys! In shop, David Ginn got his Assist-

ant Carpenter and over in the pottery

house, John Nichols got his Apprentice
while Sean McNulty got his Craftsman.
Funniest sight of the day has to go to

Robby Zuckert for looking like Pam had
tried to throw him on a high-speed

pottery wheel. Needless to say there was
enough clay on him to keep the cat

population of New York in kitty-litter for

a year.

At 4:00 P.M. the bells rang early for the

start of the Aqua-Olympics. The camp
was divided into four teams: Nautilus, led

by Ted Walsh; Seaview which was cap-

tained by Campbell Shannon; Orca was
under the guiding hand of Chris Morris;

and Steve Vastine brought Jaws into

battle. The waterpolo was hot and furious

and after the mud settled Orca had
walked away with the big prize. The
canoe pile-in, emphasizing speed and
numbers, was won again by Orca. But
Nautilus and Jaws started a comeback.
Nautilus won the rowing event by a

second over Seaview, Jaws won a very

fast-paced swim relay, and at the last

event Nautilus captured the big, camp-
wide relay. That victory clinched it for

Nautilus who was followed by Orca, Jaws,

and Seaview respectively. A waterlogged

flag and a rousing Kieve song sent us all

to the racks tired, but happy.

BILL O'DONNELL

SUNDAY, AUGUST 7, 1977

Another nice day — hot and pleasant.

Several cabins on trips, so camp ran sort

of like a big family. North Harris re-

turned at mid-night, so their morning
was devoted to cleaning up and lazing

around.
Inspection, which was a good one, was

won by North Glenayr. Particular atten-

tion was paid to tooth inspection — a fair

number were mossy green.

Bill Brown was the chief attraction at a

very nice chapel service. He told a

meaningful story about several days ago
when the senior campers and the Q.L.F.

group met one another unexpectedly on
Chamberlain Lake and cheered one
another on. Jamie Hebb and Bob Linker

read appropriate scriptual passages and
the choir was anchored by Dickie Brace

and Dickie Richardsson. The organ had a

new lease on life thanks to the ministra-

tions of Ted Walsh and Geoff Patton.

Luncheon guests were old Kieve

friends and Nichols' relatives, Mrs.

Robinson and Mrs. Mead. Great chicken,

Pete!

In the afternoon North Harris went on
a canoe clinic, South Gelnayr went on an
overnight and the rest were busy and
active.

Games after supper, swim, and a mel-

low Kieve song closed out the day.

DICK KENNEDY

MONDAY, AUGUST 8, 1977

Today started early for some, as South
Harris left at 6:00 A.M. for the St. Croix
River. The rest of the camp awoke at 7:30

to partially cloudy skies. The word of the

day is loose, because breakfast was long
and duties were short and not all that
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constructive. Activities also got off to a

slow start, but everyone soon became
busy and there were several Tennis
qualifications.

Swim and lunch were relaxed because

only 3 cabins were in camp. Afternoon
activities got off to a disorganized but

enthusiastic start, and everyone was soon
very busy. A heavy shower caused a short

delay that everyone soon forgot, because

there were a whole slew of qualifications

at the end of activities. In Tennis: John
Renneisen and Tom Scriggins both got

their White Racquet; Chris Peters, Charlie

Wilkins and Billy Tempel all got their

Black; a Blue went to Bill Roberts, Greg
Zuckert, and Dudley Shotwell; and both
Black and Blue Racquets were earned by

Jamie Hebb and Chris Morrow. In Pot-

tery Bill Roberts and Randy Wilgis both

got their Apprentice and John Renneisen
got his Craftsman. Tom Scriggins

achieved his Marksitian 1st Class in Rif-

lery.

Swim was long and again relaxed.

After swim. South Glenayr went to Eric

Linker's house to celebrate Eric's and
Charlie Wilkins' birthdays* with some
diverse recreation, a hamburger feast,

and two large birthday cakes. The re-

mainder of the camp had a peaceful

dinner, highlighted by Zuck's attempt to

play father by feeding Benjamin Bishop.

Maybe he will make a good father in 30
years. Evening activities went as the rest

of the day: loosely but energetically. Dark
soon descended, and the energy levels

descended with it and thus ended an
active but easy day.

TENCH FORBES

TUESDAY, AUGUST 9, 1977

Darn it. Why don't I ever get any
clouds my O.D. days? Oh well, I suppose
we can make due with all the sunshine.

The Ray Ban people really must be
cleaning up at Camp Kieve.

"Hey H.R.K., how's about a beach

day?" "Awe gee. Bob, do we have to?"

After duties, where North Harris adeptly

rebuilt the grave yard wall, we all waved
goodbye to O.D. and the Vinalhaven men
and shoved off for Pemaquid Beach. The
boys particularly enjoyed having the

kitchen girls join us. They must have
taken a hundred pictures of all the cuties.

They even tried to bury Nanney in a trap.

Didn't quite work, right William! Robby
Zuckert was the local beach bully, person-
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ally responsible for about ten pounds of
sand in various different eyes. Finally it

was time to go home. Come, John, you're

over that girl in the green bikini.

Back at camp, a rest period and an
hour's worth of activities was in order.

After weeks and thousands of bullets,

Edward Collidge shot his way to his

Pro-Marksman in Riflery. John Ren-
neisen and Tom Scriggins each earned a

Hershey bar as they blew out the middle
of their targets. Mike Nelson got his

Assistant Carpenter in Shop, and Broeck
Smith and Richard Von Plauen each got

their Apprentice in Ceramics. Pretty

good list of achievements for only an
hour's time.

The small camp made for some special

treats that night. First of all, Pete "Tony"
Nelson cooked up the most "Awesome"
pizza you've ever seen for dinner. Then,
to top the day off we all headed down to

the farmhouse for Tris Warren's birthday
party. After Adam 12, Gunsmoke, Baa
Baa Black Sheep, and cake (care of
Nancy), we all headed home. With tum-
mies full and backs tanned, there was no
question as to what was on everybody's
mind. . . Night now.

HENRY R. KENNEDY

etc.! When last seen, the group was in

Newcastle with the red truck stalled in the

middle of the road. Poor Tench! Ah yes,

and then it rained all afternoon.

During the day the following campers
received qualifications: Rob Trippe re-

ceived his Black Racquet in Tennis, A.

Morrow and Chris Giles received their

Apprentice ratings in Pottery, and Mike
Bent received his Craftsman. In Riflery,

Eric Sanborn received his Pro-Marksman.
This evening the Hawkes family ar-

rived from a trip to Quebec and Peter

Myer, who will be at Kieve as a director

next year, was here with his sister.

JOHN R. PEDRICK

THURSDAY, AUGUST 11, 1977

The O.D. slightly dazed from five days

on the Damariscotta River, awoke bright

and early only to discover a delightful

surprise much too late. Breakfast for the

rest ofcamp had been switched from 8. 00

to 8:30.

South Glenayr left for Loud's Island

leaving North Bunker Hill the only cabin

camp. The members of the Damariscotta

River Trip were almost alone again. The
activities therefore reflected the coun-

selors who had remained in camp. Ben,

"Mr, Photo" himself, worked with five

campers and Bob and I took the rest to

riflery.

The plan for an evening swim never

materialized for the day had ended as it

began, cold and cloudy.

HOWARD PHIPPS

FRIDAY, AUGUST 12, 1977

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 10, 1977

Today has to take the prize as one of
the quietest of the summer. The major
source of entertainment was in watching
Tench trying to get his North Harris
group out of here and off to the White
Mountains. First the trouble was no
equipment, then it was no vehicles, then it

was trouble with the vehicles, then it was
lunch time so why not eat here at camp.

Dawn came misty and wet, again prom-
ising rain. North Bunker Hill was restless

and bored already as being the only cabin

in camp meant there was very litde action

around the top of the hill except that

which they generated themselves. Even
the O.D. wished there was somewhere to

go with the whole cabin. A beach day had
long ago been ruled out by the weather.

During morning activities Bob Hab-
good agreed to experiment and try to

lead some boys through the operations of
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printing even though Embo was off.

Success came mostly because of the

campers, all of whom had been through
the operation before.

Due to the extreme shortage of coun-

selors, the O.D. did Riflery to fill in. Steve

Shuster and Jack Stephenson both did

some fine shooting. After lunch it rained.

We then had some Floor Hockey, Shop,

Photo and Printing. A Linker movie came
to the rescue for evening activity and all

went quietly to bed.

HOWARD PHIPPS

SATURDAY, AUGUST 13, 1977

The morning started fresh as we all got

a welcome half hour of extra sleep. Off to

activities for a good morning of fun. Rob
Trippe got his Blue Racquet, while Jack
Stephenson and Chris Scullin got their

Red Racquet at the Kieve Racquet Club. In

Birds and Trees, Greg Zuckert got his

Novice, and in Pottery Ken Kennelly
achieved his Apprentice. Also in Printing

Charlie Shehadi put some type together

well enough to get his Gutenburg. Nice

going, guys!

After rest period the cabins warmed up
in anticipation of an afternoon of furious

battle down at the Kieve Waterfront. The
game is Aquattack, the teams. Orange,
led by Howard Phipps, and Black, led by
"Hot lips" Wheeler, the time is 3:20 P.M.
At the sound of the bell the two teams
converged. The two battle wagons of
Tony Fearey and John Wynn, and Gary
O'Leary and Tim Shenton squared off

with Gilmore's canoe taking 20 canoes by

the end. Wheeler struck 20 minutes into

the game, gaining a quick 750 points.

Howard had early problems in tactics and
deployment and by the time he got out of

jail the game was already decided.

Wheeler's Wildmen walked all over

Phipps by at least 2,000 points. Big loser

of the day has to go to Benjie Morrill for

five counts of conspiracy and willingness

to commit treasonable acts. A very

pleasurable dinner with the Trustees and
then off to Innisfree for play rehearsal.

The evening activity was a series of skits

that were depictions of the most memor-
able events in each cabin's trip. First skit

of the evening was South Harris' version

of the Pump Ranger at Hastings

Campground. Next on the chopping
block was "The Kieve Slaveship"— North
Bunker Hill's version of how counselors

live while canoeing on the Damiscotta

River. Then came South Bunker Hill's

letter to home which was suspiciously like

that of the next skit which was put on by
North Glenayr. A fine job by all and
Hershey bars for the troops. All told, a

fun day blessed by good weather and
active activities.

BILL O'DONNELL

SUNDAY, AUGUST 14, 1977

The day dawned cloudy and threaten-

ing, but the showers held off for most of

the day so that we could have outside

chapel, outside chicken barbecue, and
outside afternoon activities.

As this was Trustee Sunday, we had a

good many guests at breakfast; all were
astounded by the pancake-flipping.

Heavy duties and intense preparation for

inspection followed. All cabins sparkled,

but South Bunker Hill was the best.

The chapel service was a good one.

Trustees Dottie Brown and Suzie Win-

throp read from scripture and Dick spoke

from the Scriptures about the meaning of

trust. The choir was led by sweet-voiced

Chris Hagar and loudest Ken Hallows.

Chris Hagar's family joined us for

lunch as did most ot the trustees. After

lunch we all gave our trustees a lusty

Kieve cheer in thanks for their efforts in

behalf of Kieve.

Lots and lots of activities this after-

noon:
Tennis - Blue and Black Racquets for

Dave Buchanan.
Printing - Gutenburgs for: Brian

Johnson, Clay McCarthy, Mark
Menendez, Dick Russell, and Randy
Wilgis. Cromberger for: John Ren-

neissen and Randy Wilgis.

Photography - Alfred Steiglitz for: John
Nichols, Clint Johnson, Sean Sablosky

and Billy Rossmassler.

After supper Nancy ran a productive

first rehearsal of the watersports play,

and then we had another showing of

"The Great Locomotive Chase". A great

day ended up with prayers, song, and
cheer.

DICK KENNEDY
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MONDAY, AUGUST 15, 1977

"Hey, get that stove cranked up. What
do you think this is, October?" By fall

standards, today was a beautiful Maine

day. Crisp, dry, sunny, and bright. But

being August, things seemed a litde

strange. Oh well, a litde frost wasn't going

to get the Kieve boys down. There was a

total of 29 qualifications. Down at Tennis,

Chas Wilkins and Billy Tempel picked up
their Blue Racquet while Eric Linker and

James Gordon got their White. A big day

up at Nature with Perry Boyden, Steve

Shuster, David Ginn, Andy Morrow, Jack

Stephenson, and Benjie Morrill all get-

ting their Novice. At Printing Chas Wil-

kins notched his second qualificadon of

the day as he and Edward Coolidge each

got their Gutenburg. There was an awe-

some showing down at Sherwood Forest

with Bret McCarthy, Chris Hagar, Willy

Russell, Tiger Sablosky, Geordie

McLaughlin, James Gordon, Brian

Johnson, and John Nichols all getdng

their White Arrow, Chris Giles shot

superbly getting both his Black and Blue

Arrows and Mark Menendez got his

White and Black Arrows. Down at the

Yacht Club Dave Wallis, Greg Zuckert,

and Tommy Warren all achieved Skipper

status. But the biggest event of the day

came down at the Rifle Range; with only

one of ten targets for his Sharpshooter,

Tom Scriggins set off to do some shootin',

and shootin' he did, getting all nine

targets as well as getting the highest score

of the summer— a 47, only 3 points short

of perfection. John Nichols also shot well,

as he too got his Sharpshooter. Phew,

quite a list of achievements.

A sneak preview play rehearsal and
"The Great Locomotive Chase" closed

out a super day at Kieve.

HENRY R. KENNEDY

TUESDAY, AUGUST 16, 1977

This morning just didn't have it in the

sunshine department. But what we lacked

in clear skies, we made up for in en-

thusiasm for activities. The boys could

hardly hold out through duties, before

they bolted from Indian Circle and
scrambled for their various activity as-

signments.

Archery was the biggest seller of the

day. Tommy Gounaris, Dudley Shotwell

and Chris Waldorf all got their White and
Black Arrows. Bill Tempel got his White,

and the McCarthy boys got their Blacks as

did also Hibachi, Richard Russell, Rob
Zuckert, and Willy Russell. Nature too

was a biggy. Ram, Shampoo, Waldorf,
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Gomer, and Jerry Mack received their

Novice while Steve Shuster and Pugsley

got their Red Tree. At the Printing shack

Pugsley, Stitch Johnson, and Pack Rat got

their Gutenburg and Stoney got his

Cromberger. At the Rifle range Bret
Carts and Perry Boyden got their Pro-

Marksman and Stitch got his Marksman.
At Ropes, McLaughlin, Willy Russell,

Brace, Tris Warren, Stephenson, Gor-
don, Avantaggio, Ginn, Sablosky,

Hibachi, Buchanan, and C. McNulty got
their White Piton. In the shop Dicky-

me-boy, Hibachi, Gilmore and Kennelly
got their Apprentice, Pugsley, got his

Assistant Carpenter and Charlie Crowley
got his Master Carpenter! Busy day, boys!

Anyway the rain held out for us. We
had a decent play rehearsal. After dinner
we ran off Peter's rice and ham meal
playing Lacrosse and Soccer and Tennis.

Everyone had a blast and retired after a

full day of activity. The rain that so

perfectly held all day, lulled us to sleep.

SANDY BUCK

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 17, 1977

The clouds hung over the great Maine
pines. The streams were bubbling from
the night's rain. The lake lay still as if it

were frozen. The day was a bit slow with

the chance of rain on and off. The
morning activities were indoors, mostly in

the new building (Old Glenayr). Such
things as campcraft and first aid were

among the activities. The afternoon was a

little better with Archery and Tennis

being offered. Despite the overcast

weather there were multiple qualifica-

tions. In Photo; Sean McNulty received

his Henri Bresson, and Charlie Shehadi

and Eric Linker got their Alfred Steiglitz.

Gary O'Leary and Jim Stone were

awarded their Stephen Day along with

Dave Ginn and Brian Bailey, who re-

ceived their Gutenburgs in Printing.

Down at the Rifle Range, Clint Johnson
and Ken Kennelly conquered their

Marksman 1st Class. John Renneison shot

targets for his Marksman and Doug
Russell and Brian Bailey got their

Sharpshooter. In Shop, only Bill Hompe
qualified for his Apprentice 1st Class.

Finally, at the Archery Range, Sean

McNulty and Clay McCarthy achieved

their White and Blue Arrows. Both Mike
Nelson and Brian Johnson won their

Black Arrow. The afternoon came to an
end with a short general swim. After

dinner the whole camp met at Innisfree

to have a dress rehearsal, which was a

little wild, but finally finished about 8:15.

The O.D. wanted more pain. Even
though he had now reached the basket-

case level he wanted to see what limits he
could attain. At this time the Heffalump
appeared, just flown in from Kenya. He
was reported to be a friend of Beau
Kennedy! Chris Hagar aided the Hef-

falump in his performance. Poor Chris!!!

Next Ted Walsh honored us with a story

from the past. Thank you, Ted! "I want
more," cried the O.D. so lastly, each

camper was given a marshmallow for

toasting, which were sent by Mrs.

McNulty for Colin's birthday. Flag, a late

one, at 9:30 ended the day.

JEFF WHEELER

THURSDAY, AUGUST 18, 1977

Today, which is customarily known as

"Qualification Thursday", was great fun.

It seems to be the day when the campers

surprise themselves and accomplish more
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than they ever thought possible — as the

lists below will show. The day was also

distinguished by the fact that it was both

Colin McNulty's and Adam Kline's birth-

day. Tom Kelley was also in camp during
the day. All in all it was a marvelous day
which ended with a surprise shower at the

Red Farm House for Jane and Peter.

Below are listed the myriad qualifica-

tions which were received during the day.

Printing - Chris Morrow and Chris Hagar
Gutenburg; Clint Johnson and Bill

Rossmassler - Cromberger
Sailing — Tony Fearey - Crew
Swimming — Rob Trippe, Chris Hagar,

David Ginn, David_ Buchanan, Tom
Sanders, Jack Stephenson, Chris Wal-

dorf - Basic Water Safety; C. Waldorf,
Mark Menendez, Charlie Shehadi -

Beginner; C. Waldorf, Mark Menen-
dez, Charlie Shehadi - Advanced Be-

ginner; Chris Giles, Jimmy Stone -

Swimmer.
Photography — Geoff Edmunds, Mike

Nelson, Jerry Mack, Dick Brace -

Alfred Steiglitz; Charlie Shehadi, Dick

Richardsson, Randy Wilgis, Greg Zuc-

kert, Billy Roberts - Edward Weston.
Nature — Brian Bailey, John Nichols,

Charlie Shehadi - Red Tree; Ken
Kennelly, Sean McNulty, Willy Rus-
sell, Tris Warren, Tom Gounaris,

Charlie Crowley, Tom Sanders, Billy

Rossmassler - Novice.

Ropes — Ken Hallows, Chris Morrow,
Brett McCarthy, Jay Phelps, Charlie

Crowley, John Nichols, Edward
Coolidge, Dick Richardsson, Ram
Goodrich, Jerry Mack, Sean McNulty -

White Piton.

Archery — Tris Warren - Black Arrow;
Clint Johnson - White Arrow.

Riflery — Rob Trippe, Bill Tempel -

Pro-Marksman; Rob Trippe, Tom
Warren, Richard Russell, ' Mark
Menendez - Marksman; Chris -Mayer,

Jack Stephenson, Tom Warren, Paul
Nichols - Marksman 1st Class; Tom
Blum - Sharpshooter; Brian Bailey -

Bar I.

Tennis — Tom Gounaris, Willy Russell,

Charlie Crowley, Brett McCarthy -

White Racquet; David Ginn, Chris
Hagar - Black Racquet; Dick Brace -

Blue Racquet; Brian Johnson, Ken
Hallows, Geordie McLaughlin, Jack
Stephenson, Geoff Edmunds, Gary

O'Leary, Billy Rossmassler, Clint

Johnson, Richard von Plauen, Eliot

Heher - Gold Racquet.

JOHN R. PEDRICK

FRIDAY, AUGUST 19, 1977

The last regular day in camp dawned
clear, crisp and sunny and needless to say

much was accomplished. Yesterday's

flurry did not exhaust the possibility of

things to be completed. The list follows:

Riflery — Pro-marksman: Tris Warren,
Richard von Plauen, Dick Brace,

Baron Heisey, Chris Waldorf;
Marksman: Bill Hompe, Chris Giles,

Broeck Smith; Marksman 1st: Bill

Roberts; Bar I: Geoff Edmonds
Archery — Black Arrow: Rob Trippe,

Chris Hagar; Blue Arrow: Chris

Mayer.
Tennis — White Racquet: Jerry Mack,

Ramsey Goodrich, Tris Warren, David
Conway, Paul Nichols, Tom Scriggins.

Printing — Gutenburg: Dick
Richardsson, Steve Shuster, Eric San-

born, Sean McNulty; Cromberger:
Ken Hallows, Mark Menendez, Mike
Bent; Day: Mike Bent

Sailing — Crew: Rob Zuckert, William

Avantaggio, Tom Sanders; Skipper:

Chris Mayer, David Ginn
Nature — Novice: Clay McCarthy, Baron

Heisey, Clint Johnson, Geoff Ed-
monds, Eric Linker; Red Tree: Chris

Mayer, Jamie Hebb, David Ginn.



Special Awards — Tennis Tournament
winners: Clint and Brian Johnson, Bill

Rossmassler; Kieve Printers: Gary
O'Leary and Chris Peters; Kieve Pot-

ter: Sean McNulty.
Special mention should also be made of

Clint Johnson who finally was able to

"motor" only to fall again and require five

more stitches by Judy in the same knee!

We had our traditional hamburger
dinner at Westcott Point, cooked by chefs

Bill Brown and the O.D. Then to our
final flag, a reading from the Kieve

brochure of 1931, and then silently down
to Kistler Point. A cam pfire, a talk by
Dick, candlelight and torches (and no
wind) for our processional to the top of

the hill for a subdued and pleasant Kieve

Song and Cheer. A beautiful night!

Thank you for the kind and thoughtful

words, Dick.

DICK LINKER

SATURDAY, AUGUST 20, 1977

It was an excited group of boys who
gathered at the flag pole. Chris Morrow
and David Ginn raised the flag under
very gray skies that slowly gave way to

brilliant sunshine and a brisk breeze.

Duties put the final polishing strokes on
the cabins and grounds, but we saved a

change into clean clothes until after

lunch.

The morning was busy at several ac-

tivities, mainly riflery, sailing, and tennis.

Final qualifications went to Brian Bailey -

Bar II, Ken Hallows - Crew, Bill Hompe -

Red Racquet, Chris Giles - Blue Racquet,

and Robby Zuckert - White Racquet. At
general swim, we all piled into the South
Bathhouse leaving the North for mothers
and sisters. Nancy Kennedy ran through
the play songs just before lunch — and
suddenly regular camp was all over for

1977.

The 3:00 bell found the landsports

field full of cars and welcomed campers
and families to the waterfront for the

races which are usually very close and
always spirited and fun for everybody —
even the seemingly distressed boys in

rowboats. Here are the results:

1. South Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle: I.

Gordon, 2. Mack, 3. Conway.

2. South Glenayr rowboat: 1. Linker, 2.

Avantaggio and Coolidge (tie)

3. South Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle: 1.

Sanborn, 2. Tempel, 3. Warren
4. North Glenayr 25 yd. freestyle: 1. C.

McNulty, 2. Warren, 3. Morrow
5. North Glenayr Rowboat: 1. Russell, 2.

Zuckert, 3. Waldorf
6. South Bunker Hill Double Canoe: 1.

Kennelly 8c Boyden, 2. McCarthy 8c

Ginn, 3. Sablosky 8c McNulty
7. South Bunker Hill 50 yd. freestyle: 1.

Russell, 2. Brace, 3. Gournaris
8. North Bunker Hill Double Canoe: 1.

Buchanan 8c Scullin, 2. McLaughlin 8c

Morrill, 3. Giles 8c Stephenson
9. North Bunker Hill 50 yd. freestyle: 1.

Shuster, 2. Hagar, 3. Bent
10. South Harris 50 yd. freestyle: 1.

Stone, 2. OTeary, 3. Fearey

11. South Harris Double Canoe: 1.

Johnson 8c Heisey, 2. McCarthy 8c

Sanders, 3. Gilligan 8c Rossmassler

12. North Harris 50 yd. freestyle: 1. von
Plauen, 2. Russell, 3. Scriggins

13. North Harris Single Canoe: I.Bailey,

2. Peters, 3. Renneisen
14. North Harris Obstacle Race: 1. Hebb

8c Smith (tie)

15. Old Bunker Hill Single Canoe: 1.

Gamble, 2. Heher, 3. Card
16. Senior Camper Four-Man Canoe: 1.

Wynn, Woodruff, Ebeling, Shenton, 2.

Gardner, Russell, Guthrie, Stewart

17. War Canoe Race: 1. South Bunker
Hill (Tris Warren), 2. North Bunker
Hill (Paul Nichols)

18. Canoe Pile-In: 1. South Glenayr 8c

South Harris (16), 2. North Glenayr 8c

North Harris

After the watersports, it was all come
and all served in a variety of family

activities, canoeing and tennis being the

most popular. The refreshments and
Peter Nelson's buffet dinner at Harriet

House were excellent. While the boys had
Tench's home cooking on the top of the

hill, the warm glow at Harriet House
spread outwards until it rested upon a

most appreciative audience in Innisfree.

The play, "Little Brown Riding Roots,"

was alive and very well for its second
presentation of the season. A theatre

critic could not help but be impressed

with the magic bond forged between the

players and the audience who responded
warmly. Bill Rossmassler, Jamie Hebb,
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Richard von Plauen, and Edward
Coolidge linked the various scenes into a

witty, musical chain of exceedingly robust

grandmothers. Ben Batchelder's slides

captured many moments that were those

days. The guest numbers first by the girls

and then by the head bunkhouse coun-

cilors were well received and fortunately

prayers, song, and cheer helped to quiet

the frenzy. Cabin lights went out a bit

later than usual following the traditional

and well controlled parties.

BOB BISHOP

SUNDAY, AUGUST 21, 1977
Carillons at eight. . . chairs to Pas-

quaney. . . final pancake flipping. . .

canoes to the top of the hill. . . trunks to

the landsports field. . . packing. . . chapel

with readings by Bob and Judy Linker,

words by Dick Kennedy and a prayer by
Jamie Hebb. . . awards at the cabins. . .

delicious barbecue chicken (thanks, Peter

et al). . . goodbyes. . . Kieve 1977 draws to

a close. . . tomorrow the chipmunks,
squirrels and bears take over. . .

DR. vonHEEDON
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